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AB Cheyenne. Charlie started to descend by means of his lifeline three men suddenly appeared
or.;
t,he scene. Two of them tushed to cut the rope, while the other raised his .
·
rifle. But Wild was ready for business.
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oung Wild West's Double Shot
·- O R -

CHEYENNE CHARLIE1S LIFE LINE
By AN OLD SCOUT
•
CHAP TER I.
HOP WAH DOES SOME MAGIC.

.

we -kin git a bridge over Black Ravine we kin
about a hundred miles in makin' a t rip ter Silver
ack ter Hog Creek. Now, t h en, what we want is
ter go along an' take care of ther outlaws what
found along ther trail. Some of 'em has a lr eady
ut that there ain't goin' ter be no bridge b uilt
Ravine, 'cause it will interfere with their busipose. Young 'Wild West, you an' you r two pards
:ake care of all t her outlaw galoots there is in
ry, 'cordin' ter what I have heard about you. I
ter agree ter go along with us and stick ter us
r idge is built over ther ravine. It's all laid ou:.,
'mbers is cut ter go right in their places. All's
did is ther mason work, which won't take more'n
f days. Will you fellers go with us an' help us
outlaws away t ill the bridge is completed?"
aker was Bob Henderson, superintendent and prinholder in the smelter at Hog Creek.
a big, good-natured looking man of fifty, and his
pe&rance would indicate that he had roughed it
ly during his lifetime, and that he was one who
ienced ail sorts of hardships.
s true for Bob H enderson had come t o A riz:ma
~s fortiine when a young man, and by hard work
r,assed quite a fortune.
per mines were attractive to him, and as that part
a was full of th~ ore and was so that it could be
the ground easily, it was not such a hard task
n who undel'stood the business to make a fortune,
r.e stuck at the work.
drawback there was lay in th e.poor facilities for
mg the ore to Silver City, which was t he obj ective
be reached from the mine at Hog Creek.
time of which we write railroads were sca rce in
outside of the main lines, and thus it necessitated
; mule teams to t r an sport the ore t o a ma r ket after
~elted.
through H enderson t he smelter had been built in
mining camp and it was now in operation.
r many tons of pu re copper had been transported
City by mule teams, but t he process was so slow
!ant could not be worked t o its f ull capacity, and
dea of constructing a bridge over a deep cut that
Black Ravine had come into the minds of Hend2r ~is associates in business.
was done at least fifty miles ,vould be cut from
ey each wa y, and that would save three days at
ne r ound t rip.

\J.y

The distance from H og Creek t o Silver City was one hundred and twenty-five miles, and with fifty cut off that it
would be brought down to seventy-five.
.
This y.,ould make a big difference t o the people of the
smelter in the course of a year, and as the cost of building
the bridge was so small they had decided to do it.
But along the trail, and hanging about the camp, were
j a n umber of lawless men, who generally did what t hey
pleased.
They robbed the stagecoach that ran over the trail, held
up the drivers of the mule teams and dumped the loads of
copper into deep holes, from which the ore could never be
recovered, and made life miserable for the owners of the
copper plant.
~ome of the scoundrels had been caught and summarily
de~lt with, but more came all the time, and it had drifted
int o a sort of war between the copp er men and the outlaws
at t he time we open our story.
Young Wild West and his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart, had been sent for, and they had just arrived
wh ~n the remarks made by Bob Hendcl'son occurred.
.
Young Wild West was the champion deaclshot of the West.
He was known all over the wild _West for his square dealings,
fearl ess manner 11:nd excellent Judgment.
.
Cheyenne Char lie was an ex-g;overnment scout and_ Indian
fighter, and though he was a httle hot-headed at times he
was one of the r ea l good characters of the West.
Jim Dart was a boy of abou t the .sa me a r:e as Young Wild
West, and one who could always b depended on to do his
part1 w,hether it .was fighting or simply taking part in an
evenmg s entertamment.
.
Our l•ero was but a boy m years, but he was a man in
every other sense.
0 -f medium height, strong as a bull, quick as lightning,
courag'.:ous to the extreme, quick to think, cool as an iceberg and a dead shot, he was one to be feared and respected
by all persons inclined to be evil in their dispositions and
loved a nd honored by the honest and worthy class. ·
H2 wor e his light chestnut hair long, and when he was
riding his famous sor rel stallion, Spitfire, with his hair
strci:: miag in the wind, he made a t r ue pic~ure of the wild
West here.
Cheyenne Charlie was ten years older than Wild and J im,
and with his bronz~d fa~e, long black hair and flowing mustache, he looked to be JUS~ what he wa~, a t;·ue scout of
the border, who had expenenced everythmg that befalls a
rn_an who has been born and reared i:1 the great We~tern
wilderness.
The two boys had been born and 1·earcd ther e, too, so
there was lit le rha, t b ,. 'li" not kn'.l''' ... o t ,i; the wi d places
and villainous gangs that infest such parts of the i;hbe.
" Well," said x oung- w ud 'vv est, in answer to Bob Hender-
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son, "I think the bridge can go through all right, and I of-hand tricks, knew considerable of chemistry, liked whisk,M
~
rather have the idea that the outlaws will soon be put out of and was a confirmed gambler.
it
Hop Wah was w,ty up in these accomplishments, if th/d
business, too. It is just our hobby to hunt down lawless
1
emJ
·
gangs of men. We have done quite a lot of it in the last could be called accomplishments.
two or three years, and we are always rea dy to take another
But he was one who had a way of being around just whl un~<
chance at it."
he was wanted, and more than once had he been the mea;r'he
"0~, I hl!-ve heard a great deal about you, Young Wild of saving our hero's life, as well as the lives of his partne~ c
Hop came around the front of the tavern just then, a11;'.';en1
West,' replied Henderson. "That is why I sent and asked
if you would come up to Hog Creek. You are only a boy, I with a smile that was "child-like and bland," reported thi,. 1, 1d
know, but I guess you have had more experience an' more he had seen to the horses, and that everything was "allf.We ~l
l '
real adventures than any man in ther territory of Arizony. light."
Henderson looked at the Celestial as he stepped on ,tl:Th
I'm mighty glad ter hear yer say you'll help us out in
this business we've undertook. There's a mighty bad galoot porch and took a seat on a bench, and then turned to oif.:Teh
e
named Buck Dipple what's doin' ther most of ther sneakin' hero and observed:
work. We've tried hard tcr git him, an' we're gain' ter
"That ain't ther Chinee you said was sich a gamble/lPftYI
I
I
offer a reward of five thousand dollars fur him, dead or is it?"
alive. That oughter be some inducement ter you boys. We'll
"That's him," Young Wild West retorted. "He doesn-"\ l!
-~ a,'
pay yer well fur your services, too."
look it, does he?"
"Yes, that is quite an inducement, Mr. Henderson," said
"No. He don't look as though he knows enough ter blo1 It
er~
Young Wild Vf est, as he brushed back his long hair and hot soup.''
"Well, that is why so many folks make a mistake in hiit'er
looked at the speaker with a smile on his handsome face.
"We have the greatest of luck in earning rewards that are Hop is one of the smartest men in the country, barrin1
offered for the capture of outlaws, dead or alive, and I none of the races.''
haven't the least doubt but that we will earn this one. Is
Henderson grinned.
Buck Dipple, as you call him, the leader of the gang that is
"If that's ther case it's a wonder he has lived so long,'
causing all the trouble?"
he remarked.
"Ye,s, I reckon he's got all ther stragglers in with him
"Well, he has a way of taking care of himself. Jus
now. There must be about thirty in his gang."
come into the barroom and I will let him show you some y
"Well, that is a pretty good crowd, and if they are all thing.''
"Good! I can't believe there is anvthing but dumbne{\
bad fellows we will have a pretty lively time of it. But I
guess it won't take . very long to make them understand in that fool Chinaman till I see it with my own eyes.''
They all got up and went in the barroom, Hop followin5 n
where they are and what they ~re up against. Just leave
There were only a few in the place at the time, and a. H
that -part of it to us. What sort of a looking fellow is Buck
' "
Henderson knew them all he invited them to drink.
Dipple?"
They were of the sort who never refuse, for the most oi ,,
"That's kinder hard ter tell. I reckon there ain't no honliked to hang around a public place better than the,;- 1
est one in ther camp what has ever seen him without some them to
!,
work.
sort of a disguise. He was a theater actor, so they say, liked
Neither Wild nor Jim ever took anything strong, but t
afore he come in Arizony, an' he kin make himself up in all
J;inds of characters. There ain't no doubt but that he's in scout did occasionally.
They ordered soft drinks and Charlie took whisk:J' wi
Hog Creek right at this minute. There's strangers comin'
rest.
an' gain' all ther time, yer know, an' he could very easy Henderson and the
"What are you gain' ter have, heathen?" the superinte!idlm
pass off fur one. He's a great gambler, but there's so many
looking at Hop and grinning as
who is great gamblers that there's no use in tryin' ter pick of the smelter asked,
he thought him very much of a joke.
him out from that.'
havee lillee tanglefoot for um stomach's sakee.m,wa•
"Well, our Chinaman is somewhat of a gambler, too, and the"Me
reply.
bland
many
How
out.
him
pick
to
it may be that he vl'ill be able
"Good!"
saloons have you in town?"
"Velly goodee," smiled Hop, as he- poured out his drin
"Four, an' they are all licensed gambling houses, too.
"Now, just: show them one of your litth t!"icks in sleigh
.,. That's ther way ther signs read, but there's no one who of-hand, Hop," Wild said, nodding to him. '·Don't go througb .
know. where any of 'em go ther licenses from. I reckon if any long ceremony, but just make it short and sweet.''
;vi
any galoot wants ter open a gamblin' house in Hog Creek
"Allee light; me do velly nicee lille tlick. Me likee havefh
all he's got ter do is ter open it an' put out a sign ter ther um bottle of tanglefoot; len me showee tlick.''
,
effect that it's licensed. That's about all there is ter it."
"Never mind the bottle of whisky; just show us one with, 1
"Yes, I know how it is done. They do that all through the out that. If you were allowed to handle a bottle of whiskf,fi
West in mining camps. It seems that the miners can't get you would get away with it, and then the landlord would b
alqng without gambling and drinking poor whisky."
out just that much.''
"Of course they can't! A man must have some sort of
"What do you mean by his getting away with it,
know.~'
yer
recreation,
West?" spoke up Henderson.
"Why, I mean that he would get it in one of his pockJ
"Well, I suppose there wouldn't be much to get pleasure
right before your eyes, and that not one of you would
from, that is a fact.''
"Ther galoots what work in ther smelter all git big money, him do it," was the retort.
"Oh, I guess he couldn't do that very well."
but ther cost of livin' is high. They have plenty money left
"You think not?"
ter gamble with, though."
r
"I feel sartin of it.''
The conversation took place on the -porch of the Hog
"Will you pay for the bottle of liquor if he makes it d"
(:reek Tavern, the only place where board and lodging could
.,.
appear?"
be had in the camp.
"I sartinly will.''
It was a long building, part of it being only one-story,
"All right. Landlord, let the Chinaman have a boti'fu of
but there were plenty of rooms in it, such as they were.
In the most of them the guests could look outside through your best whisky.''
"I'll do that," was the reply. "It will cost Henderson just
the cracks between the boards, for no plaster was used in
six dollars, too, if ther heathen gits away with it withoutt
the construction.
his knowin' it.''
They had not got to that yet in Hog Creek.
"Well, I've got ther six dollars, I reckon," said the super•
As has been stated, Young Wild West and his two partners had arrived there but a short time before they were in ten dent.
Hop smiled when the bottle was handed to him.
met by Bob Henderson, the man they had come to see.
It was an ordinary quart bottle and bore a fancy label.
They had brought with them their Chinese servant. Hop
The Celestial looked it over carefully and then placed it
Wah, for they expected to do a lot of camping out before
they got back to our hero's ranch in Texas, and Hop was on the rough counter.
"Now evelybody watchee me cover um bottle uppee," he
an excellent cook.
He was something -more than a cook, too, for, though he remarked, as he took his big yellow silk handkerchief from
was about the most innocent-looking Chinaman the people beneath the folds of the loose-fitting gown he wore. then
He spread out the handkerchief over his hands and
of Hog Creek had ever seen, he was the shrewdest.
He was gifted with the power to do all aorta of sleight;.. carefully placed it over the bottle.
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"Teched ther right spot, hey?" and Dobler laughed and
win1:ed at the rest.
"Yes, landlord, to use the vulgar expression, it touched
the right spot."
Then Roger Bulwer pulled a handsome gold watch from
his pocket and looked at it.
"It will soon be supper time, and I am glad of it, for I
'
am very hungry," he remarked.
"I kin git a bite fur yer right away," spoke up the landlord as he gave him change for the bill he had placed on
the counter to pay for the liquor he had drank.
"No, no. I can't wait. I will not allow you to put yourself out any. I won't have you to. I insist on waiting until
the regular hour."
"Oh! All right, then. Supper will be ready in less than
an hour. Yer kin go out back of ther house an' take a
wash, an' then hang around a little while. Then it wcn't
be long afore yer kin have yer supper, along with ther rest
of the guests of ther tavern."
"I'll take that wash right away, I guess."
As 'the man went out Cheyenne Charlie turned to Young
Wild West and said:
I'll bet a
"I don't think much of that galoot, Wild.
CHAPTER II.
plug of tobacker that he ain't what he says he is."
"Well, it strikes me that he is some smart fellow who is
ROGER BULWER APPEARS ON THE SCENE.
[us
trying to make out that he is innocent. The first thing we
€1 Young Wild West put the Chinaman's handkerchief in know he will be playing draw poker. I have seen just such •
esjs pocket to give to him later on, for he knew he would fellows before. Of course he never was a preacher. He
'ot come back after it just now, as he was no doubt afraid lied when he said that."
ntf would be forced to give up the bottle of whisky he had "Oh, there's no tellin' what a man is when he strikes a
camp of this kind," observed Bob Henderson. "But come!
af neatly stolen.
I want ter take yer over ter ther smelter an' introduce yer.
, Henderson laughed as heartily as any of the rest.
"I didn't give ther heathen credit fur bein' able ter do I 1·eckon that Chjnarnan won't be back ter give a feller a
," he said. "I'll never doubt a thing yer say agin, Young smell of that bottle he got away with."
"No, ther yaller galoot won't never , fetch that back,"
ild West."
"That's all right," our hero answered . "I know that Hop said the scout. "He'll divide that up in two or three smaller
about as innocent-looking as any . Chinaman ever could bottles and save it fur some time when he won't be able ter
and that makes it seem impossible to ,the most of people buy none. Hop is a very smart galoot, an' there's no rubbin'
·
t h.• could be able to do such sliok· tricks. But he" is a it out."
The smelter was right in the heart of the camp.
od ene nevertheless-as good as I h'8.ve seen, in fact."
If it had not been for that there would have been very
en a stranger rode up in front of the tavern and
J
few shanties in Hog Creek.
ed.
T ell appearances he was a man of middle age, and by
Th?y had built · up around it to supply homes for the
dress he might have been a preacher in hard luck.
working force.
I. ."llo.w do you do, friends?" he said pleasantly, as he swung
Bob Henderson and his friends and partners owned the
Jt.\lle 'bridle rein over his horse's head. "Can I o'btain ac- whole place.
tJommodations for myself and steed here?"
They had bought it up for a song, and with the excephi "! eckon yer kin, stranger," Bob Henderson answered tion of a few building plots which they had sold, it was all
1vith a friendly nod. "I don't think ther house is so full their property.
e.-hat yer can't be took in. How about it, Dobler?"
Young Wild West and his partners soon reached the office
"I reckon the1·e's room fur him," replied the landlord.
with the superintendent.
~ "Ah, thank you," and the stranger appear~d greatly
H enderson then called in the different stockholders that
leased. "I have come all the way from Silver City for were around the town and told them that Young Wild West
he purpose of locating her'.!. I will find a house to live in and his pa1·tners were going to take care of the outlaws
roba~~y in a few days, and then I will send for my wife while the bridge over Black Ravine was being constructed,
nd chili ·en. Gentlemen, I am Roger Bulwer, formerly a and also that they expected to get the five thousand dollars
f the gospel, but now just an ordinary man, who reward for Buck Dipple, dead or alive.
· ·s
to work for his living."
·
' The officials and bosses were very glad to hear this.
1dlord called th~ hostler and had the stranger.'s
I ,ike Henderson. they had heard considerable about the
en in charge, after which he showed him to the abilities of our friends, and they now felt that the bridge
door of the house, instead of allowing him to enter would be a success.
om.
Before thPy left the office Henderson made out a draught
believed in giving a preacher aIJ the respect that
to him, and so did the majority of the inhabi- payable to Young Wild West and !>howed it to him.
"That's yours if yer git Buck Dipple," he i:;aid. "Now I'll
og Creek.
at was the landlord's astonishment when Roger jest put it in ther safe, an' we'll see how long it is afore
as he called himself, followed him through into yer come ter claim it."
"If the fellow don't take a notion to leave this part of the
m.
ink I will have a little of some kind of cordial to country before we ·get after him it won't bE' very long," Wild
t ' 11
tt refresh myself an<l quiet my nerves," he said as he stepped retorted.
It was arranged that mule tea.ms would start out for
to the bar.
"I reckon ther only kind of cordial yer kin git at this Black Ravine the next morning, and that Young Wild West
rshebang is plain rye whisky, mister," was the retort. "If and his partners would accompany the workmen.
Then they went back to the tavern.
that will suit yer, all right."
It was supper time now, so they ,vashcd up and went right
"When you are in Rome do as the Romans do," said the
t ex-minister with a smile. "I will take a little of the whh;ky. ,into the dining-room.
Roger Bulwer was already eating, but he vreeted them
It might do me as much good as the cordial would."
"It'll do yer a blamed sight more good, I reckon. Don't pleasantly as they came in and sat down at the table.
e
h be afraid of takin' a big one; it won't cost yer any more." A foreman of the smelting works had his wife and daugh"Thank you. I will take a little bigger drink, then, for ter boardinq- thue 1111' ii such time a ~ h :! could ge~ a house
built for them, and the daughter, ,1ho v.as quite a fine-lflokI know I need it to quiet my nerves."
He swallowed the liquor and then looked at the ceiling ing girl, S"e::~ed to be an c~j:)~t o:. ·n:i: i 1 c ·-:-' lo D.h;e_·.
He h:.:.J already got into conversation wifo those at the
and gave vent to a long-drawn sigh of relief.

isl!;,M~ gottee velly smartee uncle in China," he said as he
thJd it there for a second. "He makee velly nicee tlicks for
n empelor; he muchee gleat mandarin. Me a!lee samee likee
h.J' uncle."
ea;r'hen he allowed the handkerchief to drop over the bottle
e d calmly walked out of the banoom.
a 111 Henderson broke into a laugh.
thi'l, kn?wed he cou!dn't make ther bottle dis~ppear," he said.
all<i:e s give up ther Job, 'cause we was watchm' him so clo:::e."
Wild stepped over and lifted the handkerchief.
t Then it was that a look of blank surprise came o\>er the
0 ce of the superintendent of the smelter.
The bottle of whisky was gone and in its place was an
lei1Pty one that looked as though it might have been picked
~ from an ash heap.
>sn A burst of laughter went up from the landlord and the
·
,standers.
"I'm dead game,
lo "It's on me, boys," said Henderson.
ery time. That heathen Chinee is ther best I ever seen.
erybody wet his whistle at my expense."
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table when our friends sat down, and as he was quite a conversationalist they all seemed to appr eciate it.
Young Wild West attracted considerable attention when
he sat down, but he was used to that, and so to-ok ·it very
coolly.
The supper being over, our friends left the room and went
outside.
When they got in the banoom' they found a man tacking
. up a notice to the effect that five thousand ·dolla1:s was offered as a reward for the capture of the notorious outlaw,
Buck Dipple.
Wild smiled when he read it.
"I suppose they want to make it public, so we will not
think that there is any danger of our being cheated out of
the reward in case we catch him, boys," he remarked.
"I reckon that's it," answered the scout. "I s'pose it has
been talked about, an' as ther smelter people were going to
offer the reward they thought it best to put up , the noLice.
"But that won't interfere with you fellers any," he added.
"There ain't nobody around here a s kin catch ther- galoot ;
if there was they would have had him long ago, · 'cause
they've been tryin' hard enough ter git him."
1t was about an hour later that Roger Bulw er came in
the barroom, puffing away on a cigar and looking contented.
By this time there was quite a crowd in th e t aven 1, for
the day's work was over and the men had supped.
Bulwer came right up to Hender son.
.
"I should like to go to one of the gambling houses and
look on a while," he said. "I ' hear that you are one of the
pioneers of the town, so you must know all about it."
"Yes, I reckon I know as much about Hog Creek as anybody," was the reply. "I'll take yer around, sa r t inly. Young
Wild West, don't you an' your pards want to go, too?"
"I should be glad to have them accompany us," said Bulwer.
"Well," answered Wild, "I suppose we may as w ell p ass
the evening in that way as any othe1·. We'll go out a while
and look around the gambling houses."
1.'hey started from the tavern a few- minutes later.
"Here's about ther stiffest gamblin' plac~ in ther camp,"
said Henderson as they came to a shanty that had a paint ed
front and a sign that was gilded. " I · r eckon we kin find
lots ter look at in here."
" Just what we want," nodded the st r anger.
The place was doing a rushing business. There was only
a small bar in it, but the man behind it was kept busy dealing out the drinks that were'· ordered.
There was only one big room in the building on the ground
floor and this w.as taken up with card tables and chairs and
roulette and faro outfits.
As Wild cast a glance about the room he saw Hoµ Wah
seated at. one of the tables engaged in a game of cards with
two miners, who had been imbibing r ather freely.
Henderson caught sig~t of him almost at the same time.
"There's your Chinee, Young Wild West," he spoke .: up.
"He's tryin' his luck at poker, I reckon."
"Yes, I see him. I guess he had better quit that business
and go to the tavern, where he belongs just now. I'll see
t hat he does."
They all walked over to the table and saw that there was
a big pile of money and chips on it.
It happened to be a jack-pot and the betting was quite
heavy.
·
Hop looked sheepish when he saw our hero and his partners.
But he smiled as he raked in the pot.
He had held the winning hand.
"Hop, I guess you had better light out of this," Wild said
calmly.
.
·
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply.
"I have told you to quit this gambling business, haven't

I?"

-"Me allee timee forgittee, Misler Wild."
T.he Celestial arose from the chair, while the two miners
looked at our hero angrily.
"What have you got ter do with ther heathen, young feller?" a sked one.
"He happens to be in my employ, that's all."
"An' you stop him from · playin' poker whenever yer feel
like it, eh?"
"That is just what's the matter, my friend."
"Don't yer know that he's won quite '\ pile of money

from us?"

n..;~~

"Well, I'll make him give it back to you. Hop, just
over your winnings, and be quick about it."
.
· od
"No," spoke up the other man. "We ain't no squeaf"A
We don't want ther money back; we want ter play 1liad
him a little longer an' try an' win it back."
~le
'·Let-him play with them a little longer-, Mr. West," st-,ad
up Roger Bulwer. "I believe I will take a hand in the g( Bi:i
with them, if they will allow me to."
H
"You're as welcome as ther rain is ter burnin' sand," ny
claimed the miner who had spoken first. ·
" I-1
"All right," said Wild. "If they insist on you playick J
with th:;m, Hop, I don't care what you do."
" 'TI
Hop smiled blandly._
· "~
·'Me likee play dlaw pokee," he observed. "Velly ni H E
gamee, allee samee.'
hat
B_ulwer sat down without any further conversation on lat
subJ ect .
.,~
Wi'. d was not surprised to see the man act this way. 0 h l
He had picked him out to be an impostor at first, and,.00 q
had his partners.
·
' Tl
That he was a cl-ever ~ambler :1-ie did not doubt.
nad
But when he was playrng agamst Hop he had to· k1 Bl
his wits about him unless he did not car e whether he \un1
money or not.
The hum of voices, the clicking of chips a nd the jingl~h
of glasses made a confused sound in the r oom, and wh1 "
ever the roulette wheel spun around there was a moment! "
silence.
·w
But Young Wild West and his partners were used· ...
hear ing these sounds and they paid no attention to -them. ~
Neither did the mm1 who claimed to "be an ex-cle1·g:ym 1)
He appeared to be right ~t home in the gambling hou::e. ol

1

.

~

CHAPTER III.

m.e
fo
Wild and his partners found vacant chair s and brouJr
them up to watch the game.
~
0
They knew it was bound to be an interesting one. .
¥
That Roger Bulwer was a professional card sharp they
not the least doubt.
But if he could win money from Hop Wah he *ould, 5
1
the b2st they had ever seen at the business.
·
Hop had on his most innocent look.
He had made the two miners -b elieve tha t he knew lit .
about the game, ~nd they att ributed it to his wonde1: 1
luck because he had won from them.
Hop w on the deal when the four-handed game started.~
The Chinaman knew that Young· Wild West might stohim fro,n playing at any .moment, so he decided to "m11i
hay while the sun shone.''
.
In a way that seemed very awkward to those not ::u
quainted with him he dealt the cards around.
'V
Bob Henderson, who had gone to the bar foi- some drin~
and cigars, now returned, and he brought a stool with hirl
for he wanted to stay with the pa1-ty he had brought to tJiW
gambling house to see the sights . .
He looked at Wild and winked.
a
This showed that he was not a bit surprised at st!iei'ng Bu sl
wer take a hand in the game.
'
Hop looked at the hand he had dealt himself and foun"
the usual four aces there.
He always got four aces when there was anything. w
while.
· •.
Just now there was only ten · dollars on board; whilh ha(t
been put up by Bulwer, who held the edge.
. ~ ··
n
But Hop knew there would be a whole lot more lhere il
a very few minutes.
·
The players all looked at their hands and the~ all m~
the bet.
,
v
It seemed rather strange that Hop should pick out th1 t
stranger for his victim, but he did so.
He had dealt him three kings.
'1.'he two ·miners each had a small pair to make then r
go in.
He was at least to meet the bet, and with a smile he raise< <
it ten dollars.
There was a peculiar look of satisfaction on the face ol 1
Bulwer, and he promptly met it and lifted it another ten.
Then both the miners dropped out, for they evidentlJ
thought that the small pairs they held were not large enoug\ ;
to take the risk on.
Hop looked puzzled for a minute and then he met the bet
and raised it a2'ain.
BULWER IS SHOWN UP.

hifre
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"I guess you must have a pretty good hand, my Oriental
-,.jend," remarked Bulwer. "l:lut 1 am possessed of a pretty
a od one myself, so I will raise you fifty."
"Allee light," answered Hop, who was always well supied with money. "Me makee hundled!"
stHe put up the money and then looked as innocent as a
ad.
g Bulwer just met him this time.
,, He did not seem to care about raising it 011 his three kings
y more.
'·How many cards .you takee?" the Cebslial asked, as he
icked up the deck.
"Two will be enough for me, I guess."
. "Allee light."
n He passed the three cards to him, and when Bulwer saw
n at one of them was the other king of the pack he felt
lated.
·'l\Ie takee one card," said Hop, as though he was talking
dlo himself. "If me gittee light one me feel allee samee putty
rood."
The card he dr ew was only the seven of clubs, but that
k ade no difference, since he had the four aces cold. .
Bulwer looked at the Chinaman keenly as he placed a
1 undred dollars on the bo:ud.
Hop appeared to be in a deep study and did not notice
[ 1 hat he did.
"There's my bet--a hundred dollars," said Dulwer.
"Allee light; me takee um chance," and Hop put down
fwo hundrcJ.
·
~ r "Me laisec hundlcd," he added cheerfully.
Bulwer pondered a moment.
Then he calmly drew a six-shooter from his pocket and
· placed it on the table.
"I am under the impression that you are trying to bluff
e 01,t, my yellow friend," he said coolly. "But let me inorm you that no man can bluff me. I will raise it five hunred dcllars. Meet me if you want to."
Where 1.hc Chinaman got all his money our fri:mds did
ot know, but he seemed to be alive with it just then and
produced the money in a hurry.
"l\Ie laisee two bundled," he remarked, and then, as calmly
though it was pa1t of the game, he drew his big sixer and laiJ it on the table, as Bulwer had done.
e no likee bluffee," he observed.
ild could not help smiling, while Charlie chuckled outight.
They knew the Chinaman would not think of doing such
thing if he did not feel sure that there was some one close
y to take his part.
Hop was not much of a shot, nor was he a great fighter.
B\lt he certainly was a wonderful bluffer.
Bulwer looked at him with a face that was utterly deoid of expression.
But it was evident that he was not frightened much.
lfowever, he knew that if it came to shooting the man
w'.ho 'Was the quickest would have the best of it.
lie did not know that the Chinaman was only putting up
a big bluff, nor did he know that ·h e was not much on the
·
shoot.
"I call you," he said calmly, as he met the last raise;
what have you got?"
"Four lillee aces!" and Hop laid them down and reached
. for the money.
"Hold on!" exclaimed Bulwer, gripping him quickly by
the wrist. "How can you hold four aces when I have one
myself?''
He quickly showed the ace of· hearts.
Young Wild West now got ready to interfere.
He thought that Hop had been caught cheating, and he
was going to make the pair of them divide the money on
the table.
Bu Hop was equal to the occasion.
With his disengaged hand he turned over the card Bulwer
natl shown.
Then he placed one from the pack, back up, by the side
of it.
Bulwer's card was not marked on the back like the rest,
but it was a slightly different color.
"You play with um cards what not belongee to um
packee," he observed, smiling blandly. "You velly muchee
cheatee !"
Bulwer reached for his revolver.
"Stop rii'ht where you are!"
ht

r
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It was Young Wild West who spoke, and he had a sixshooter in his hand as the command left his lips.
"What are you interfering for, M1·. West?" the man aske:1,
as he let go the Chinaman's wrist and leaned back in his
chair.
"Because I believe in seeing fair play," was the reply. "Yo;.i
wanted me to let the Chinaman play with you, and then you
started in to cheat. There isn't the least doubt but tLat
he ch!!ated, too, and if he got the best of you it is your
own fault. As the case stands, you are the only one who
has been discovered cheating. That card you just th!·ew
down does not belong to the pack. Now, if you can explaia
why it is different from the rest, please do so. If you can't,
just o-et up from the table."
Bulwer had been studying the dashing young deac'.shot
closely while he was talking.
He must have come to the conclusion that it ·was dangei"ous for him to trifle with the boy, for he arose from tb~
table.'
'-1 don't know how the card came in the pack," he said,
looking around as though he was trying to find some one to
take his side. "The Chinaman dealt the cards; perhaps he
knows how it got there."
"Melican man velly muchee lie if um say me puttee. card
in um packee," exclaimed Hop boldly.
"I have shot and killed better men than you for saying
.
less than that," retorted· Bulwer.
"Was that when you were in the ministery?" Young Wild West asked.
"This is no quarrel of yours," and the rascally fellow
turned upon him and gave him a savage look.
"You told me that before. But see here, Mr. Bulwer; that
·chinaman is in my employ, and you can bet that I am going
to look after him. He don't know much about the handling
of a six-shooter, and you could no doubt ·fill him with leaJ
before he fired a shot. But I do know something about one.
Now if you have got a grudge against him just take it out
on me."
"You talk nice when you have got a shooter right in you ·
hand, ready to pull the trigger," was the sneering rejoinder,
Wild quickly slipped his revolver back into the holster. .
Then he folded his arms across his breast and looked th
man in the eyes.
"Come outside, Young Wild West, and I will talk busines§
to you."
As Bulwer said this he started for the door.
Few of the gambling men in the saloon paid any attentio
to what was going on.
They were too much interested in what they were doin{f
_
for that.
But those who were not taking part in the games and
"bucking the tiger" quickly followed our friends and Bulwer
as they went outside.
There was going to be a little shooting match and they
were anxious to see it.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were both as cocl
chunks of ice.
They had not the least fear. for Wild.
So long as no one else interfered they would not.
Our hero was keeping his eye on Bulwer closely.
He was of the opinion that the man was an expert
·
a gun.
He did not intend to allow him to fire at him before he
was ready.
The two paused when they got under the glare of the
flaming oil lamp that was hanging in front of the gambling
saloon.
"Well, .what do you want, Mr. Bulwer?"
his cool and easy style.
"When we were inside you talked as though you though~
I was no good," was the retort. "ls that your opinion,
·
Young Wild West?"
"That is my opinion exactly, and has been from the first
I saw you."
"Well, I have the same opinion of you."
"All right. But what is delaying you? Why don't you
go ahead and shoot?"
The boy spoke in such a bantering way that the man fairly
twitched with anger.
But still he did not make a move to draw his revolver.
Cheyenne Charlie laughed derisively.
"He's one of ther worst I ever seen, Wild," he explained.
"He's afraid he'll die sudden like ii he pulls his shooter."
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"I didn't know that you were concerned in this," retorted
Bulwer, hotly.
"I ain't," was Charlie's quick answer. "Leastwise, I ain't
concerned in ther quarrel. If anyone else takes a hand
you'll find that I'm in it, though."
"Well, I don't know as I have got anything more to s~y
just now," said Bulwer, and, turning suddenly, he started m
the direction of the tavern. "Young Wild West, we may
meet some time when you haven't your partners with you.
·c know I wouldn't live a second if I were to pull and fire at
you. They would shoot me down before I had a chance to
see where the bullets came from."
"Oh, no, they wouldn't," retorted Wild. "They never interfere when I have a row with only one person. I have
always forbade that. I can always take care of one man,
and I have often handled as many as four at one time. If
you feel like shooting me you had better go at it before you
get out of the notion."
But Bulwer said no more.
He was quickly out of sight.
"Boys," said our hPro, as he turned and walked back into
the gambling saloon, "I guess that means that I am to g-et
shot at some time when I am not looking. Well, let the
galoot try it, that's all."
He led the way inside and called up the two miners who
had been playing poker with Hop.
"Have what you like at my expense," he said.
They called for their drinks, and when they had swallowed them Wild went on to say:
"Now, then, I want to tell you fellows something-. Our
Chinaman here is a regular trickster with cards. What he
won from you I want you to take back. What he won from
Bulwer he is going to keep."
The men were astonished, but when the dashing young
deadshot made Hop pay them the money they took it.
"I wouldn't have believed it out of him," said one.
"Nor I, nuther," chimed in the other.
"Well, he is about the smartest Chinaman that ever sailed
oYer the Pacific, just the same. There may be as smart in
China, but I doubt it."
"I reckon you're right on that."
A few minutes later Wild and his partners, accompanied
y Hop and Henderson, went back to the tavern.
They thought they had seen enough of Ho~ Creek's gamling saloons for one night.

CHAPTER IV.
•
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out with him before he left, because he felt certain that tl
villain meant to wait for a chance to shoot him, and it w. 0"l
most likely he would follow the party and watch for an o1s~
portunity to do it.
·
"Bulwer," said he, walking up to the spot where the ID\
was sitting, "from what you said last night I take it that y1;
mean to open fire on me the first chance you get. I dota
like things that way, so I advise you to settle the grudge b'
fore I leave Hog Creek. If you follow us and try a sly sh.. 0
at me you will surely go under, whether you drop me or n(
and if you settle it now you may come out alive and -ha't
reason to be glad that you are living. How about it?"
,
"Well, if I must fight you, Young Wild West, I suppose ,
may as well do it now as any other time," and with that tl ,
man arose from the bench he had been seated upon a;
threw away his cigar.
l)'i
He stepped down and got out into the road.
"Before we begin, Young Wild West," he went on to sa0 '
"I want you to know that I am a sure shot. I seldom mi!
anything I shoot at, and I am very quick at pulling a tritn
g·er. I would have tried it last night, only that I felt ce1a
tain that your partners would have dropped me the insta~
they saw, you go down. I am not going to try and kill YO.e
now; I am simply going to show you that I am your mastei,.
at the game of shooting."
' l
"Oh! All right, Bulwer. You are very kind, I must sa1
If that is the way you are going to do it I'll show you ho\
well I can handle a shooter, and also how quick I am wit'
it. I don't want to brag, but I think I can best you at tq
game."
·
m
"That remains to be seen. It will be a good idea to find ou
who is right and who is wrong."
"That is what I think, Bulwer. Now, you just name th1
way you want it done, will you? Whatever you say goes."
"Well, put one of your revolvers aside and take all t
cartridges from the other but two, and I'll do the same.''
"Certainly. Anything to oblige you."
Wild handed Charlie one of his six-shooters and then be
the other and ejected the cartridges that were in the cyli
der.
He watched Bulwer closely and saw that he only left tw
i~ his shooter, so he aid the same.
'
"I told the landlord- a little while ago that I thought th
something like this would occur, and he has promised th
he will see that I will get fair play."
"Well, you didn't have to do anything like that. I a
certain that you will get fair play, even if you haven't
friend here. Now what do you propose to do-try and dr
me dead, or what?"
"No! I just told you that I did not want to kill you.
am simply going to try to put a bullet in your left arm
You heai· what I say. I am going to disable you slightly b~
wounding you in your 'left arm."
"Oh! All right. then. I won't do quite as bad as th
then. I will simply try to draw some blood from your 1
ear. I'll bet a hundred dollars that I do it, too!"
"T'll take the bet, Young Wild West."
Wild produced the money and it was given to the Ian
lorcl of the tavcm to hold.
"Now, how is the shooting to be done?" he asked, when h
saw that Bulwer quickly covered tbe money. "We are eac
to fire two shots, is that it?"
"Yes. You have left it to me, so I will say how it is t
be done. Come out in the center of the road, and when th
landlord counts three we' will fire. If neither of us get
toerhed at the first shot we will fire again, but if one sho
hits one or the other of us that will end it. We will stand
just ten paces apart."
,
"All right. I understand it perfectly now. You are t
aim at my left arm, and I am to try to draw blood from
your left ear. This is what I call an easy proposition."
"You think so?" queried Bulwer, showing just the least
bit of uneasiness for the first time since the conversation
1
struck up.
"Yes, I think so. If I didn't I would say so. Now, then,
let's get ten paces away from each other. Charlie, just
1
measure the distance, will you?"
"Sartin," answered the scout, and he promptly paced it!

Bulwer was not to be seen at the tavern when our friends
got there.
The landlord said that he had gone to his room.
.. It was rather early to retire, but perhaps the man thought
1t was better for him to keep out of the way.
Wild had another talk with H end erson and the officers of
the smelting company before he retired that nig-ht.
Everything was arranged for a start for Black Ravine at
nine the next morning.
Young Wild West slept well, as he always did, and he
was up bright and early.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart always got up when they
heard him stirring, for they trieci to do as he did in almost
every respect.
They were a~ the first table at breakfast, and after that
they personally saw that their horses received the attention
that was due them.
·
Young Wild West loved his horse and he always made
it a point to S:!e to it that the animal had the best of treatment.
It was not until eight o'clock that Bulwer showed up.
He came out o,i the porch of the tavern, smoking a cigar,
and did not visit the barroom at all.
Wild was on the lookout for him all the time, however,
and when he saw him flitting there and smoking as though
he had not a care on his mind he decided that the villain off.
'
was a pretty cool sort of a one, af ter all.
By this time some of the mule teams had come up from 1
He noticed that the man was looking at him furtively now the smelter with the loads of material that was required tol
and then, and as the time drew near to set out for Black build the bridge.
Ravine with the bridge-buildiag party he decided to have it
The drivers aad men who accompanied them soon got wind
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what was going to take place and there was a small how good you can shoot. If you can do as well as you say
t
you can you are a pretty good one. Just show me what you
t w owd of interested spectators.
out Cheyenne Charlie. "This are can do, won't you?"
called
are,"
yer
"Here
0
"Why don't you show what YO\l can do?" was the retort.
st ther right distance, I reckon."
"Well, I will show you something. I have a little time
m Wild promptly walked to the mark he had made at startbefore we start for Black Ravine. I have been practicing
g.
t
'l'hE;n Bulwer stepped rather slowly to where the scout was what I call enough to give an exhibition in public. Of course
you, or anyone else, could do it if you practiced long enough."
e b andmg.
"If he practiced long enough," added Cheyenne Charlie,
sh The next minute the two were facing each other and the
significantly.
owd got out of the way.
'i'he scout evidently did not believe that anybody else
h~ All there was to do now was to begin to shoot at each
could do it.
·
her.
Wild had been practicing something new in the line of
ose "Are you ready?" asked Dobler, the tavern keeper.
, quick and fancy shooting, as he had said.
th "Yes," Young Wild West coolly answered.
a "One minute," spoke up Bulwer. "Young Wild West, Ii' There was really not"i.ing that he could not do with a
ant to ask you again if you simply mean to try· and touch revolver that was possible for a person to do, so he had
conceived the idea of shooting two at one time and at differp.y left ear?"
"That is it exactly, unless I find that you are trying to ent targets.
He made a success of it from the very start, though
Sl;l uch my heart, instead of iny left arm," was the reply.
it
~! "Well, I was just thinking that if I should miss your arm, he had never allowed even his partners to see him do he
ri nd the bullet should hit you somewhere else it would be more than once or twice to show them he knew that
could do it now.
,
ce ad work."
''I'll show you what I call mv double shot," he said,, lookta "If yo·u are as good a shot as you say you are there will
~o e no danger of that. I shan't miss your ear, I can tell you ing at Bulwer and smiling. "I think it is a pretty good
at I have got two shots to fire, and if I don't hit it the thing, and if I do it now I want to hear your opinion about
f3
it, do you understand?"
rst time I will the second."
"I'll give it to you very quick, Young Wild West," was the
Bulwer looked around at the crowd just the least bit
•
reply.
? ervously.
Wild looked around and saw two trees on the otl1er side
t Evidently it had been his intention to shoot the yoting
thJeadshot through the heart, and then make out that it was of the road that were about fifteen fe et apart.
"Jim, you just go and pin a card to each of those trees,
.
~n accident.
oul But he now saw that any such game as that would not just about breast high, and I will see what I can do with
them."
,
be apt to work.
Jim nodded, and, taking the two playing cards that Hop
!;hf "I am ready," he said.
.
put out to him, di<l as he was directed.
"Good enough," exclaimed the landlord. "One!"
Then he carefully loaded the revolver he had used in the
!;h The two drew their revolvers.
queer sort of duel with Bulwer and took the mate to it from
"Two!"
.
the scout.
Bulwer raised his and took aim, so Wild followed suit.
Walking to within thirty feet of the two trees, he stopped
"Three!"
and told the crowd to watch him.
Crack-acld
Both revolvers were in his belt.
Two reports sounded in one and Bulwer dropped his
Suddenly he dropped his hands and drew them out.
er and clapped his hand to his left ear.
Both hands were up simultaneously.
g Wild West calmly took hold of his blue silk shirt
Crac-k!
e and found a hole in it.
Two reports blended into one, and no one could have told
"I felt the hot lead as it went through my sleeve," he said,
rnly. "He shot about an inch too far to the right. That that more than one shot had been fired had they not seen
because he was ~raid he would hit me somewhere the fire spurt from the muzzles of both shooters.
Bulwer ran to the trees with the crowd.
round my ribs, I suppose."
A shout went up.
Bulwer now picked up his shooter.
Both cards had been hit.
Diere was a tiny stream of blood trickling from the lobe
The one on the right had a bullet hole through the very
his ear.
· "You did just what you said you would," he remarked, center and the one on the left had one close to the left lower
corner.
Y!for he was now remarkably cool.
"That, boys, is my famous double shot," said Young Wild
"Yes, I knew I would do it," Wild replied.
West, as he threw out the two empty cartridges and placed
"I hit your sleeve, I guess."
you sent a bullet right through the part that hung fresh ones in the cylinders of the revolvers. "I hope I won't
"Y
have to try the dl)uble shot on th e ot1tlaws when we get to
ell, that was what I aimed for. I changed my mind Black Ravine, but if I do you can bet that the ones they are
--~rwounding you in the arm. I' thought it best not to aimed at will go down."
Bob Henderson took off his hat and cried out:
you, so shot to hit the loose part of your shirt
"Three cheers fur Young Wi1d West an' his double shot!
Everybody open their lungs now!"
kind of you, I must say."
The cheer that went up was deafening-. The miners and
everyand
voice
Wild's
in
was considerable s2rcasm
certainly could yell when they had good cause to
workmen
noticed it.
'
not spare their wind just then.
did
they
and
the
ou think I did my best to hit your arm, then?"
when
Bulwer
said
saw,"
ever
I
shooting
bPst
the
is
"That
"llapi asked.
'
the noise had subsided.
"Ye1 that is what I think."
make a mistake, Young Wild West. You don't like
"
e, f6lo some reason, and you think I meant to kill you. A
CHAPTER V.
an is liahle to say t)lings in anrrer that he has no idea of
a 'ng out. I am not angry now, and I tell you that I have
BUCK DIPPLE APPEARS ON THE SCENE.
·t not the -least des_ire to harm you."
"That sounds pretty good, Bulwer, and if you are satis~
A few minutes later the teams set out on the journey to
fied we will let it go at that. But I just won a hundred dol- .m ack Ravine.
lars of you, and I guess I'll take the money."
Wild and his partners waited with Henderson until they
"Of course you will take it. You won it fair and square. had got a mile or so start of them.
I could have shot you through the arm if I had cared to, but
They decided to ride along in the rear, and as they would
t I knew you were going out to help build a bridge somewhere have to proceed slowly they were glad to learn that Black
and I didn't want to send you there with your arm in a Ravine was only fifteen mileR from Hog Creek.
·
b. sling."
. They_ were used to ridiug at a pretty fast clip, and walkW~ld _took the money the landlord had held, laughing as mg their horses was rathe1· tedious to them.
0
he did 1t.
But it was a very warm morning, so the animals would be
"Now," said he, turning to Bulwer, "I want to see just benefited by going a little slow.
~
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Nothing occurred on the way out, and when they got to
The footsteps wen~ not approaching, so as· they gradua
Le place Wild selected the spot where they would pitch bels,iln to die out they started in the direction they knew t"
their camp.
ma:l was taking.
·es
vt.r 1.nends had brought a tent and cooking utensils with , Down into the hollow and through the woods they went.es
tl:em, and they were carried on the back of a pack-hor.;e
In a few minutes they reached the edge of the chasm "\
1 a point about half a mile below the place where the brid.to
\,.;,cn was in charge of Hop Wah.
· lhe spct selected by Wild was one that would be all right was being built over it.
in case they were attacked by the outlaws they had come
It was still light enough for them to see pretty well, !l\.m
t,wrc to hunt down.
when t 1ey saw a man step out a few yards ahead of th\es
H lay ~1bout fifty yards from the ravine, and the work and Etart to swing a rope over the chasm they were n b
coulu be \1 atched nght from it.
much surprised.
"I
On one side was an overhanging cliff, while the other was
Tne fellow made two attempts before he succe~ded k
a slope that was well covered w_ith short cedars.
l::ssoing a stump and then he gave a nod of satbfa1.tion a1,ad
At the back the cliff circled and went around to the slope, stepped tack into the bushes and sat down.
;0
where it died away into nothingness.
Wild :.nd Jim were anxious to see what would follow, . "I
In front of them was the trail that turned right there and they crept up closer to the man.
·
ou
w,:-nt away around in order to steer clear of the ravine.
That he belonged to the gang of outlaws Henderson hi "
It was there that the bridge was to be erected.
told them about they did not doubt.
"
it wa;:; near noon when they got there and the work of
They saw the man take out his watch, look at it and th~rs.
udtading the wagons began at once.
give an anxious look across the ravine.
~t was 11ot untll after twelve that this was done, and by
"He is expecting someone," Wild whispered.
that time the cook they had brought with them had dinner
"That is right," Jim ans·wercd.
1·eady.
T11ey found they were right, for in less than two
l- i:r friends were camped a little separate from the work- another man appeared.
•If
men. who were almost on the very spot that the work was
He was on the other side of the chasm, too, and as Wir H
to 1-tr.rt from on that side of th" deep fissure in the earth.
and Jim looked at him they saw that it was no other tha.
·,, ·1'1 thought it would be ,_ • to cook their own food and Bulwer.
ev
remain separate from them.
"Ah! I guess it was lucky that we started out to sho< "1
After dmner the mortar was mixed and the masons began something, Jim," Wild remarked. "It may be th:;.t· our garn T
laying the abutments for fae bridge.
will be human."
ia
The rest of the workmen proceeded to erect a temporary
"Just what I tqought about Bulwer," said Dart. "He 1
bridge over the chasm.
one of the outlaws, and probably Buck D:pple himself." ie
This was done by letting a couple of heavy timbers fall to
"Quite likely. Bob Henderson said that Buck Dipple "l\it
the other side and ,planking them.
so great on disguises. By Jove! I feel that it is su rely him
When this ·was accomplished it was easy for them to go Well, we w;li take charge of him when he gets on ,this side
ahead with the work on both sides.
and the other fellow, too."
"Jim, suppose you and I go over on the other side and see
They watched and saw Bulwer take the rope from th
if we can't bring ~omething down in the line of game before stump and then fit it under his arms.
it gets dark?" Wild suggested to Dart.
"Is everything all right, Jack?" he asked in a low tone
"A little fresh venison or a bear steak wouldn't go bad for voice.
breakfast," :,vas the quick reply.
"Yes, cap," answered the man opposite him, who no
Jim picked up his rifle and our hero did the same.
made a turn with the rope over the limb of a tree over h
Then they made their way to the temporary bridge and head. "They've got a temporary bridge across, an' it won
proceeded to cross it.
·
be more'n another day afore they have the good one c
"\Vhere are you fellers goin' ter?" Bob Henderson asked . pkt-xi."
"To try and shoot something for breakfast," Wild renlied.
"All right. We'll wait till they get it all done, and th
"If \\'.e happen to ciO\vn a beai· or a buck we won't forget we'll make short work of it. There isn't going to be an
1ou."
bridge across Black Ravine while Bu·~k Dipple and hi-s m
"Good! I hope yor'll have luck. Rut you ain't got much are masters of the trail to Silver City."
time, fur it will be dark putty soon."
"I reckon not, Cap'n Buck!"
"Wf' won't need much time if we can only see something . ~ild and Jim now know they were
to shoot."
p;c1ons.
It \\·:-ts a very wild part of the mountain they came to
:i:oger Bulwer and Buck Dipple were one and the sam
when they got on the other side and out of si~ht of the perTshon.t
b
. t
.
h'
h t
. .
camp..
,
e wo _oys were so in ent m watc 111g- L e wo V1 11am
Few peoole had ever come there, by the general appear- t,at _they failed to note tne approa ch of t\,·o men, who we
ance cf things.
stealmg along to the spot where! th ey crouched.
•
But there was no way to get across the ~eep chasm unless , Just as Buck Dipple, a]i::ts 'f{oger Bulwer, wa s h8ulecl f
a man swung himself across with a lariat. for the place I l.v,.=' cross t~e chasm ~y his f_rrend the two men l'.ounced upo
where the bridge was to come over was about the nanowest ~ 110 and Jim, knockmg thell' v·~al?on s from their hand a
part of it.
for~mg them to the ground on b en: faces.
"It looks a t'
h th
ht t b
t
f
Jim
out a sharp crv of surpnse and then a han
I
s ,~0·1g
ere oug
o e p en y o game clappedletover
his mouth ·
around here," Wild remarked, as they \Vorked their way
"This way Jack'" on~ of tl· eir captors c9-lled out •· e'
alonis a narrow ledge and saw a thickly wooded spot in front catche<l a co;lple of young g-aloots what was spyin; on yer !
1
of"~ !:;r1,; ,inswer· ,) Dn
"H 11 O 1,,
Jack quickly hastened trl the spot, followed by the viUai
, , u
'
.
e_ · <.1 "·
e •
he had helped across the chasm.
•
1 en his ev,,~ I'P"ted upon a fr·esh bear track and
Just
t
he
· and Jim
·
·
wa
·· ·
.· <·--,n;·'
Wild
were st1ugglmg
hard to get away fro
1
s _ad! attention .ns .. , .- tly. .
the two men, and they mi'-','ht have succeeded. in spite o
)¥ll ~Odcled when he
It.
.
,
the fact that they Were threatened with being shot, 'if .it ha
The two now ma~le then way cautiously mto the woods.
hot been for the arrival of the pair.
e
In
very fe': mmutes they came_ to a soft spot and then
"Young Wild West, as I liv.e!" exclaimed Buck Dipp1e. "
th
thev ,aw e hacks of the bear plamly.
"I did not expect to see you so soon again'"
01
"_T'nere's a holl~w down there, and perhaps water,"
With his own hands he bound the voung deadshot's hands ''
wh1spere~l t_:' e dashrng roung deadshot. "It is · quite likely behind his back.
·
iu
that Brum rs after a di:mk."
·
.
The man called Jack performed a ~imilar duty to Jim. ~'
They went on . do,:,,n mto the hollow and the next mmute
The two boys were disgusted, but not frightened at what. "
they heard (I noise m the bushes.
had taken place.
e1
Young \Vile! W~st got ready to shoot.
They hacf been forced flat upon their stomachs by the two '
ThE;Y w~1ted nght wh~re they were and then, to their rascals, and as their weapons were knocked from their hand •·
surprise, tney heard the footsteps of a man. ,
at the same time they had but a poor show of defendingel
The two locked at each other.
themselves.
ut
They had hardly expected to find ~ man on that side of the
Wild was as cool as ever when the lead er of the outlawsoi
ravine.
·
ordered him to rise to his feet at the point o.f a revolver.
a1
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t "You may be good on making a double shot, Young Wi~d
Vest," said the scoundrel with a smile of triumph in J:\is
nt.res, "but we are certamly good on making a double catch!"
l~d "Well, you did have a little luck, it seems," was the calm
·1 itort. "But this thing is not over yet, you know."
"Not yet, but it soon will be. I am awful glad that you
a me spying around here, for you and your partners are the
es I want to put out of the way. You couldn't have done
n better if you had tried."
"I guess not," answered Wild. "It i:.: worth being captured
know that you are the outlaw captain we propose to take
a
d or alive. I know you now, and you will have to be a
!ood one to fool me after this."
"It will not be necessary for me to try and fool you, boy.
h rou and yom· partner have got to die!"
a "You would murder us, then?"
"Well, you can call it murder if that sounds good to your
11 rs. I call it simply killing-putting
you out of the way
ause you have come to put us out of the way, or capture

r

s.''

Wild said no more just then.
He was deeply mortified to think that he had allowed him. If to be captured so easily.
Vil He knew very well that Buck Dipple would not hesitate
a kill them both, for he had seen enough of the man to beeve that he would not stop at anything.
0
''Take them to the cave, boys," said the outlaw captain.
rru The four outlaws conducted Wild and Jim to a cave
. at was not more than two hundred yards of the spot.
'
As they felt the muzzles of revolvers pressin~ against
heir heads, neither of the boys opened their mouths to cry
. -alut and let their friends know the trouble they had fallen in.
1m
d
I

CHAPTER VI.
WHAT BUCK DIPPLE WAS UP TO.

Wild West had not been gone long from the Hog
rern when Roger Bulwer, or Buck Dipple as we will
11 him, came out.
ught a drink and cigar at the bar and then walked
the gambling saloon where Hop Wah had beaten him
o
game the night before.
he got to the gambling place he asked the man bebar for the proprietor.
l 't up yet, boss," was the reply. "It's time fur him
,•i'e•• up, though, so if yer want ter see him very bad yer
~ do'l',,'11 an' wait a little while."
'right. I'll wait, then," the outlaw said, and he went
8. took a seat near the faro table.
,as no gambling going on there at this time in the
, but the bar ,vas open for business in that line.
e had scarcely sat down and picked up a copy of the
City paper that was over a week old when the proprippeared.
dt>d morning, Stockton," said the outlaw, smiling at
ood mornin', stranger," was the reply; " I reckon you've
t'her best of me, though. I seen yer in here last night,
'don't know your name."
Dipple looked al'Ound and saw that the bartender
only person in th,e room besides themselves, and
a smile he pulled down his beard, showing that it
t,lae.
do you know me, Stockton?" he asked.
"lwnpin' mountain cats!" cried the proprietor; "I know
r now all right. It's Buck Dipple!"
"Sh! not so loud. Even the walls have ears sometimes,
ou know."
s "Thunder! What will yer make yerself look like next,
.uck? I wouldn't have known yer nohow. What's up, anyow ?"
t. "Nothing much, only that Young Wild West has come up
ere to clean us all out."
o "Yes, I heard about that. A smart boy that, I reckon."
s "Very much so, I guess. I thought I would come over and
II you that you need not be afraid that it would be found
t that you stand in with our gang, Stockton. Then I am
s ing to start on the trail of Young Wild West and his
rtners. They will never get back to Hog. Creek and you
n bet all your pile on it!''
·
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"Well, I hope they don't. If ther young , galoot is half
what they say he is he won't be long in cleanin' us out."
"We'll fix him soon enough. I suppose the boys have fr :eel
up the new cave we found by this time. The trouble of it is
that we can't get our horses there without going v:ay
around. I am to be back at Black Ravine at dark to-n:ght,
and one of the men will be there to meet me to help me
across. We have to leave the horses on this side of the
ravine. I suppose this Young Wild West and his part~,e:·s
will be finding the horses if they are around there very long,
though it is a very snug place whe1·e we have them located."
"Well, what are yer goin' ter do about the bridge?" Stockton asked.
"Burn it up as soon as they get it built," was the quick
reply.
"Don't yer think it would be better ter let it be there?
I feel sartin that more people would come here if there was
a bridge there ter shorten ther distance from ther ter S!lver
City.
"Well, I have been notifying the smelter people that they
could not have a bridge over the chasm, haven't I?"
. "Yes, but if yer could make more money by lettin' 'em
have it there it would be all ther better, wouldn't it?"
"That is very true. It is worth considering and I shall
give it my attention. But if I do that the smelter people will
think that I have been knocked out. That is what makes me
feel like keeplng my word."
"Well, ther more people what comes ter Hog Creek ther
better it will be fur both you an' me, I reckon."
"I agree with you there, Stockton. But let that matter
rest for the pi-esent. There is something: else that I want
to tell you before I start for the ravine. You probably know
that one of the heads of the smelting company has brought
his wife to the tavern to board, and also a very pretty daug,1ter. There is not a finer looking girl in all Arizona or New
Mexico than Norma Vandewater."
"I know that Vandewater has bl'Ought his wife an' darter
up from Silver City," the saloonkeeper answered. "But I
never bothered much about ther gal's looks. I ain't ;n that
line of business, yer know. I've got a wife, an' she as good
as J:!'Old. I may be a putty bad galoot, but I know what it is
te1· have a good woman fur a side partner. She don't ,quite
agrPP with ther way I make my money, but she's stuck ter
me like a leech, an' yer kin bet your last dollar that I'll iiiways stick ter her. You ain't gone an' fell in love wi;.h
Vandewater's darter, have yer?"
"I suppm,e that is what you can call it, Stockton."
"Well. does ther gal take ter yer any?"
"I think she might have, but since Young Wild West got
the best of me in a shooting match a little while ago I suppose she has turned against me."
"'!'her bov 11:ot ther best of yer in a shootin' match, hey?
How was that?"
Buck Dipple 1·elated just what had occurred in front of the
tavern and showed his ear for proof.
"Well, I'll be jiggered!" exclaimed the keeper of the
gambling house. "Young Wild West must be a bird w:th
real wings!"
"He is a dead shot with a revolver, and that is all there
is to it!"
"So he made a double shot, hey?"
"That is just what he did."
"I never heard of sich a shot bein' made afore."
"Nor did anyone else, Stockton. That shows what he could
do if he got into a scrimmage at pretty close quarters. He
could mow men down right and left before they had .a
chance to draw a line on him."
"Yer want ter see ter it that yer don't go at him when
he's lookin', Buck."
"I intend to see to that. What I do has got to be clone
when he is not expecting it. But to the ghl, Stockton. I
want you to help me get her."
''How kin I help yer, Buck?"
"I'll send two of the men over when I get to our cave.
Then you can keep a watch out when she goes out for a
walk or a ride. I suppose she does both, Lloesn't she'/"
"Yes, I reckon she does. She's got a young man, come ter
think of it. He's ther bookkeeper, or somethin', at ther
smelter. She goes out horseback ridin' with him most every
evenin'."
·
"Is that so? What is the name of the young man?"
"Be1t Winters is his name. He's a likely lookin' chap,
too. I reckon you couldn't cut him out very handy."

\
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"That makes it all the more important that he should dit.
"I'll cut him out all right. I did think that the girl was
in love with Young Wild West. But it makes no difference. he added. "But we will keep the two prisoners for a wh31
I'll have he1·, just the same, and Young Wild West will die It would be a good idea to kill them and put them on :i
bridge for Henderson and the rest to see, after they ha
just the same."
'J\
"Yer want roe ter keep an eye on ther gal an' tell ther completed it."
"Are yer goin' ter let 'em go ahead an' build ther brid"J
two fellows yer send here when ter tackle ther job of stealin'
:i
Cap'n Buck'?" one of the men asked.
ther gal, is that it?""Yes, and I may let it stay there, too. I haven't made a
"That is it exactly, Stockton. You can do this for roe."
"Sartin I kin," and the villainous keeper of the gambling my mind about that yet. If I find that we can make m'I
by the distance to Silver City being shortened the bric'
house nodded to emphasize his words.
"Well, I'll send a note with one of the men, so you will will stay. If not, it will be burned, with the bodies of Yo1o1
y·
know them. You can depend on it that they will be ones Wild West and his partner tied to the middle of it."
Wild was not the least disturbed when he heard th.is. ,v
who can be trusted in every respect, so don't try to keep
"l
On the contrary, he was well satisfied.
anything from them. I want to get hold of the girl to-night,
The fact that nothing was to be done to them right av']
if possible. Then I'll keep her a while in the cave till she
gets reconciled to her fate, and t hen I'll go over to Silver gave him the assurance that Ch~yenne Charlie would fin(l·,
City and get a clergyman to tie the knot. I expect to re- way to get them out of the scrape they were in before t
'"
,
main in business a long while around Hog Creek, Stockton, was too late.
The scout had a way of doing such things, and then th1H
and it may be that I will build a fine house here when the
H
girl gets so she is perfectly satisfied to be the wife of yoUl's was Hop, the Chin::-~an.
He could do a few things in the line of making 1·escun
tn1ly."
"I hope yer do," was the reply.
and he had a way of finding missing people when no one eB
,]
"Oh! it will be sure to come to pa::;s. I never yet under- could.
I
The dashing young deadshot was very cool.
took a thing I did not carry through."
The cave was quite a roomy one, and all in one part,:
"\Vell, we've been talkin' long enough te'r have a drink ter
your success, Buck. I've got a case of genu~ne champagne the two captives could see and hear everything that went
It was a sort of alcove that they had been placed in, Id
that I had sent over from Silver Cit y, an' I reckon I'll open
it faced the rest of the cave.
a bottle."
"I guess it will be all right, Jim," Wild said. "Cha
"Good enough! You open a bottle and then I'll do the
same. And we will have. a couple of those Havanas that you will find this place before long, and if he don't get cau
napping he will soon find a way to get us out of here." ~E)
say are so good always."
But the ;minutes flitted by and nothing of th e kind li
The wine was brought and they sat and talked while they
l
pened.
drank it.
They 1·ealized that they were in a pretty bad •predicam
It was six o'clock when Buck Dipple rode out of Hog
Creek.
He gave it out at the tavern that he was going to Silver
City and no one thought strange of it when he departed. I
CHAPTER VII.
Knowing that the construction gang were at the place
where the chasm was to be bridged before this, he was very
HOP IS PUNISHED FOR CHEATING.
cautious when he got within half a mile of the spot.
He let his horse go at a walk, and just about a quarter of
When it got good and dark, and Wild and Jim hao.
a mile further on he entered a gully and followed it to the
come back yet, Cheyenne Charlie became rather unea.iy.
right.
He had been listening for the report of a 1·ifle, bat no,
The foliage was so thick overhead when he had covered a
had come to his ears.
hundred yards that it was almost as dark as night.
"It is mighty funny that they ain't got back yet," he
But he knew exactly where he was going and kept right
on until he reached a sort of natural enclosure close to the to Bob Henderson. "If there was any game ter be !o
over there we would h~ve heard some shootin' long a£
ravine.
this. Of course they won't be able ter shoot anything n
'I'here were about twenty horses here grazing on the rich 'cause it's dark. But they would come back if they di
grass and mesquite that grew in abundance and a fallen tree strike anything."
kept them from straying from the spot, since there were
"Maybe they went further than they expected ter
steep banks on all sides.
was the reply. "They may have go1; on ther trail of a d
Buck lifted the tree aside, after dismounting, for it was or somethin' an' follered it till it got too dark fur 'em
but a small one, and when he had led his horse inside he see. They'll be back putty soon, I think."
put it in place again.
"Well, maybe they will. But if they don't show up
Then he made his way to the spot where Young Wild West side of fifteen minutes I'm goin' ter look fur 'em."
and ,J im Dart had seen him swinJI: out over the chasm and
Charlie looked around for the Chinaman, for he knei
be hauled up on the other side by the outlaw called Jack.
pretty good in hunting for anyone when they were
was
It was quite natural that Buck ])ipple should be delighted ing.
when he found himself the possessor of Young Wild West
But he could see nothing of him.
as a prisoner.
Just then Hop was sitting in a secluded spot about a h
He led the way to the cave that has already been men- dred yards away from the camp with three of the wor
tioned, and when our hero and Jim Dart were once inside it
He had got acquainted with the men during the day,
they were ,not surprised to see in ,the neighborhood of twenty had
found out that they not only had some whisky with t
men there.
but that they also had considerable money and were fon
All of them were guilty of some crime or other and were playing draw poker.
,
wanted at different places.
The four had sneaked away to have a little sp1·ee all IThey gave a cheer when they saw their leader enter.
i;
themselves and a quiet game at the same time.
They all knew him in his disguise, for he had :nxed up to
One of the men had brought a lantern, and finding a s
day
the
them
left
he
before
man
represent a clerical-looking
that was well shielded from prying eyes they sat down
before.
.,
had a drink.
a
"Bo_ys," said Buck, as .he doffed his hat b the way of
It was in a hollow and well surrounded by bushes, so"
salute, "I have one of the worst enemies we ev.er had on our order to be discovered one would have to almost stum
trail here. His name is Young · Wild West, and he has the over them unless the sounds of their voices were detecte~
reputation of having hunted more outlaws out than anyone
One of the men was a little suspicious of Hop, for
living. With him is one of his two partners. We will get had been present at the gambling house. in Hop Creek 1'
the other one later on."
night before, and he had seen how the Chinaman had bL
ts
Wild and Jim were of course the centre of attraction just out the stranger.
They got all ready to play the game and then he propo!"l 5
then, for all eyes were turned upon them.
~
Then the outlaw captain related what our hero had done that they play something else than poker.
over in Hog Creek, telling it just as it happened.
"I reckon ther Chinee is too strong fur us on that gaJl
He was not ashamed to admit that he had been downed boys," he s::i,id to his friends. "He'll clean us out in ·
time."
by the boy, and he laid stress on it.
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he others acted as though they did not think so, and no
her objections were raised just then.
ut when Hop won the first pot with four aces they beto think that there was something wrong.
e smiled in his simple way and said:
'Me havee lillee luck allee samee."
id 'Too blamed much luck, I reckon," remarked the man v,ho
his suspicions. "I move that we play some other kind
e a game."
m 'Me no knowee muchee gamee."
· "'\Veil, that's what we want. I reckon you know too much
ut roker. You make out that you don't, but you beat
D
~ything I ever seen. You're great on holding four aces.
pw is it, kin yer tell me?"
"Me velly lucky sometimes."
"I see."
i
n 'hen the man shuffled the cards and managed to drop one
e the aces in his lap, unknown to Hop.
"We'll play another hand, anyhow, and then we'll try some
lh~1er game," he added.
Hop of course wanted to win again, since it was the last
•u nd they were to play in poker.
e He very foolishly slid the four aces he always carried in
sleeve into his hand and dealt the cards.
It was not his deal, but the three men did not seemto no;, e it.
Hop knew just what cards he was giving them, since he
·r
J:td picked them up so that no aces could be drawn, as they
re at the bottom.
~r But he forgot to make sure that they were all there.
e gave each of them five cards, and they all came in to
et the bet of fifty cents that one of them had made.
·op had given each of the players four of a kind and
Id the winning hand-four aces-himself.
e But, as we have just stated, they were not the aces that
.onged to the patk.
e supposed they were somewhere near the bottom, and
b .one were there.
fYW, Mr. Hop, jest let yerself go!" said the workman with
four kings and ace. "I've got a mighty good hand

.

~

Me havee velly nicee hand, too," Hop answered; "me
play um pokee velly muchee."
ey all bet about all the money they had, and then finally
me to a show-down.
op put down his four aces, and he was about t.o put his
on the money when the man, whose name was Knox,
ped him.
old on!" he said, calmly; "I reckon I've got ther winnin'
d ! "I've got four kings an' an ace!"
e sho ed the cards and Hop was really surprised.
eny ~tlange," he muttered, loud enough for them to
it are sorter strange," said Knox, and then he

the money.

satisfied, he picked up the rest of the pack and quickound the other three aces there.
ya," said he with a grin, "I reckon there's about eight
in this deck. If it wasn't Young Wild West's China:wbat tried ter beat us I'd say chuck him over ther
'i.~iff. I'll divide with yer, an' then we'll all have our
ipack what he took at ther first hand, an' a little more

.bad been caught, red-handed, so he simply smiled
ahly and said nothing.
flW, then, if yer want ter gamble with us you'll have
~ - dice, Mister Heathen," said one of the others, who
now so distrustful of the Celestial that he wanted to be
tijat he could not be cheated.
o's got any dice?" asked Knox.
either of the workmen had.
en Hop's face lighted up as if by magic.
Me gottee thlee lillee dicee," he said.
Let's see 'em."
he cubes with the spots on them were quickly produced
m one of the Chinaman's mysterious pockets.
hey were all right, and the men soon declared such to
the case.
ut they did not know that Hop had more dice in his
session, and that they had nothing but five and sixes on
m.
e always went supplied with the things he needed to perhis tricks and to gamble with.
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"We'll chuck fur half a dollar a throw, count ther spots,"
said Knox.
This suited the others, Hop included.
The money was put up and then they began to shake the
dice· in their hands and roll them out on the flat stone they
·
had found.
One man t~rew fourteen, another six, the third eleven, and
then it came Hop's turn.
He managed it so he could use the fixed dice, so seventeen
rolled out.
The fellow who had made the throw that counted up fourteen looked surpri sed.
And while he was looking surprised Hop took in the pot
and picked up the dice.
He ha d won, so it was his turn to lead off.
'1hey eac)l put up fifty cents and then Hop rolled out
eighteen.
A simultaneous exclamation of astonishment went up fro~
his victims.
Then Hop picked up the dice.
"I always like ter pick up my own dice," said the man who
was to throw next.
''Allee light," was the reply, and he was given the straight
dice.
It went around without anyone coming anywhere near the
high throw.
Then Hop threw again, and as luck would have it all sixes
came up again.
Before he could pick up the dice this time Knox made a
grab for them and succeeded in getting hold of two of them.
The other he missed and Hop seized it and looked very
uneasy.
"'I'hunderl" cried Knox, as he looked at the two cubes he
held before the lantern; "they're all sixes an' fives on these
here dice!"
"Lat velly stlange," observed the Chinaman, mechanically.
Knox's companions acted very much as though t':ley would
like to carve the Chinaman's ears.
But Hop only looked at them in his childish way.
"I'll tell yer what I'll do/ said Knox, after he had thought
a while ; "I'll chuck up a cent fur a dollar a clip."
"Allee li ght !" and in double-quick time Hop produced a
cent.
It was a common, every-day cent to all appearance, but it
was one that Hop thought a great deal of, as he had made
a great deal of money with that particular coin.
It had a head on each side.
Of course the cent had not come from the mi¢ that way.
It was made by splitting two cents in two and then fastening the heads together.
If the workmen had turned it over they would have dis~
covered this.
But they did not think of doing it just then.
Knox tossed up the cent.
"Heads!" said Hop.
It could not come dov.rn any other way, so he won.
Again the man tossed it up.
"Heads!" Hop called out. "Me takee heads allee timee;
you takee tails."
"All right, heathen."
Hop won again.
Then Knox insisted that he throw up the cent.
Re called out tails and lost once more.
But he was now so suspicious of the Chinaman that as
soon as he got hold of the cent he made a close examination
of it.
Then he discovered the fraud.
"Boys," said he, "we can't down ther heathen galoot. He's
fooled me good, fur ther cent has got a head on both sides
of it!"
"I reckon we'd better hang ther heathen," said one.
"We won't kill him, but we'll take him out in ther dark
a ways an' tie him ter a tree jest ter punish him fur bein' a
cheat, an' if he hollers under half an hour we'll shoot him!"
Hop protested, but it was no use.
The three men pointed their · revolvers at him, and he
really thought they meant to sho·ot him, so he kept still.
They first made him give back the money he had won and
then they led him off down the trail and tied him to a tree.
"Now, you stay here till we come an' let yer loose," said
Knox, as they left him alone in the darkness.
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CHAPTER VIII.
HOP'S HARD LUCK CONTINUES.

The outlaws' cave .was lighted by three or four swinging
lanterns.
Wild and Jim could see all that went on from the little
natural alcove in which they had been placed.
With their hands tied behind them and their ankles securely bound, they stood no chance of getting away without
assistance.
Nearly an hour had elapsed since their capture, and in
this time Buck Dipple had eaten the supper which the cook
for the gang had supplied him with.
After his supper the outlaw leader lighted a cigar and sat
and smoked for a while.
'Jl1en he called two of the men to him.
''.forris and Sliver," said he, "I have selected you two to
do an errand for me. I want you to ride as fast as you can
to Hog Creek. When you get there go straight to the place
Stockton keeps, and he will tell you what I want Y,OU to do.
I will write a note, so he ,vill know that you are' straight.
I want you to bring back a young lady who is stopping at
the tavern there. He will tell you all about her, and the
best way to get hold of her. There may be some swift work
to be done,. but don't let anything stand in your way. Get
her to-night, if possible, and if you don't get the chance tonight wait there until you do."
The men were a bit surprised when they were told that
they were to go on such an errand, but they 'both declared
that they would do just as they were told.
Buck Dipple had me<tnt to despatch the two men as soon
as he had arrived, but the unexpected capture of Young Wild
West and Jim Dart had made him delay.
He hardly expected that the men would succeed that night,
but he hoped they might.
When they had received thorough instructions Morris and
Sliver, as they were called, took their departure, three men
going with them to the chasm to help swing them over to the
other side.
It was moonlikht, and after they had tried several times
one of them managed to get the noose of a lasso over the
stump.
T-hen it was quite easy for the two to get across.
It so happened that the three workmen had tied Hop to
a tree right close to where the villains had to pass to reach
the trail leading to Hog Creek.
The consequence was that they came upon the Chinaman
just about five minutes after he had been left there.
Hop thought the men were coming back to liberate him
when he heard their footsteps, but he was surprised as much
as they when they halted before him.
"It's a Chinee, an' he's tied to a tree," said Sliver.
"Blamed if it ain't!" exclaimed Morris.
"I wonder what he's doin' here?"
"I couldn't tell fur ther life · of me."
"l\I~kee untie, so me gittee back to um camp," said Hop,
pleadmgly. "Melican mans play some lillee fun with um
poor Chinee."
"Play some fun with yer, hev ?" said Morris. "Sliver I'll
bet this is ther very Chinee what ther cap'n said he w~ted
ter git hold of. What do yer say if we take him back ter
tl:er cave an' find out? If he is ther one Cap'n Buck will
th~~k w1:'re blamed foxy fellers, an' he'll praise us 'way up."
All right; we'll take him there, then."
Hop was ,iust opening his mouth to let out a yell but
Morris caught him in the act and quickly pressed the 'muzzle of his revolver against his teeth.
That quieted Hop instantly.
Then they quickly untied him from the tree and bound his
arms with the same rope.
Back they went to the chasm with -him.
Slivers gave the ca,!] of a night-bird twice in succession
'
and then aft ~r a while it was answer2d.
One of the outlaws came to the edg-e of the precipice on
.
the oth;r sid~ and _asked what th<: troubl!" ~-,as.
He was quickly mfo1:Illed that 1t ,Yas Sliver and Morns
.
and that they had a pnsoner.
"Send hi1;1 over," was the reply, and then a rope was
.
thrown over to them.
Poor Hop was indeed getting punished for cheating the

I·

workmen, for he surely felt that he was going to his des.
e
when he swung out through space.
But when he landed on the other side a sigh of re
escaped his lips.
"Don't yer go ter yellin' now," cautioned the man who I
~
hauled him up.
t
"Me no makee noise," Hop assm·ed him.
"We'll go on now," said Morris, from the other side. "'I'.t
cap'n will take care of him. We think he's ther Chinee
was tellin' about. an' if it ain't it ,Yon't make much differe1
e
since he'll be killed, whichever he is."
This was not very pleasant for Hop to h ear, but he ~
t
not so very much frightened, after all.
He had heard them say that he was to be taken to
cave of Captain Buck, and as he knew all about wh at \\
and his partners had come to Black Ravine for, he felt f
he was going to find out something that would rnsult
their advantage.
He never once doubted but that he could manage to
away from the outlaws, providing they would only let ~
have his hands free.
He had enough explosives in his pockets to mystify t
and make his escape through the smoke, providing he 1
,.
the chance to see them off.
Morris and Sl:ver went to their horses, and, moun ~
them, rode off in the direction of Hog Creek, while the o
outlaw led Hop direct to the cave.
As there were more of the band out, who might CQ'
that way to get to the cave, he sent another man back th
to watch for them.
"Cap'n Buck," said he, as he led the Celestial in, "w.
do yer think of this here catch?"
Dipple was the picture of amazement when he saw Hop
He was not disguised now, so the Chinaman did not reC\
'
.
nize him as Bulwer.
"Whattee mattee ?" asked Hop.
"Nothing, only that I am · more than glad to see y
,vas the reply.
"Me no undelstand," answered the Chinaman.
"Well, I do, so it makes no d:fference whether you do
not. "How did you get hold of him, Dan?"
The man told how he had been found tied to a tree
Morris and Sliver, and that they had thought that it mi
be the Chinaman the captain want'ecl, and had theref:
brought him back to the chasm.
"Well, I guess tl1at was a pretty bright move out of the
Buck declared. "If they only have such luck when they
to Hog- Creek I'll make them a present of a hundred doll
apiece."
"Me no undelstand," repeated Hop, innocently. '
"Well, you will understand before long. You are the st
ple-loo1:in~ galoot that beat me at i>Oker last night in
Creek. You don't remember me, eh?"
"Me no knowee Melican man; no see um before, so be.
"Yes, you did. I am Mr. Bulwer."
The 01J.tlaw picked up the wig and false beard he had
and showed them to the prisoner.
lie knew Hop was a very shrewd one, so he wanted
make him understand that he was way ahead of him
that kind of a game.
It was a varied experience that had come to the Chin'.
since he had darted to gamble with the three men.
He had surely got the worst of it, all right, too. ·
But he was now i:retting to be his old self, and for
simple, childish smile, he looked at Captain Buck ancf1
served:
"You velly smart Melican man; you makce lookee l
Misler Bulwer."
"I niay be pretty smart, but I· think you are a little
clined to be that way yourself. That is the rearon I
1
pose to have you killed."
"No killee poor Chinee!" and Hop put on an expression
'
horror, which was about half real.
"Make ther heathen dance," suggested one of the m
I
"WP. tray as well have a little fun with him."
"Well. I don't care; go on and have some fun with h:
,
if "'"l want to, boys," answered Captain Buck.
"Me no dancee with um hands tied," spoke up Hop,
he shook his head just as though it was utterly imposs"
for him to do it.
'.'Well, I r,eckon we kin u!1,tie your hands, you fool Chin
You couldn't git out of here anyhow not if l
said one.
'
'
had wings.'·
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e captain nodded his approval, so they released Hop's
CHAPTER IX.
s.
ey did not take the trouble to remove anythnig more
CHARLIE GETS TO THE CAVE.
his big revolver from him.
had carried that so the butt shown, and they certainly
Charlie -looked around for Hop, but failed to find him.
not going to allow him to have the liberty of the cave
Then he weht over to where. the workmen were seated
a loaded six-shooter in his possession.
t it was pretty certain that Buck Dipple thought it about a fire, smoking and talking to pass the evening ay;ay.
"Have yer seen anything of our heathen galoot?" he
t be possible that the Chinaman would make an attempt
asked.
cape, for he moved around near the entrance himself.
"Yes," answered one of the men; "he was here jest as it
d he loosened the revolver in his belt, too.
e Chinaman might be a,vful innocent-looking, but he got dark. I think he went off somewhere ter play poker
with a couple of ther boys."
that he was anything but inno·cent.
This was just ·what Charlie 1;J1ou~ht had occurred.
t he did not need to worry on that score just then, for
"Which way did they go?" he questioned.
had no intention of making a break for the outside.
"That way,". and the man indicated the direction with a
had just caught sight of Wild and Jim in the little al,jerk of his thumb.
and he was now bent upon saving them.
The scout started that way, and before he had gone twenty
e Chinaman was of course much surprised to see the
there, but surprises were so plentiful to him that ' he steps he met the three men who had been swindled by the
Chinaman.
used to them.
"He kneY, they must be the ones who had gone off with
e see allee samee Misler Wild and Misler Jim here,"
Hop. so he asked them where he was.
served, nodding at the prisoners.
"He's down there tied ter a tree," said Knox. "Ther
es, Hop, we are here," answered Wild in his cool and
way. "We did not come here because we wanted to, galoot was sich a cheat that we thought we'd ti·y ter scare
him a bit. We jest took him off in ther dark an' tied him
. h, and I suppose it was that way with you, too."
ahead and dance," spoke up the outlaw called Jack. ter a tree, an' then we told him if he yelled afore a half
hour was up we'd shoot him. We only done it fur fun, yer
nt ter see what yer kin do it."
know."
e likee lillee music," said Hop.
"I know all about ther galoot," answered Charlie. "It
ell, I'll whistle yer a tune, then," and he struck up the
about serves him right, I reckon. But I happen ter want
rs' Hornpipe" in a piercing key.
p looked around, but finding no way out of it started in 'ther heathen jest now, so I'll go an' let him loose. He's
got some good p'ints, yer know."
nee the best he knew how.
"Well, we'll go right te1· ther spot with yer," Knox said.
of the outlaws pulled a revolver from his belt and
a shot at the floor near the Celestial's feet to keep him "Come on! We made him give us our money back, anyhow,
so it's all right now. He is a wonder, is that Chinee. He
e move.
had eight aces in a pack of cards, used ~ice ter throw with
s angered the captain.
n't you know that we are close enough to where the that had nothin' but fives an' sixes on 'em an' won my money
s of our p1·isoners are camped for them to hear that by chuckin' up a cent that had a head on both sides of it.
' lainly?" he cried. "No more of that now! I am not Hop Wah, as yer call him, beats any heathen I ever seen!"
"He's ther ·greatest what ever come over ther Pacific, I
that they would clean us out, but I don't want this
be discovered. Don't fire another shot here unless it reckon," Charli e answered.
They were not long in getting to the spot where the three
tely necessary to do it. And I don't want too much
men had left 'Hop.
bing, either."
But he was not there now.
"!'' yelled Hop just then, and in the loudest pitch
"That is what I call mighty funny," remarked Knox,
t to.
as dancing away right lively, too, and acted as though scratching his head in a puzzled way. "There is jest ther
tree we tied him to. He must have got loqse."
t had loosened up his joints.
It was at that instant that the sharp ears of Cheyenne
·
st
nd
Charlie detected the sounds of voices near by.
C'1.!~ain Buck u er ood his game.
He held up his hand warninglv..
n~ly leveled his shooter at the dancing Chinaman
claimed :
The three men saw and understood.
The scout plainly heard some one talking in low tones in
more yell like that and there will be a dead Chinaa gully near by.
,As the two outlaws had just taken Hop from the tree behea1·d, but he made ·out that he did not.
ept right on dancing, but did not let out another yell. fore they came to the spot to look for him, it was the voice
w that the pistol shot and yell ought to let Chey- of one of them that Hop heard.
"Stay right here," he said in a whisper. "I reckon some'arlie know about where they were, if he was anythin' is wrong with ther heathen. Somebody has been here
~oµ by.
an' cut him loose. You fellers lay low right here. I reckon
was anything but a real dancer.
did manage to keep time to the tune the outlaw there must be some of ther outlaws around."
"It is about time that they showed up, I s'pose," answered
· g.
e was dancing he got his hands in his pockets and ' Knox, as he led the way into a pile of bushes near at hand.
Charlie went through the gully as fast as he dared in the
ppt something that looked like a small Roman candle,
dark.
are used on the Fourth of July.
He reached the place where the horses of the outlaws were
d this around his head a couple of times, and
suddenly struck a match and applied it to the short kept, and then it was that he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I reckon ther galoots is located 1-ight here," he muttered
t the end.
next instant that portion of the cave was filled with under his breath. "They've got hold of Hop, that's sartin.
and red sparks, while the outlaws scattered in every But how they could have got Wild an' Jim I don't know,
'cause they went on ther other side of ther ravine."
·on.
He moved slowly and cautiously now, for he did not want
it was only for a couple of seconds.
to run into a trap.
was not ready to act yet.
He heard the sound oi low voices again, and crept in the
n wanted to get the men afraid of him before he made
direction.
th
b
Charlie could barely Ree \\·hat was going on when he got
tempt to Ii erate e prisoners.
1 he kept 1-ight on dancing, though the whistling had close to the edge of the chasm, and the villains got Hop over
, and when the outlaws next saw him he had a little before he knew what was going on.
When he did realize that the Chinaman had been swung
h 1 over his head and was acting like a proud lady of
who had come out to show her cbarms.
across the chasm he was very much surprised.
Just then he heard the conversation that passed between
, as a rather comical sight, and Captain Buck's anger
the two outlaws and the one on the other side, and then he
,s· m at once.
ad been on the verge of shooting the Chinaman when knew pretty well what was up.
"Buck Dipple, hey?" he muttered. "AH 1-ight! We'll give
eworks play began, but now he decided that he was
Buck Dipple all he wants afore we'1·e tlfrough with lum."
keeping a while.
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"Right that way," and the outlaw nodded his head i?When the two villains started to leave Charlie was going
direction of the cave.
to stop them and take them prisoners.
"All right. If I go that way, an' don't find ther pl3$
But on second thought he concluded tt> let them go.
He wanted to find where Wild and Jim were, and then come back an' finish yer."
h
"I'm, tellin' yer ther truth, boss."
they could come and watch the spot and easily locate where
n
"How fur is it ? "
the villains went.
h
"Not more'n four or five hundred feet."
He allowed the two men to mount their horses and ride
'!
"An' right straight ahead?"
off, and · then he looked around for a chance to get over to
"Yes, right close ter the1· ravine. You'll run righth
the other side of the chasm.
l
it if yer ke'e p on walk.in'."
But he saw none.
The captive spoke in a tone of voice that indicateJ.l
He had no lariat with him, so he could not swing himself
;
,
he hoped he would.
across.
ei
Bnt Charlie did not intend to do that.
He) waited for about ten minutes and then a chance sudIf the information he had received ,\ras correct he h
,
denl} came.
:l~
Charlie walked out into view, and almost the instant he be very careful when he came to an opening.
~]
He would not walk right on in.
did so a voice called out from the other side:
"Hello; pard! Want ter come over, I reckon. I'm waitin' . Charli.e no.w gagged the ma_n ~gain, and then_ he ~i
here fur ther boys what's out ter come. I wish they'd all m the d1rect1on that had been md1cated by the pnsonerg 0
He soon found that the outlaw had told him right. ~
show up. Are yer alone?"
The mouth of the cave in the face of the bluff that f
"Yes, all alone," replied Charlie, disguising his voice as
itself a hundred feet above loomed up before him, and,/
much as he could.
de
He knew he was taking a risk, but he thought if he could it came a faint light.
The light from the lanterns inside the cave penetrateie
get across he could easily overpower the outlaw before it
fa~-, and that made it easy for him to see where 11\ J
was disdovered that he was not one of the gang.
,
gomg.
Whiz!
1
Charlie knew it was quite likely that there was a ;
The fellow on the other side threw the lariat across and
~
near the entrance.
Charlie caught it.
.;
That made him all the more cautious.
He knew enough to loop it under his arms and then he
He got close to a bank that had shrubbery growing3: 6
waited.
"Swing off easy now," cautioned the outlaw. "This is it and made his way to within a few feet of the operu,
It was just then that Hop started in to dance for t'Je
kinder risky business, but I've got ther rope over a strong
;id
limb, an' yer can't go down. I hope ther cap'n will let ther lains inside.
Charlie could hear the bursts of laughter that camegj
bridge stand, if we're goin' ter stay here, 'cause this business
is a nuisance. He is talkin' of makin' a bridge that kin be the men, but could not hear what they were sayil\i,1
ld
hauled up an' hid when we ain't usin' it, but I think we bet- rathe1· he could not understand the words.
Then the pistol shot sounded and the scout gripp\
ter let ther smeltey people build their bridge an' then we
~utt. of his own revolver and was on the point of ~e
ki~ use tha~."
:i~
That's nght," answered the scout, and then he let him- m, for he thought that Hop had been shot.
/ But just then the Chinaman let out a yell, and tJ\ie
self swing out over the chasm.
'Il
The next minute he was being drawn up from the other knew he was all right.
A g-rin came over the bronzed features of the scou ~
side, for there was a little overhang there, and he had not
thought of what a sight the Celestial must be ma
struck the rocky wall when he swung across.
himself.
Charlie nerved himself for ·what was to come
ther g:i!oots .a~n't _gon~ an' catc~ed !ild an'.
He kne:v if the frllow got a chance to give ·the alarm he .
would be m a bad box, so he meant to make him keep silent, give em tl~eII med1cme 1t "ill be all nght, _he sold
"I don't think they would ~o t cr work an' kill 'E:m,
even if he had to use his hunting knife on him.
J.1ie scout had lc:amed for a certainty that Buck Dipple I :1ever heard any shots but ther one what was Jest
and his gang were located right near by, and he wanted to mmute or two ago,-"
He now crept a little closer to the mouth of the ca
get there without thefr knowing it.
Then he sa~ ~he shadow of a man as he walked b
h ta ...
d
upon tl e 1 d
The man soon had him
1. e ge, an as e s 1 sec1 forth on the mside.
.
.
•
to coil the rope Chad1e seized lum by the throat with his
.
It was the fellow o.n guard.
left hand and pressed the muzzle of his revolver against his
How to get past him ~he scout did not Io:iow.
temple.
But he knew he must Jf he would find Wild and J
"One little sound an' you'll be ther deadest galoot yer ever
. .
make a try to get them. out.
seen," he exclaimed in a whisper.
He moved slowly until he was withm a few feel
The outlaw gave a gasp and threw up Ji.is hands.
.
.
"Don't kill me," he said, disobeying the injunction to keep outlaw on guard.
Then he took hlie risk of peepmg around the angle
quiet.
The man had his. back toward h~m just then.
But it was pure fear that made him say it.
But the sco~t qmckly saw that it. would not do for
"Shet up!" commanded the scout, pressing the revolver
pounce upon him, as he had done with the other maJl.
·
harder against his head
He could see se~eral. of the ~utlaws _in the cave.
The man remained sllent.
Bu~ luck was with him, for it was Just then that
d f th 1 . t
'th th
to t · h"
It was an easy thing
e ana , off his firewol'lcs.
e en o
Je im wi
.
tte d
d d ,,, Ch r
·
"Th t h th
and when he had him secured to the tree close by Charlie
ar ie Il?-u re as e
ea en 1s a an Y.
a
_
took his handkerchief and gagged him
the green and red fire ~n~ heard the cnes of asto
, fi d h
"Now then" he muttered "I r k ·I'll
e;·
go an n w ere that came from ~he surpnsed outlaws.
ec on
'
Wild an' Jim' is."
'!;he guard ran mto th~ ca~e to s_ee _what the trouli it:
But just then he thought that the man might be of the
and then Cheyenne Charlie shpp~d ms1de after him. 11
greatest assistance to him.
There were nooks and cram es of all sizes and g
.
.h
h"
·
d
d tO h·
H t
im, an covenng im wit his six-shooter, there, and selecting one that would hide him from si.,h
e u i:1e
1
0 b servec1·
·
· wh a t was gomg
· i·t and t ook m
on. :_I
scout crouch e d m
t f
"I'm 0<roin' ter tak th t h elk h' f
He saw the Chinaman parading up and down ~rt
e a an ere ~e ou o your mouth a
,
•
I wa:r. yer ter tell me Jest where Young Wild parasol over his head and then he knew that Hop wasell
Wn~te,
y
· working a scheme. '
es an is par JS, do yer understand?"
· h t, after all," h t
"I rec k on th'JS wi·11 tu rn out a 11 ng
nodded.
outlaw
The
'llf yer don't tell me I'll k nock yer on th er h ea d an' drop tered
h
a
·
yer over ther <;liff," Charlie went on. "Now, then, where is
ther place where ther prisoners is?"
CHAPTER X.
He. removed the handkerchief from the man's mouth as
tlie questt011 was asked.
;.
THE ABDUCTION OF THE GIBL.
;;Don't lcill n_ie, botip!" exclaimed the outlaw in a whisper.
We will now follow the two villains, Morris and SHI
Tell ·me wh:,st 1 ant ter know, or I will, you measly Hog Creek.
ltis
~\
·
coyote!"
Knox and the other two workmen saw them wh#!

·:u,

~h.

ha

0
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past, but they did not offer to interfere with them, since
did not know for certam that they were outlaws.
1e two men rode on and reached the mining camp a little
re nine in the evening.
ey went direct to Stockton's gambling place, and, disnting, left their horses standing and went i!lside. .
liver had been there before, but the propnetor did not
that he was one of the men who belonged to Buck
•
!e's gang.
e found Stockton standing at the bar. talking with some
ds, and as soon as he got the opportunity he called him
e and gave him the note the captain had written.
e gambling house keeper read it carefully and then
ed.
11 right," said he; "where is your pard ?"
ight here," and Sliver called up Morris.
o you have come over to do the business Buck wants
, eh?"
es, he said you'd tell us jest what ter do."
ell, I guess to-night would be as good a time as any
do it. Come on upstairs an' I'll tell yer all about it."
e excused himself from the men he had been talking
and went up a flight of stairs, followed by the two out~t down, boys," said Stockton, shoving chairs out to
. "Buck is an :,.wful good friend of mine, or I would
r take a hand in a game like this."
e said as how you was one of ther best friends he has
ventured Sliver.
e sartinly did," added Morris.
ck Dipple had said no such thing, but the two villains
ght they had better make it appear sp, anyhow.
d it pleased Stockton to hear the falsehoods.
ow," sa:d he, "I suppose you fellers know that he wants
er steal a gal an' take her ter your hangout."
es, he told us that much," answered Sliver, who did most
e talking.
ell, ther gal is stoppin' at ther tavern, an' her name is
a Vandewater. I've been doin' some lookin' around
BucJ&- went away from here afore dark, an' I've found
at t:>-night will be as good a time as any ter git ther
There's a show over in ther Judge's Hall to-night, an'
pl is there with her feller. I reckon when ther show
r you oughter be able ter git hold of her an' ride off
her afore she gits back to ther tavern. You could clip
Iler on ther head an' knock him over, an' then 'grab
' ride off with her. Got anything like chloroform with
, we ain't got nothin' but a silk handkerchief ter tie
er mouth ter keep her from yellin', an' ther cords ter
r wrists together."
~11, I've got some chloroform, yer know, 'cause somert comes in handy ter put a galoot ter sleep what's
g roll of money on him. Then ther roll kin be lifted
andy."
kon so," observed Sliver with a grin. "But now do
e cloryform ?"
's very easy. Jest soak a handkerchief with some
an' then hold it over ther nose an' mouth of ther one
nt ter put ter sleep a minute or two. Yer want ter
ful not ter breathe too much of ther fumes ye1'self,

h."

y, would it put us ter sleep, too?" asked Morris.
ell, I don't know as it would put yer ter sleep, but it
make yer sort of sick like. 'But there won't be no
r of it hurtin' yer, not if yer keep your heads turned
µb it while you're doin' ther job."
I 1 right," said Sliver, "I reckon we kin handle ther stuff
• ght. It will be a good deal better than ridin' off with
hen she's awake. She would kick up a big fuss that
I reckon."
rtin she would," chimed in Morris.
11, I'll fix yer up with ther chloroform right away, an'
ydli'll be all ready," said Stockton. "But there's one
that I want you two galoots ter remember."
at's that?"
yer should git caught doin' this yer ain't ter say that
anything ter do with it, no matter what happens."
guarantee that we won't give you away," was the
right, then. As I said afore, I wouldn't do anything
·s if it wasn't that I was a good friend ter Buck."
know that. Don't think fur a minute that we would
at you had anything ten· do with t!1eir jub."
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"That show will be out between ten an' eleven o'clock, so
you had better have your horses waitin' somewhere handy,
an' when yer git ther gal yer want ter be sorter careful
with her, 'cause Buck told me that he was goin' ter marry
her as soon as he could git a minister from Silver City ter
do ther job."
"Oh, we'll be mighty careful with her. We won't hurt a
·hair in her head. I don't like ter fool with wimmen, fur
one, 'cause I wouldn't hurt one of 'em fur ther world, bad as
I am other ways."
"That's ther way I like ter 'hear a galoot talk. A woman
is a woman, every time, an' she oughter be respected as
such."
If Stockton meant what he said it seemed strange that he
should be a party to the abduction of a young and pretty
girl.
Both Sliver and Morris thought this, but neither of them
thouglit it worth while mentioning.
Perhaps it was the friendly feeling he had for Buck that
led him to do it.
The three went downstairs a little later and had some
drinks.
"I reckon you'll have ter go with us ter ther show an'
p'int out ther gal," said Sliver, as the time drew near for
them to get in their foul work."
"I'm goin' ter do that. You fellers go an' put your horses
among ther trees jest ther other side of ther hall, an' hawe
'em ready. Then come back here, an' I'll walk over there
with yer an' show her te1· yer:"
The two villains did as they were directed.
They found that the hall where the show was taking place
was located well toward the side of the little town that the
trail ran out from.
There were not more than three or four shanties the other
side of it.
'!'hat made it all the better for their purpose.
The place where they left their horses was not more than
fifty fe et from the hall, which was a barn-like stru.cture.
It was occupied by the "judge" of the camp, and was also
used for dances and entertainments.
The two outlaws made their way back to the saloon, after
first finding out from the man at the door that the show
would be out in about fifteen minutes.
They told Stockton this, so he soon left the place with
them and went over to the hall.
They waited under the shadow of the trees until ·the people began to come out.
All the female population had turned out to see the show,
for they seldom had the chance to see anything of the kind
in Hog Creek.
Vandewater and his wife came out ahead of their daughter and Bert Winters, the young man who was paying her
attention.
The young couple did just what the waiting villains wanted
them to. They started down the road on the side the villains had their horses in waiting.
"There's ther gal," whispered Stockton. "Now, I reckon,
you've got a mighty fine chance. They're lovers, an' they
won't b.} thinkin' about anything happenin'."
Slivers and Morris nodded, and then the saloon keeper
bade them good night and went across the road to,-;ard his
place of business.
The two outlaws took notice that the young couple seemed
to be in no hurry to get to the tavern.
The rest of the people who came out of the hall soon got
ahead of them.
'I'hey followed them, just as though they had come out
from the show themselves.
Bert Winters and his sweetheart were going in just the
opposite direction to the tavern.
But they only intended to go to the outskirts of the camp
and then turn back and go to the hotel.
They were simply having a short walk before goin~ in.
Things could not have possibly worked any betteT for the
two villains.
When the couple were directly under the trees where the
horses were the y hurried up.
The young man and the girl turned around to see who it
was that was in such a hurry and then the attack was made.
Young Winters was felled to the ground by a blow from
a pistol butt and the girl was seized and the chloroformed
handkerchief pluccd ever her mouth and nostrils before she
coulJ utt ~r a cry fo r help.
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There was no possible way for him to get to where N(
It was Sliver who was doing the chloroforming, and as
he had handed the bottle to his companion Morris thought and Jim were, though he had heard them talking tan,
:lg·
it would be a good idea to give the young man he had outlaws, and knew about where they were located.
There were too many of the villains for him to com, ,
knocked down some of it.
He toolc the soft hat he wore, and pouring all that was in and make a fight for it, and he knew that such a move 'l'le
the vial upon it thrust it down over his face and left it only make matters worse, even if he got away himself.n
le
So he decided to wait.
there.
Meanwhile Hop was having what might be call~d a sec
As the blow had stunned Winters, anyhow, he was now
· t
.
sure to lie there a while unless some one came along and time.
Though Captain Buck distrusted him, and would not Is
found him.
As soon as the girl had been rendered unconscious, which mit him to go anywhere near the entrance, he did not /Y,
Ch
him to be tied again.
was not very long, Morris brought out the horses.
He had told his men about the poker game in Stocklo
He mounted and the unconscious Norma Vandewater was
place in Hog Creek, and they were an.··dous to see whafH
·
handed , up to him.
1"
Chinaman could do with the cards.
Then he rode off at a walk, Sliver following him.
Hop was perfectly willing- to show them, for he felt 1It
In this way the two got out of Hog Creek without any
by keeping in their good graces he would surely find a ch\
one knowing of the foul crime they had committed.
)u
They rode along at a pretty fast gait, once out of sight to liberate Wild and Jim.
He showed them how he could get a winning han('h
of the camp, and in due time they reached t4e. little gully
that led to the place where they wanted to cross the cha,;m. poker every time, but after he did there was not one of h,
lef
When they got there they found the horses belonging to who could have done it himself.
They were not sleight-of-hand performers like Hop. 'IE
the gang all right, but they could not make themselves heard
"Now me showee lillee tlick with um cards," Hop t
by the man who was supposed to be watching on the other
after he had spent an hour at it. "Me takee pack !is
side.
"This is what I calls mighty funny," remarked Silver. and !en me givee out ihlee cards to um thlee men."
He selected the three men, and they were about the
"How's ther gal?"
"Shet-s breathin' putty regular now" was the reply "I ignorant ones in the lot.
He stood them in a row and then handed them e
wouldn't be su_rprised if she was ter c~me to putty soon'_,,
The unconsciou_s girl had been deposited on the grass when ca rd ·
"Lookee at um cards, but no tellee each othe1· wh
the scoundrels dismounted, and as she had not been given
a very strong dose of the powerful drug she did come to at cards are," he said.
They looked at them, and if they had told each other
that moment.
It was quite natural that the first thing she should do was would have been surprised to find out that each of then
a queen of diamonds.
'
to let out a scream.
Hop was using another pack now, for he had
It echoed dowu the ravine loud and clear
"Shet up!" commanded Sliver, as he seized her and ,shook changed the first one for this, which was made up en
her. roughly. "If yer don't want ter die don't yell like that of queens.
"You know whattee cards you gottee?" he asked the,
ag'm."
But, unmindful of what he said, she again let out a scream. outlaws.
"Yes," they answered.
"Help--helpl Save me!" she cried.
"You velly sure?"
Th e two outlaws knew that the cries would be heard by
They hastened to tell him that they were certain
the man on guard at the cave, but they were afraid those in
the camp where the bridge was being constructed would hear knew.
"Now lay um cards on um table."
it, too.
They did so.
h h
th
f
t
It
Hop shuffled them and then handed the pack to Ci:
was no so very ar away, oug a igh ridge was between them and the spot.
Buck, bidding him give them a mix-up.
However, the sounds would travel up the ravine.
The captain obliged, for he was as interested as a
Norma Vandewater had no further chance to cry out for
his men.
'
Sliver pressed his hand over her mouth.
"Now,' said the Celestial, "me bettee fivee dollee I
,
Then she fainted.
Her cries had been heard by the outlaw on guard at the takee thlee cards flom um pack, and ley will be ca1,ds
a
tee thlee men lookee at!"
cave, sm·e enough.
"I don't think you can do it. But what is the use of
He came running down along the opposite side of the
betting me anything? If you won it would do you nq
,chasm to find out what it meant
since you are not going to get out of this cave alive!"
·' ·
"Hello!" he called out.
"Me likee bet," insisted Hp, not the lea:;t bit abash
;:rt's about time yer showed up," answered Morris, testily.
what the villain said.
Why, can't yer git across?"
"Well, if it will make you feel
"How kin we git across, when there's no one here ter
then. Now what is the bet?"
tln·ow us a rope?,,
"If you bettee ten do11ee me lettee you takee thlee
"Where's Doc?"
from um pack ,and !en me better lat um thlee .cards
"I don't know where he is."
samee whattee thlee men lookee at."
d 1 k
Th
but if Y"c
"I'll take that bet. You can't win, anyho,",
e guar oo ed around and presently found the man he
,..
''
was searching for bound to a tree.
Cheyenne Charlie was in the cave yet waiting for a I'll let you keep it and give you your liberty, at the
"
time in the morning."
chance to liberate his partners and the Chin'aman
"Cap," spoke up Jack, ''he might do it."
·
B t
a!.;
go,od,
shuffled
are
cards
The
it?
do
he
can
"How
erel now it looked as though he would quickly be discovThe man was soon liberated, an'.! when he tld how a I pick out there cards it could not possibly be that
would be the ones the men just looked at."
"It don't seem possible, but he's a mighty slick galoo
man ha d captured him, after getting him to pull im across,
there was much excitement.
"Well, I'll stick to my word. If the three cards I pick
"Well, I reckon we'd better git across ther first thing, the pack are the ones Pete, Tom and Dod~el' looked
anyhow," said Sliver. "Ther galoot what tied up Doc must · Chinaman shall keep the ten dollars, and he shall ha
have gone up ter ther bridge an' got back ter ther camp of liberty as soon as the sun comes up, after he first i\i.k
oath not to tell where he has been."
his friends. Chuck that rope over here."
"Allee light," answered Hop, smiling blandly.
The lariat was thrown to him and then the girl was swung
tellee."
over and hauled up on the other side.
_,, ,
h
·
·
The two outlaws then got over, one at a time, and then
"You had better wait until you wm t e bet be...,ore.
they all started for the cave.
make any promises," said Captain Buck wit_h a laugh. 11
"Me undelstand," answered Hop.
Wild, Jim and Charlie listened to all this with inter1
CHAPTER XI.
, "Hop," said WfM, ~Hing to the Chinaman, "don't fO
HOP MYSTIFIES THE OUTLAWS.
Cheyenne Charlie found that he had really got into a tight making any bets that you think there's a chance of losing
o
member! You are to die if you lose!"
place after he hid himself in the nook.
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Now I am going to take the three cards. I won·t loo!, at
m, but I will just hand them to Pete, Tom and the
ger. and if they say they are the ones they lcc,'., ed at
me win!'•
Ie took three cards from the pack and handed each of the
n one.
e watched their faces, and when he saw tbem look sura sed he began to have his doubts about the Chinaman losthe bet.
ot 'Is that the card you looked at, Pete?" he asked.
'Yes, cap, it is," w::-.s the reply.
rI'here was a deathly silence.
ock op grinned and then shot a glance at Wild and Jim.
,at 'How about you, Tom? Is that the same card you looked
?"
elt 'It are, Cap'n Buck,!" excla'med the man.
ch low murmur of astonishment went up.
uck Dipple was now as white as a sheet.
' an here was a shade of superstition running through him
of /Way, and for the first time he began to think that the
jlestial was something more than human.
~'Is that the card you looked at?" he asked, hoarsely, as
turned to the other man.
There ain't no use in sayin' it ain't, ·cap'n Buck, 'cause it
· ly is," was the reply. "I made up my mind that I'd
no mistake about it. Ther Chinee has won ther bet,
I y that yer had better keep your wqrd ter him. Ther~
o tel!in' what he might do if yer don't, fu1· I believe he's
gular he-witch."
i!)ple walked over to a barrel and sat down.
e was much disturbed by what he called the most marus performance he had ever seen.
op Wah calmly took the three cards from the outlaws
put them in the pack.
en he le:l;tly changed the packs and left the regular one
e rough table.
Me feel likee takee lillee nap now," he remarked, yawnand stretching out his arms. "Me velly tired when me
ee,, my uncle comee flom China to helpee me do um

. make your uncle come from China to help you do

magic, you say?" asked the man called Jack.
, my uncle here now. You no see um, but he •light
qri u mtable. Me say to my uncle, 'kill alle Melican
my unc!e do um putty quickee allee samee!" .
the Chmaman began hummino- a sort of a chant and
nt later he dropped his head on the table and fell
, r the outlaws thought he was asleep.
!ss I'll have a sleep, too," remarked Buck Dlpple, as
e and started for his bunk that was covered by a
g curtain right close to the nook where Cheyenne
was hiding. "I don't know whether I am awake or
ep and dreaming now. That Chinaman has upset me.
he could tell those ca~·ds is a mystery."
t though he Jay down, the outlaw captain could not go
sleep.
op remained with his head on the table for an hour or
e.
e was watching what was going on though the outlaws
'
ht he was asleep.
nally he arose, stretched himself, and then, turning to
k, . aid:
Me likee havee lillee tanglefoot. My uncle gone backee
a now."
reckon yer kin have ther best we'v,e got here," was
retort, and a bottle and tin cup were brought right away.
"Me' showee velly nicee Jillee funny tlick putty soonee "
'
said, as he took a stifl' ·hom.
ild and Jim were getting tired of being t· d
I
ey felt that if he so desired Hop eouldielib u~a:: thng.
em
.
e
ht away
ut they· dared not tell him so.
,
before th e guai·d was
~k ~was not until about five minutes
.
~I
ted by _the scream of t~e gnl that Hop got ready to do
tl'lck he had promised
M funny
·
·
H e had pretty well cleaned up the bottle of tanglefoot
t
t J"b
thi.(, time and the tri •k he meant to do
was o i era e
c
d .'
ld
cave.
the
of
out
get
and
an Jim
He got up and carefully br'.lshed ?ff the rou&"h table.
Then he took a couple of little vials from his pocket and
pped the contents along in a double row.
ose of the outlaws who had not fallen asleep gathered
und the table.
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They w::mted to see what the wonderful Chinaman would
do.
It was just t}ien that the p.:uard called out that omethingwas .wrong otuside and left the cave.
'l'hat made a delay, for when the outlaws drew their
weapons, as though they feared an attack, it was no time
,
for Hop to carry out' his plan.
He waited, and finally the guard came in, accoi:ipanied
by the man Charlie had tied to the tree and the other two,
who had the gfr! with them.
Duck Dipple was delighted beyond measure when he saw
the fainting girl brought in.
But when the guard announced that the man called Doc
had been overpowered and tied to a tree by one of their
,
,
enemies he came to his senses again.
"I reckon somethin' will happen putty soon, if that's ther
case," spoke up Jack. "Ther galoots from ther bridge
will--"
He did not fini sh what he was going to say, for at that
moment there was a sudden puff of ~moke, followed by a
loud report, and the outlaws tumbled over each other in
.
fright.
Hop had performed his "funny lillee tlick."
CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSIO::S.

It was easy to make the explos:on, since Hop had put two
chemicals on the table.
When he wanted the explosion to take place he simply
kicked the table over, and then ran for the spot where Wild
and Jim sat on the floor of the cave.
The force of the explosion was wonderful, considering
that so little of the t-wo .powders were used.
Hop fell sprawling upon Jim.
"Me cuttee loose!" he whispered, and then out came his
knife, as soon as he could get hold of it, and the trick was
done.
As soon as Jim was loose he did the same thing for Wild.
"Now we gittee out!" he exclaimed .
But Young Wild West had seen the girl brought into the
cave, and he was not go:ng out without her.
Through the smoke he made his way.
He stumbled over one of the outlaws, who was in the act
of rising to h_is feet, and with a well-directed blow sent the
fellow sprawlmg.
. Then he knelt over him and got his weapons.
B:( ~his ~ime ~he smoke was clearing and objects could
.
.
be d\stmgmshed _m t!ie ca:7e. .
Wild caught sight of Jim nght at his side, almost, and
then he saw the girl lying on the floor.
Jim \ had already possessed himself of the weapons that
had been taken from them when they were captured and
.
brought to the C!3-ve.. .
He ha1;ded Wild his brace of revolvers and kept his own
.
.
ready for us~.
Tl_ien he pi?ked up the !pr! and started for the outside,
relymg on Wild to cover his retreat.
Hop had already got out.
Much to. the satisfaction of our t':"'o friends, none of the
outlaws ti:ied to stop them from leavmg.
Buck Dipple was nowhere to be seen, and that was probably the cause of this.
Outside went Dart and after him came Wild.
Jim led the way for the temporar)'. bridge, carrying the
_young woman as thou&"h she was ~ child.
Th~y reached the bndge, and still there was no sign of a
·
purim1t.
Jim crossed safely and then they dashed to the camp.
Bop Henderson_ and the rest of the men were very much
worl'led over then· long absence.
~hen th_ey sa "'. ~hi,, girl they :were surprised.
is Chai lie . asked Wild.
Where
one knew.
No
to
h h d ti d H
tl th.
At length W"ld f
op
e
ouncI 1e i ee men w o a
i
·
~
the tree
·
Th "t Id ·
. ey. o hi?1 that the scout had gone to look for him
earlier m the night
"Jim," said the d·ashing- young deadshot, "I wonder where
he could have gone? It looks as though something has happened to hi~ "
"That is fo r us to find out, Wi.ld."
Wild sougltt the three men again and questioned them.
Tl,en he learned just where Charlie had gone.
0
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\·nth Jim, he hastened through the dark gully and soon
Our hero raised both his revolvers and pulled the trig
came to tile place ,vhe1·e the outlaws' horses were.
at the same instant.
There were only three or four there now, for the rest had
Crack!
been taken by those who left the cave right after the exThe two reports rang out as one.
plosion.
Both men dropped on the brink of the bluff.
Some of them had not left the cave.
Cra-ang!
The explosion had loosened a long slab of rock, and when
Buck Dipple fired, but he was not quick enough, for
it fell in it shut off a portion of the cave.
young deadshot knew he was going to, and he drop,ped
Three of the outlaws were caught behind it, and one of as the villain p1·essed the trigger.
them was Buck Dipple himself.
Wild arose to his knee and again he made that fan
Cheyenne Charlie had also been caught.
double shot.
The scout found himself a prisoner in sho1t order, and he
T'he report rang out like one shot, as before, and a bt
vainly tried to get out..
from each revolver struck the arms of Buck Dipple.
The outlaw uttered a howl of pain and dropped to
While his two partners were searching for him all night
ground.
he was digging away at the dirt with his bowie knife.
·e
Then Wild ran to the rope, and leaning over told , Ch\dJ
Just as the sun came up the earth and rock gave way and
to stop swinging.
he found that he could crawl out.
The scout soon got himself pretty still.
But just as he did this the other prisoners appeared.
.c
Wild hauled him up very quickly then.
The opening Charlie had made extended to the part the
O
"So this is your life line, eh, Charlie?" he said, as
other side of the nook, and when they saw the light flash in
on them the outlaws gave up working to get the heavy slab grabbed the scout by the hand.
"I reckon that's a putty good name fur it," was·the rer
of stone moved and made a dash for it.
"Well, I guess we will have to keep it, then, for a s01;
Charlie ran with all possible speed.
The scout hardly knew which direction he was going until nir."
Our hero untied it, and just as he was coiling it;Jim J
suddenly he found himself on a high bluff that hung over
and Bob Henderson appeared on the scene.
the ravine.
?t
Explanations followed and then the outlaw captain ,
Tied to a tree on its verge was a la1·iat which the escaping
taken
to
the
camp
with
two
broken
arms.
outlaws had left there.
There is not much more to add to this story.
e
Charlie looked over and saw that there was a ledge on the
Suffice it to say that the bridge was built, and t~
other side that was much lower than the bluff, and that from
proved
to
be
a
great
boon,
not
only
to
the
peopJ.e of
it he woul<l be able to get up to the level above.
He looked around, and not seeing anything of the outlaws, smelting works but to all who traveled between Silver (
and
Hog
Creek.
tested the rope and then swung himself downward.
J.
The
He had scarcely got below the top of the ove:i;hanging around outlaws who had made their escape nevenshowea :
there
again.
.'
l'OCk when he heard a triumphant yell above him.
Buck Dipple was lynched by the workmen before he cti_
ThP three villains had seen what he was malting for, and be got to
the
mining
camp.
they had EL,ddenly ma-de up their minds to have revenge by
But Young Wild West got the reward.
letting him drop into the chasm below, where a torrent of
Pretty
Norma
Vandewater
was not much the worse
black-looking water rushed madly on its course.
her thrilling experience, and when she was restored to
"That is yom· life line, Cheyenne Charlie!" _shouted Buck parents and lover
she
declared
that she would have
Dipple. "If it is not cut you will pull through all right. thing to tell as long
as she lived.
But we are going to cut the line!"
Stockton, the keeper of the gambling house, became a
The three villains ran around a rock and swiftly ap- ter citizen after the death
of Buck Dipple.
proached the tree to which the lariat was tied.
But just at that moment Young Wild West appeared below
Next
week's
issue will contain "YOUNG WILD: WES
them.
GOLD GORGE; OR, ARIETTA AND THE DRO;P..
Like a deer he ran up the hill.
DE'ATH."
'
Two of the villains, each with a knife, were running to
cut the rope that was really Cheyenne Charlie's life line.
· Not far behind them came Buck Dipple.
~.
~
In either hand Wild held a revolver.
~.-"'4PJllll
do~!~ri'ng th'e shouts above him, the scout ceased going
Please give your newsdealer a standing order
Then he h eard the voice of Young Wild West exclaim:
tour weekly copy of "WILD WEST ,vEEKLY. "
"Stop wh ere you are, you miserable hounds! If you go any War Industries Board has asked all publishers
closer to that rope you will both die!"
As Cheyenne Charlie started to descend by means of his gave waste. N ews dea1e1·s mus t ' th eref ore, b
e
life line three men suddenly appeared on the scene.
fo1·med if you intend to g-et a copy of this wee
_Two of them rushed to cut the rope, while the other raised every week so they will know how many
copies
his rifle.
•
'
~
-But Wild was ready for business.
, order from us.
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nual Message of the War Council to the Chapters
of the American Red Cross. The War Council sends greetings to the chapters
the American Red Croi::s on the occasion of their
nual meetings for 1918.
) With these _greetings go congratulations on the
eat work of the chapters during the past year,
~ d above all things, on the wonderful spirit of
crifice and patriotism which has pervaded that
rk.
.
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The strength of the Red Cross rests upon its chap:e s. They are its bone and sinew. They supply
funds, they supply its men and women, they
pply its enthusiasm. Let us, 'then, review toher the Red Cross story of the past year.
On May 1, 1917, just before the appointment of
e War Council, the American Red Cross had 486,4 members working through 562 chapters.
On July 31, 1918, the organization numbered 20,8,103 annual members, besides 8,000,000 members
the Junior Red Cross-a total enrollment of over
e-fourth the population of the United States.
These members now carry on their Red Cross
k through 3,854 chapters, which again divide
selves into some 30,000 branches and auxiliar-

ince the beginning of the war, you of the chaps have co-operated with the War Council in con-

ing two war fund drives and one membership
e, in addition to the campaign on behalf of the
ior Rod Cross.
he total actual collections to date from the first
fund have amounted to more than $115,000,000.
subscriptions to the second war fund amounted
pwards of $176,000,000.
rom membership dues the collections have
unted to approximately $24,500,000.
the terms under which the first Red Cross war
d was raised, the chapters were entitled to retain
er cent. of the amount collected, in order to
ay local expenses, to carry on their home service
k, to purchase materials to be utilized in chapter
uction and otherwise to meet the numerous calls
e upon their!.. The chapters were thus entitled
retain nearly $29,000,000. As a matter of fact,
·r actual retentions amounted to only about $22,0,000.
Out of collections from annual memberships, the
apters have retained about $11,000,000.
From this total sum, therefore, of $33,000,000 reined by the chapters, they have met all the oftenes very heavy local demands upon them, and in
dition have provided for use by National Headarters products valued, as stated above, at upards of $44,000,000.
The chapters have in effect returned to the War

Council, not alone the $33,000,000 retained out of
the war fund and membership dues but, in value ot
actual product, an additional contribution of at least
$11,000,000.
It will thus be seen that during the eighteen
months which have elapsed since the United Sta.tcs
entered the war, the, American people will haveeither paid in or pledged to the American R"ed Cros~
for its work of relief throughout the world, i:n 1:1oney
or in material values, a net total of at least $325r
000,000.
'
At Christmas time we shall ask the whole American people to answer the Red Cross Chr i:;tmas roll
call. It will constitute an unique appeal to every
man, woman and child in this great land of ours to
become enrolled in our army of mercy.
It is the hope of the War Council that this Christmas membership roll call shall constitute a reconsecration of the whole American people, an im;piring
reassertion to mankind that in this hour of world
tragedy, not to conquer but to serve is America's
supreme aim.
,
THE WAR COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN RED
CROSS.
HENRY P. DAVISON, Chairman.
Washington, D. C., Oct. 10, 1918.
THE SILENT MOMENT.
"The Silent Moment," inaugurated r ecently in
Washington was observed in 11 Red Cress Chapters, October 23, and daily thereafter as a tribui
to American fighting men.
The "silent" prayer will be in conjunction with
the annual meetings of Chapters. The follovving
resolution which was adopted by the War council
will be read at the meetings:
·
"Resolved:
''That every day at the hour of noon, in every
workroom of the American Red Cross throughout the whole of these United States, upon a
given signal, all work shall cease for a perio
of one minute.
ll
"During this time in silence we, the members
of the·Red Cross, will solemnly concentrate our
minds upon our beloved soldiers and sailor
overseas who are so nobly offering their all',
even unto their lives, for us. We will think as
one-hope as one, for their definite victory and
their individual well being; consecrating ourselves anew to our country and to those who
fight, labor and suffer for her, becoming one
with them in service. "May this united Prayer,
gathering power from our love and faith, mount
to heaven itself, descending thence -in the midst
of our dear ones wherever they may be, fall .
upon them as a benediction, to ),:)e at all times
their comfort and their strength."

?O
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STANDING BY HIS CHUM
-OR-

THE SCHOOLBOYS OF RICHLAND HALL
By DICK ELLISON
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(A SERIAL STORY)
n
CHAPTER II (Continued).
"I don't know," said Dick. '·They look like E1ci
ll,
"She seems to know him, too, all right," chimed lish and they don't."
in , Bill, "for she returned the bow. Look out for -"They are Rm:sian," said Sam.
your laurels, Texas. Weggie the Wealthy will cut Catherine the Second."
you out, sure thing."
"So!'' cried Dick. "Can you read Russian, theie
1
"I have yet to kn9w that I am in," replied Sam, That's news to me."
·
c
with some display of dignity. "I only regard Miss
But there was a whole lot about his chum th
Nellie as a friend." .
Dick Dutton did not know, and he was well awahi
"Ah! Ah! Ah!" cried Bill. "Listen to that, will of this fact, too.
·
you. As though every fellow in school didn't know
Something had struck Sam Sloan, that was ceel
different. But I won't tease you, Texas. It's none tain. Dick wondered what it could be.
of my affair whether you are in love or whether you
If he had only known it, he was destined to dod1
are not. Now to settle the man-of-war question lot of wondering on the same subject for many dajn
once for all."
to come.
e.
They had almost reached the big foreign-looking
But now an incident happened which drove "1
craft.
these thoughts out of the boys' heads.
n
The sailors were crowded along the rail, watchDick swung about and prepared to start for ho~
ing the maneuvers of the various small craft which
Just then the Ruby shot by them, heading th
curiosity had sent their way.
same way.
.
V
They were mostly young men, and the boys now
Nellie smiled pleasantly, waved her handkerch
saw that they could hardly be Spanish, for they were again, and once more the boys raised their hats.
a fair-haired, light-skinned lot.
Jim Johnson was watching this when he had
Pacing the deck were two officers in gorgeous ter have been minding his business, for at the sa
uniforms, big, heavily-bearded men.
instant the Petrel rounded the stern of the man
The Van Dorn yacht was now close alongside, and war with considerable speed.
one of these officers turned a glass upon it.
"Great Scott!" gasped Sam.
From the yacht he turned it on the Nellie, and
"Oh, the fool!" shouted Dick.
1
seemed to follow her movements. For a full minute
All three boys saw that collision was inevitabhE
he studied the boys, and then said something to
Young Van .Dorn gave a wild shout, jumpi.id
his companion, who took the glass and had a look. about on the deck.
And not satisfied with this, the two walked astern
Jim Johnson handled his sheet and tiller
•nd again turned the glass on the Nellie, as she came very worst way possible.
around the man-of-war.
Then came the crash!
"By thunder, I hope those fellows will know us
Over went the Ruby!
again when they see us!" cried Dick. "What makes
".Oh, save me! Save me!' Nellie screamed, st
them so interested, I wonder? Hello, Sam. What gling in the Sound.
in the world is the matter with you?"
Quick as a flash Sam Sloan threw aside coat anic
Su<1.denly he pulled his cap down low over his hat. Kicking off his low shoes, he took a headeJii
eyes , and seemed to brace up.
striking the water just as Nellie sank.
r
·'Nothing is the matter," he replied, in a strained
"Lower a boat! " bawled Reggie. "Go after th,,,
voice. " Let's get out of here, Dick."
lady, some of you fellows! Quick! Get a move
And still the two officers continued to study the I'd go myself, but I can't swim!''
boys through their glass, passing it from one to the
Up and down the deck he ran, shouting anu
other.
screaming, and making a fool of himself generall~
·'What are those letters? I can't make anything
A young sailor plunged into the Sound and swarc
out of them!" cried Bill, pointing to the name on the toward the wreck of the Ruby, to which Jim Joh1h
stern of the man-of-war.
'
• son was desperately clinging.
e

ont

I
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e boat was lowered by three others, and pulled
rd the scene of the disaster.
t help was not needed.
Sloan had cut in ahead of everyone.
e caught 'Nellie on her first rise, and he caught
just right, too.
eanwhile Dick had run the boat up alongside,
before Reggie's diver could come up with them
boys had Nellie aboard, and were preparing to
ue Jim Johnson.
was as neat and as quick a rescue as was ever

e.
e proudest moment of Sam Sloan's life was
n Nellie Lane, who never for one moment lost
ciousness, and remained perfectly cool through
1, turned to him in the boat, thanked him, and
owledged that he had saved h er life.
ou saved yourself," cried Dick. "If you had
ed and struggled as most girls would have done,
couldn't haYe helped you, and more than likely
would have drowned him as well as yourself."
is was the beginning of the talk.
Johnson broke in with his excuses then.
llie cut him short.
ot a word, Jim," she said. "Per haps you didn't
1e the boat in the very best way, but I am not
ng any fault. Only save the boat and tak~ it

"
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ey made the wreck fast, and were just preg to start when the boat from the Petrel
up.
e swimmer had already boarded it.
an we be of any assistance here?" he called.
o, thanks," replied Nellie.
e Petrel itself was close at hand, coming up
e other side.
ung Van Dorn, hat in hand, came to the rail.
h, Miss Lane, I-I am so sorry," he called, stutg horribly, as he always did. "I-I want to
gize for the carelessness of my captain. Really,
inexcusable. I shall dismiss him at once."
e captain, who heard all this, stood glaring,
id not speak.
-m-may I - I - I offer you the courtesy of the
Petrel?'' stuttered Reggie. t• It would give me
pleasure to take you to Castleton. Really,
ought to get home as quick as possible. I am
d you are very wet."
am slightly damp," laughed Nellie. "But I
decline, Mr. Van Dorn. These young men are
ds of my brother's. My acquaintance with
s very slight, you must relllember. I prefer to
with them."
ggie pleaded still further, but Nellie was firm,
o end it Dick filled away and headed for Castle-

"I don't think it was actually anybody's fault,·•
said Dick. "There was blame on both sides, don't
you think so, Nell?"
"I certainly do," replied Nellie.
"I orter looked out sharper," said Jim Johnson.
"I own that. If. Miss Nellie had a-been drovmded
I shouldn't never have forgive myself."
"May I ask how you came to be acquainted with
Mr. Van Dorn?" inquired Sam. "I thought he never
condescended to speak to anyone in the neighborhood."
"He called at the house under the pretense of consulting my father professionally, and I by accident
happened to open the door for him, " was the reply.
'· It seems rather foolish in me to say it, boys, but I
really believe that I was the attraction, fro:n the
way he talked to me. I assure you I was glad to
get away."
And so they talked as they ran on to Castleton,
where Sam and Dick saw pretty Nellie to her door.
The incident drove all recollection of the peculiar
conduct of the Russian officers out of Dick's head.
, "A lucky ending of a bad job," he remarked to
Sam as they returned to the boat. " You have fixed
yourself all right now, old man. If you want Nellie
for your girl all you have to do is to go in and win."
But the incident was very far from ·being closed
as Sam Sloan was soon to learn.

CHAPTER III.
THE MIDNIGHT DISAPPEARANCE.

If eyer there was a boy handy with tools Sam
Sloan was he.
He could do anything in a mechanical line which
he undertook.
,
E specially strong was he in electricity, which he
had dipped into before coming1;o Richland Hall, and
he kept up his ·work there, for Dr. Richland believed in manual training, and had a well-equipped
workshop in the basement of the school building,
which any boy could make use of. It was one of the
institutions of the schod, and one which. Sam patronized to the fullest extent.
When the boys got to the shore they found Jim
Johnson fussing over the Ruby, which was not so
badly damaged.
Sam gave him some good advice, and showed
him an easy method of repairing the boat.
The boys then boarded the Nellie, and returned to
the school, reaching there just in time for supper.
That evening Sam went down into the workshop
to make some electrical experiments.
There was no one else present, and for the best
I could see that young Van Dorn was white with part of an hour the boy remained there alone, and
1 and chagrin, and especially were his glances was still th us engaged when Dick Dutton came
ted at Sam.
downstairs and urst in upon him.
ey we1:e glad to get rid of him and to find them(To be continued.)
free to talk.

f
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CURRENT NEWS
HOW TO RUN WITH A PUNCTUR ED INNER
TUBE.
The following is a very good makeshift when no
regular repairs can be made. At the punctured
spot, twist the tube about just as if it were a piece
of cloth being wrung out. Wrap around this part
· with string or any kind of tape making a tight ligature on each side of the puncture and then wrap the
place with rags, waste or anything which will serve
to round out this part of the air chamber to the
same size as the rest, then replace in the tire as if
it had been well repaired. It is claimed by persons
who have used this method that the car can be very
well run home or to any suitable place for repairs
lying within reasonable distance.

three-story brick building containing forty-1
many a city, and thirty more "positions" are
"
installed.
On July 1 this branch served 3,178 extension(
August 1, 3,626. It requires 126 trunk lines fo
coming calls; 76 for outgoing calls, local and su.
ban toll; 17 private toll lines to New York, P~
delphia, Baltimore, Detroit via Cleveland, Hob,
and Newport News; and 105 tie lines to other;
ernment stations in Washington . A large inci,
in the number of private toll lines is probable;
An average of four records taken during
shows 32,938 outward and 16,564 inward cal~
twenty-fou r hours. In the peak hours the calls c
>
run as high as 7,284 an hour.
1

COULDN'T HIDE HARDWA RE.
One may easily conceal a quantity of stolen mortey
on his person, but when one tries to get away with
an assorted collection of hardware, consisting of
claw-hamm ers an<l flashlights, he is doomed for a
speedy fall.
All this Mr. Scopik, late of Kansas City, ·discovered the other day when he was arrested at Fort Madison, La., on the charge of theft.
Scopik entered this city over the box car route
with three pairs of leather gloves, six flashlights and
two claw-hamm ers concealed on his person.
Following his arrest he acknowledged the theft of
the material from a Kansas City firm, but was shortly released upon the instruction s of the company to
return the stolen goods and set the lad free. He lost
no time in leaving.

HID MONEY IN LOG.
A heavy oak log with veins of $10 gold pieces
discovered in the cellar of a hut occupied by J
Zeis, ·aged 7 4, a hermit, of Maytown, Mo. He;
Klasterman , who lives on a farm near the Zeis1
and who had not seen tll e old man for several (!.
went to his home to investigate the cause of ~
absence. Zeis was found dead in bed. A note or
table said he was too ill to go to a doctor and l
he had considerabl e money secreted in the ce
Coroner Wilhelmy was called and made an in
gation. Search of the cellar revealed a heavy
log in one corner and when this was closely e.
ined a number of small holes with wooden p
were seen. One of the plugs was extracted and
pieces fell to the floor. An hour's work rewai
the coroner with a pile of $10 gold pieces amou
to $300. Zeis, being without relatives, the m
RIVALS NEW JERSEY WHISKEY .
turned over to Public Administra tor Zimm~
was
Samples of cider taken by agents of the Dairy and Monroe County.
Food Commission in up-State countries and used as
a basis for prosecution s by the District Attorneys
NEW YORK TO HOBOKEN , FIRST STE
have been found to contain 7.59 per cent. of alcohol.
FERRY ROUTE.
The cider, together with other samples, was sold as
The first steam ferry in the world made its m
a "soft drink," but has been officially classed as
"hard." Another sample, which was labeled "apple trip between New York and Hoboken 107 years
cider," was found on analysis to contain 8.06 per The craft was the invention of John Stevens, a
neer in many inventions and the father of the U
cent.
States' patent system. He invented the first
by
discovered
was
cider"
A drink called "cherry
<lensing, double-acti ng engine ever built in Ame
One
alcohol.
of
cent.
per
3.75
contain
to
test
official
sample of the alleged apple cider was discovered by In 1807 he constructed the steamboat Phoenix, c
the State chemists to contain 7.07 per cent. of alco- pleting it only a few days after Fulton mad
hol and to be artificially colored by a coal tar dye in epochal trip on the Hudson. Shut out from
river by Fulton's priority, Stevens in 1808 too
the bargain.
vessel around by the sea to the Delaware and
first to navigate in the open ocean in a s
the
LARGEST PRIVATE TELEPHO NE OFFICE.
Later he secured the first American p
craft.
world
the
in
branch
The largest private telephone
railway locomotive. His steam
steam
a
for
the
of
needs
expanding
the
serves
which
one
is the
War Departmen t. It fills a specially constructed was successful, and the waters around New
"positions,' ' an office larger than the "central" in havci ever since swarmed with such craft.
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FROM ALL POINTS

E BRITISH INDEPENDENT AIR FORCE.
uring the month of June no fewer than 74 raids
carried out by the Independent Air Force Roy1 .
'
. 1r Force, over Germany. In all 6¼ tons
of
0
bs were dropped during these 'raids. It is
~ hy of n?te that the British raids over Germany
a contmuous increase in number and in weight
ombs dropped upon important military objec: . The previous best month was May last, when
tons of bombs were dropped by the I. A. F.
excellent work on the part of the Independent
· Force is quite apart from that of the Royal Air
1
L e and the French Air Service.

r-

J

ARACHUTE JUMP FROM AIRPLANE.
e first successful experiment on record of jumpfrom a moving airplane with a parachute was
is tly made by Capt. Sarrat, a French aviator.
J intrepid airman leaped from a height of 800
s with an umbrella some twelve yards in
eter, and landed safely. He was three minutes
e air, suspended from the parachute. · Previous
is test numerous experiments were carried out
ranee with sandbags, and the practicability of
cheme was established beyond reasonable doubt.
c it goes without saying, nevertheless, that it red ,real courage to be the first to risk life and
in an actual test.

TOMATOES BEFORE CHURCH.
rough announcements in a local newspaper,
ra sters of Alexandria, Ind., churches recently
1
the women of the city to absent themselves
m religious services in order to work at the Alexn ia Preserving Company factory and help save
omato crop.
ores heeded the appeal. A scarcity of labor
the move imperative lest a large store of ripe
es at the plant spoil. In addition to the woany business men worked at the factory for
art of the day.
half of the output of the plant has been rened by the Government.

RISTMAS PACKAGE REGUL_'\.TIONS,
SIBERIAN FORCES.
ristmas packages for members of the American
n ditionary Force in Siberia were mailed on
efore Oct. 25. Parcels for members ind, in connection with the addressee's name and
s nation of the unit of organization to which he
gs, the words, .. American E'xpeditionary Force
beria." The restrictions in connection with the
ling of Christm~s packages to members of the
·ican Expeditionary Force in France do not
to those members in Siberia. The parcel post

rates to Siberia, for American soldiers, are the same
as domestic rates, b,ut no package weighing over
seven pounds was accepted for delivery.
SHANGHAI'S BAMBOO ORGAN.
After 50 years of service th~ bamboo organ in the
Church of St. Francis Xavier, Tungkadoo, Shanghai,
is still in fairly good condition. It is stated that
there is one other bamboo organ in the Orient; but
it is not possible at this time to secure definite information relative to its whereabouts or condition.
As metal pipes are to replace the bamboo in the
Shanghai organ, the noted instrument will lose much
of its public interest.
In a recent issue of the North China Daily News
of Shanghai, the following comment appears regarding the tone of the historic bamboo organ:
"It would be better if it were completely in .tune,
for a long wave beat, similar to the short one which
gives beauty to the tremulous vox coestis betrays the
fact that it is not. Possibly it never was, for bamboo does seem refractory stuff for organ building.
Despite this, however, the tone is sweet, if somewhat
'woolly,' and the whole instrument speaks volumes
for the skill of those men who, using only materials
immediately at hand, were able to devise an organ
pleasing to the ear and able to defy the severest test
-that of time."
"UNSINKABLE" SHIP SENT TO BOTTOM.
The " unsinkable" American cargo steamship T
cia has been sent to the bottom by a U-boat in mi.>
Atlantic, according to a report received in shipping
circles the other day. She was equipped with buoy- .
ancy boxes and was supposed to be invulnerable to
torpedoes. Details regarding the data of her sinking and the fate of her crew have not been received
and no official information of the affair has reached
.the Navy Department at Washington, accor ding to
a despatch last night.
The Lucia was formerly under Austrian registry
under the same name. She was at Mobile, Ala.,
when the United States entered the war and was
taken over by the Government and equipped at a
cost of more than $200,000 with the "unsinkable"
device. It took several months to line her holds and
cabins with air filled boxes. The inventor claimed
that they would keep the ship afloat, no matter how
much the water came into her hold as a result of a
torpedo attack or shell fire.
' :---.
The Lucia had made several voyages without incident, and the attack which sank her was the first
one attempted. She was of 6,744 gross tons and
was built in Austria in 1912. Before the war she
was in the cotton trade between Gulf and Austrian /
ports.

I
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ITE1WS OF GENERAL INTEREST
ROLLING GROCERY STORES" AID 5,000
FRENCH REFUGEES. '
The American Red Cross has aided 5,000 refugees
returning to their homes in the reconquered Aisne
and Marne districts, in one month's time. Supplies
have been sent to Chateau Thierry, Essones, Dormans, Troissy, Verneuil and Villers-Cotterets.
Motor trucks, known as rolling grocery stores,
make the rounds of the districts to supply the needs
of the homecomers in places where no ships have yet
opened.
1
•

TRAFFIC FINES FOR BABIES.
Traffic Officer Bendar of Portland, Ore., waves a
milk bottle at oncoming traffic at a busy corner here.
He holds impromptu court over every transgressor
of the rules, and the bottle receives the fines. When
the offending motorists see the bottle they smile.
Bender smiles and the crowd on the corner smiles.
The offender pulls out his wallet, drops a coin into
the bottle and passes on. On the tin lid of the bottle
is printed something about the starving babies in
France aljld Belgium.

•

ESTATE FOR FRIEND.
Gus Becker, day cook at a local saloon, Redding,
Cal., for over twenty years, dying on March 27, left
an estate consisting of $3,061 in bank. By will he
gave it all to August Jacobi, a barkeeper, who befriended him in the last few months of life by giving
him a home when he had none.
The estate was settled in the Superior Court.
Judge J. E'. Barber giving Arthur M. Dean, administrator, the order that enabled Jacobi to draw $2,416.05 from the bank and put it ba'tk in his own name.
The expenses of administration and the last illness
used up the difference between $3,061 and $2,416.05.
As Jacobi is not a blood relation of the decedent, the
estate had to pay an inheritance tax of $100.05 to the
State.
A NOVEL TIMEPIECE.
There is in Paris a timepiece that stands twelve
feet high and is composed entirely of bicycles or
their component parts. The framework is a huge
bicycle wheel, around which are arranged twelve
ordinary sized wheels, all fitted with pneumatic
tires. A rim within the large wheel bears the figures for the hours, the figures themselves being constructed of crank rods. The hands are made of
steel tubing, which is used for the framework of
bicycles. The minute strokes on the dial are small
nickel-plated spokes. The top of the clock is an arrangement of twelve han_d le-bars. The clock strikes
the hours and the quarters, bicycle bells, of course,
making the chimes. The pendulum is made of a

K::
bicycle wheel and the pendulum rod of various·a
of a bicycle frame. It is said that the clock, bo1
being a curiosity, is an excellent timepiece. d
h
INGENIOUS FLIMFLAM.
re
"The thing in the way of flim-flam now, an°J
real thing," said an old det ective, '' is away ahP.·
any of the old tricks I know anything about. ·
been worked but once in New Orleans, a s faJ
know, and if it has ever been wor ked in any ·
place I do not know anything about it . The bu: J
of finding a pocket book, 'spr inging the pigeo!n
it is called; the lock trick, which, by the way i"E
of the smoothest of the whole list and all the 2~
are cheap and clumsy in comparison with the el_
scheme that was wo:r;ked on a do,vntown barlP
a few evenings ago. It shows on e thing, and ( ·
that the criminal classes are quite as a ctive meP'
and otherwise as men who are enga ged in the 11-c
callings of life. They are probably more activj 1
tally than the men who are ground into rn
grooves because of ceaseless toiling in an effl
keep the wolf away. The new flim-flam schee1
wonderfully simple and is worked with papern
ey. A $1 and a $5 bill are needed. Of course 1
of higher denomination could be used, but tht
men who worked the trick here used the bills ;h
first denomination-a $1 and a $5 bill. It is E
in this way: One of the m en will write iie
lettering on the back of the $5 bill what is suior
to be a list of his laundry. For inst ance, iP.:
way: One shirt, 2 collars, 2 pairs of cuffs. H,
go into a saloon when there is a rush on in ono
further minimize the possibilities of the barkel,
detecting the scribbling on the bill, and will ct>'
a drink.
"The money is put in the drawer, the ma
his drink and his change and walks out. D
his partner walks in, calls for a glass of b
tenders a $1 bill in payment. The bar keeper
out 95 cents in change. " You ma de a mist
man,' the purchaser will say, 'I gave you a
A polite wrangle follows. The fellow is in
says he only had one piece of money and that
$5 bill, and he remembers to have jotted dow
of his laundry on the back of it. He ca lls fr,.·
boss, tells him of 'the dispute, and asks him\
if he has a $5 with " 1 shirt, 2 collars, 2 pa;
cuffs," written on it in pencil. Sure enoug(.1
bill is found and the man gets his $4.95 in c~,
This is the scheme they worked on the man 1 1
town, and he had no idea he had been swindled c
he thought over it for some time, and then the 1:;
plot dawned on him. It is a clever scheme, bta,
that will not last, as barkeepers are awfully ql\g
get on to tricks of this so.rt."
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS

PECTS CHRISTMAS STRAWBERRIES .
of the prisoners have influential relatives and may
awberry time? Yum--absolutely. Ross A. seek to have civilian lawyers defend them. The
on of No. 1434 East 82nd Street, Cleveland, 0., seventeen accused men are confined in solitary cells.
d a full quart of luscious ripe strawberries
his garden recently. The big red berries peep. NEW COINS ASKED FOR.
rom beneath the green into the cold fall air
constant agitation apparently without
this
is
picked
There
has
Hudson
Mr.
crop.
thir~
n of tho
reaching any definite result in favor of new coins.
Now the penny, the nickel, the dime, the quarter
and the half seem to supply all demands and 'promote
AN EXTRAORDINARY ACCIDENT.
extraordinary accident is reported by the convenience. There are some, however, who insist
Mail correspondent in a recent i~sue of that that there should be a return to the old 2 and 3-cent
He say& a Belgian airman, pieces, and some are urging that there be coins
0 n newspaper.
e, who specializes in the destruction of Ger- worth 2½ cents and 12½ cents. There might posalloons, was flying above one preparatory to sibly be a little argu1").ent in favor of the latter, but
ing it, when the two ballonists took to their not much, and certainly none at all in favor of the
k utes. The balloon shot up and struck the air- former. It would seem as if the government mat and was torn to pieces on the propeller. It chinery had all it could do without putting new tasks
e he plane spinning earthward, but by a miracle and burdens upon it. The people are busy earning
chine righted itself and Gheude landed safely, and saving their nickels and dimes, while the pennies are not forgotten. They would not earn or save
w the balloon in flames in the sky.
any more if there were 2, 2½, 3, or even shilling
pieces in existence. Surely ~here must be more imFIVE SONS IN SERVICE.
e tter congratulating her because she has five portant work that needs doing in these busy days.
the service of the United States has been refrom Secretary of War Baker by Mrs. E. W.
,
of Ontario, Cal.
GOVERNMENT AIDS IN REBUILDING GILLEShe five Arnett boys, two are First Lieutenants,
PIE PLANT.
w e either in France or will arrive there soon
The work of reconstructing the plant of the T. A.
' Gillespie and Company shell loading plant at Morin e fifth, the last to enlist, is in the navy.
p y are Lieut. Claude Arnett, infantry, stationec! gan, N. J., said to be the largest in the world, part_
i p Selby, Miss.; Lieut. Richard W. Arnett, in- of which was wrecked by an explosion Oct. 4-5, with
H , eithe1· in France or on the way; Harold, a loss of life, estimated by Army officials to be nine- ·
on Corps, either in France or on the way; ty-four, began on Oct. 7. While no definite predic, tanks division, stationed in Pennsylvania, tion can be made at this time as to when the full
rt, navy, stationed at San Diego, Cal.
output of the plant, which is making shells for our
1irst cousins of the five Arnetts, three of forces in France, will be resumed, it is believed this
side in Onta1io and one in Oklahoma City, will be accomplished in about three months. The
1
so are in the service, and two of them have Government is co-operating with the company in
commi~sions as First Lieutenants.
every way. An examination of the wrecked plant
has been made by company officials and Col. C.
ARY PRISONERS CHARGED WITH
Spruance, jr., Ord. Dept., U. S. A., and they have
MURDER.
announced that of the 700 buildings which comeen prisoners at the disciplinary barracks prised the plant, 335 were destroyed. · A large numeavenworth, Kas., are to be placed on trial ber of laborers werE:1 put to work Oct. 7 removing
f)·e of conspiracy to commit murder, and of the wreckage, while the Government has called for
· by having killed Prisoner Shelby Histle on 1,500 munition workers to aid in speeding up the
. Histle was killed by blows •with an iron bar production of the munition plant at May's Landing,
being trampled upon by other prisoners, N. J., so as to make up for the loss in production by
·hich his body was thrown into a cell. This the Gillespie plant. It is believed the initial exploe because I-Iistle reported the accused prison- sion did not occur in the TNT service magazine, a '>
not keeping their cells clean. Officers to act at first assumed, but in one of the regular operating
court-marti~J are to be detailed from Wash- rooms in which the 155-M.M. shells are handled unby the War Department so as to -avoid the der established methods. The spread of the fire and
nee of a prison trial. An officer to repffsent subsequent explosions were primarily due to explo:1ge Advocate General is also to appear. Some ing shells.
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

A law has recently been passed in France
requires all holders of platinum over 100 grl
to make a statement of the same before a pres
time. This measure may be followed by a requ
with due payment of the value of the platinu
it is now indispensable in the manufacture
plosives for shells and the like, 2.ll of which J
nitric acid as a base. During a preceding I
I Chili nitrates were used as a source of the ac
as this importation took up a Large amount (
nage and it was desired to use the vessels for
purposes, it is now preferred to use the sy
proce~s for nitric acid and make use of home
rials. In this process-used also by the (
hence the requisition will act to prevent leaka>
those countries-nit ric acid is obtained by a !
combination of ammonia with atmospheric o.
The ammonia used here is manufactured by thknown processes, especially by the use of carb~
cyan amide.

.. ..

S. P. Malin of South Brooklyn, 0., took his fine
wat_chdog along when he went with a party of
GRINS AND CHUCKLES1
friends for a day's outing to gather chestnuts. They
"Why,
BobQie, you're all out of breath!
1topped the automobile and went into the woods.
The dog was left behind to guard the big lunch bas- have you been doing?" "I've been stoping a 1
ket. When they returned for supp they found the "That was a brave, noble thing to do. Wh~
fighting?" "Me and another boy."
r
\\"atchdog had eaten everything except the basket.
)
Green-That fellow who plays the cornetI
Jones-Do you think he will recover? Green:
afraid not. The doctor who is attending hif'
next door.

. Not an empty ·house is available in Rocky Ford,
Colo., and the opening of the sugar campaign is at
hand. The only reason that is given for the scarcity
of pouses is that Rocky Ford is still enjoying its
steady growth and that few have been built within
the last year. The American Beet Sugar Company
has no places to house men that will come here for
the campaign and is contemplating the building of
a number of tent-houses.
The price set for castor beans by the Government
is $4.50 a bushel. The bulk of the crop has been
produced in the Southern States and is a dollar a
bushel higher than the original price. Castor beans
can be raised in many Northern States, particularly
in New York and New Jersey. It will be well to try
growing this crop in a small way in the North, and
if it is profitable then successful growers can go at
it on a large scale.

Ellison-Hello , dear boy, you look very sit
morning. What's the trouble? Green-I've jie
dergone a most annoying operation. Ellison-u
was it? Green-I had my allowance cut off.
The Poet-Look here, I understand that Ji
that the poem I had in Punkey's this month ,r
worst thing I ever wrote. The Critic-I sai
ing of th~ kind. The Poet-Ah, I'm glad
What did you say about it? The Critic-I
was the worst poem anybody ever wrote.

Two women were at a vaudeville perfor
tening with unmoved solemnity to the rem s
"monologist." Finally one of the solemn p
the icy silence. "That fellow," she remar
Armed with a rake, Mrs. Mary Wagner, of Earl- a defect which, in a humorist, is fatal." "\n
ham, Iowa, recently went forth one fine afternoon to it?" asked the companion. "He isn't funny."i
clean up her front yard. During her work she un______
~r
covered what appeared to be a banknote. She submitted her find to Harry Hill, cashier of the Citizens'
"You want me to tell the whole truth?" at
Bank, who pronounced it the remains of a $500 bill. witness. "Certainly," replied the judge. "Thbd
It was badly disfigured, but Mr. Hill forwarded it truth about the plaintiff?" "Of coµr se." 'f
to the Treasury Department at Washington, where ask how long does this court expect to sit?" h0
his · opinion was confirmed, and Mrs. Wagner now difference does th.is make?" "It makes a lo~
has been informed that the bill will be redeemed at ference. I couldn't tell the wh9le truth ab<brE
its face value.
scoundrel inside of a week, talking all the t~ t
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But~n insane impulse prompted him to atte pt
T
A MYSTERIOUS WARNING.
an escape from the chamber. He reeled to the c!
es
burst it open, and fell flat in the corridor without .
1u
By Ralph Morton
'l'hen a current of fresh air smote his cheeks
revived
him, the invisible destroyer no longer held
per Conrad was a 'New York merchant, being
the
death
grip upon him. He was saved.
·etor of an extensive establishment in Bleecker
He finally recovered sufficiently to arise to his
3.c was a man of strictly temperate habits, pe- feet and ring up the servants. And then it was
t
in his ways, - and. withal, was a confirmed discovered that in his dazed condition Conrad had
·
or.
gone to bed leaving the gas-jet on to flood the cham01
;y dwelt in Brooklyn, occupying a palatial resi- ber with the noxious fumes, so deadly in their inne with plehty of servants and luxuries of life. · fluence as the subtle destroyer which so constantly
hen he went home at night, after his day's haunted him.
m , no fond wife met him at the door with tender
The merchant was bathed in a horrible cold sweat.
a gs. Consequently he became lonely, morose, It was an exceedingly narrow escape from death,
ticent in his manners.
and did not serve to increase the merchant's ease of
0
th day after day his life ran on in the same even mi nd ·
.,,
L'bi , and naught served to disturb its tenor, until
This was the first narrowly-averted death which
orning, upon entering his office, he found a threatened the merchant. The second one bit':Ml
e note upon his desk. ·
him in a singular manner.
·
per Conrad.-This is to give you warning
He was crossing Broadway one day shortly af
ere exists against your life a secret plot. At the above happening, when, in a thoughtless,
in hour you are to be cut off from earthly occupied mood, he walked q.irectly into a rapiill
ce. Assassins are upon your track and will passing dray.
In an instant he was under the heavy, cumb.r&ulf
ve until you are no longer of the living. Be
efore prepared.-A Friend."
vehicle, and his skull would have been instantly
was the secret destroyer, and' what was his crushed by the ponderous wheel had it not been felt ·
e in conspiring against his lifo, he could not a tall and well-dressed young man in his rear, 1tli&
sprang forward with a lightning movement arid
, finally, such an alarming effect was produced pulled the seemingly fated merchant partly out frbm
is general health and his nerves, that it under the wagon, so that the wheels passed ovar his
ned seriously to undermine his •constitution. legs, bruising them badly and rendering him temp~
months passed, though, and no particular rarily lame, but inflicting ·no serious injury.
When Casper Conrad regained his feet a few m~ ·
s ty befell him, or even seemed to threaten him.
:l j
invisible horror did not leave him. He was men\s later upon the sidewalk he faced his rescuer,
m ally in the presence of the unknown destroye:r- a tall, finely-formed young man with a black mustache and hazel eyes.
·
yff, it seemed, human eyes could not see.
"I ca1r. only thank you, sir," he said, gratefully,
still no sequel to the mysteriotYS note .
. Y if a practical joke, it was a most horrible one, grasping the other's hand. "You have done me a
service which I can never fully repay."
h eatened most serious consequences.
"Do not mention it," said his rescuer, in a clear
affairs were, when one day there came a
The first of a long array of happenings in firm voice. "I ask no reward. But stay-only this."
"Nam~ it!" cried the merchant, excitedly. "I am
r the unfortunate merchant presented itself.
as much disturbed in his sleep shortly after rich and Jyou shall have it, if it is the half of my
one night. His breathing became labored; fortune."
a pressing sensation upon his chest.
"Nay, it is not money I ask," said the stranger,
fingers seemed to clutch at his wind-pipe, walking by Conrad's side down the street. "l ask
dilated as the realization., came to him that only an answer to a simple question."
h the invisible fate was working its will
"Name it," said the merchant, in surprise.
·m.
"It is this," said his rescuer, lowering his voice.
" nknown, a dread presence seemed in the room "What is upon your mind, Casper Conrad? What
y." im. It was irt the air unseen, but present. has harassed you so of late? Have you a secret?
red over him-he choked, gasped, and made
Astounded, Casper Conrad recoiled.
effort.
"Who are you?" he gasped .
• a ne moment he threw off the deadly feeling,
"Who am I?" he gasped, in a very quiet manner.
d to a desperation born of despair, he bound- "Do y.ou not know me? I am well-known in New
?" o~ bed and struck out blindly with his fists. York. My name is Bickford. I am a detective."
· his struggles were a mockery. His grasp
"A detective?"- echoed the merchant.
lo
nothing but air. Slowly but surely the
"Yes."
ab resence was overcoming him, and he seemed
They were now opposite the merchant's countingto succumb.
room. Conrad drew the detecti-ye inside, and when
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tliey were seated he drew from his pocket the myster_ious warning, and placed it in the other's hands.
.Bickford took it and read slowly-read it and red it, examined the paper, the chirography, and
remained wrapped in thought for some moments.
"This is an incomprehensible mystery," he said
finally. "I cannot fathom its meaning."
'·S6 it was to me," said the merchant.
" You say that this was lying open upon this desk
when you came to your duties in the morning?"
queried the detective.
"Yes."
Bickford, the detective, arose from his seat. The
private office of Casper Conrad's establishment was
a large and high-ceiled room, with windows facing
upon the street. But one door opened into it.
The detective proceeded to give the room a critical
examination, and while employed in this a most
startling thing occurred.
A- development unexp~ted, unlooked-for, and
~t,at·tling.
Of a sudden the merchant recoiled across the
rmom, with a cry of horror, pointing with one finger
to an object in the other part of the room. His face
was blanched, and he seemed paralyzed with horror.
· The detective gazed in the indicated direction, and
when he saw the cause of the other's terror he was
also
, . .startled.
But only for a moment.
Daniel Bickford had been a detective too long, and
faced danger too many times, to shrink from any
situation, however imminent.
He was perfectly calm and collected. Only a
swift glance did he give the terrifying object.
This was a sputtering, spitting line of fire, which
was rapidly traversing the floor. A little lurid sheet
of flame, which boded destruction in the eyes of both
spectators.
But Bickford, with a remarkable presence of
mind, sprang forward. Off came his coat and was,
with a lightning~like movement, clapped over the
death line of fire. ·
Thus extinguished, the fatal train of gunpowder,
·f or such it was, was intercepted in its errand. The
detective followed up the discovery, and beneath a
high secretary were found three large cans of dynamite, suflkient in quantity to almost raze the building to the ground.
This infernal machine was the plot of death
against Casper Conrad. But, tha:nks to a happy
co11i1bination of circumstances the fearful tragedy
was averted. ·
For a week Bickford hung about the large business-howse in disguise. The affair of finding the
infernal machine was kept quiet.
Casper Conrad was aghast.
Who could have such evil intents against him?
Who was this unknown, yet assuredly mortal, ene,
my?
A revelation soon came about.

The detective's efforts were rewarded wit
t
cess.
1
One night, while lying in silent wait in thes
office, his ears were suddenly greeted with auj
grating sound upon the other side of the doo.i;
By means of duplicate keys some person wi
E
ing an admittance.
Bickford crouched down like a silt-m t shai
hind the high desk. Never once did his kt
leave the door. Finally the lock yielded, tl
swung back on its hinges, and a silent, shado

-
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t

So phantom-like and silent was the intrud1
for a moment the detective was inclined to
i
him indeed of the spiritual wor!d.
He watched his movement intently. The f
visitant paused and listened for a while, as..:
to satisfy himself that no one was about, thet
across the room to the secretary.
It seemed that the investigation did not s
for the detective's ears were greeted with
strange expletives.
Thinking, of course, that he surely had
now, Bickford prepared to act. With a li1
bound he sprang out from his place of conce.
and grappled with his enemy.
Evidently taken by surprise, the other fol
ment offered no resistance, and the detec~
almost got him manacled, when, with a He,
exertion of strength, he threw the detecti,
like a puppet.
Then foaming and fighting blindly, the ,
murderer closed again with his enemy. Tha ·
gle Bickford never forgot.
In that darkened room the two combatants
madly-fought and wrestled until of a sud
their mad struggles, they reeled against t
glass of the front ·window, and with a ·cla
.:
tumbling out upon the sidewalk.
Three policemen were upon the spot imm
and gave their aid to the detective.
But the mysterious assassin did not yield
was .rendered powerless, and even then he
his teeth and foamed in impotent rage.
He was taken to a neighboring station, 1
discovery was made.
c
This was that he was a madman.
His name was Anson Stuttgart; he was ah
machinist and chemist, and dwelt in a t~
adjoining the business house of Casper Com
In the miserable · garret ·in which he liv~
found many evidences of his insane intent to~
Casper Conrad, whom a fortunate Providei
6
saved from a terrible death.
An insane freak had prompted the sendi~
mysterious warning which had so harassed tr
I I
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District Visitor-And how are you to-dai
Jones? Patient-Not at all badly, tha~
ma'am. The doctor is doing his best. I've ,a
there will be nobody to pay him unless I get

l'OCKET SAVINGS BANK.

rfect little bank, bandsom..ty nickel
. Holds just eve dollul's 150 <l!mes1.
not be opened untll the bank is Cull.
lt cnn be readily empti.-d aud relocked.
to be again refilled. Every pareut
see that their children b,ive a srnull
s ueuk, as the enrl.v habit or savlni;:
dimes ls ot tbe greatest ituportance.
s formed in earl:v life are seldom forIn later years: Price ol this little
15c, malled, postpaid.
LANO, 1815 Centro St., B'klyn, N. Y.

$

Thts o~:x:;.Ka c:ir!!~Ti~t n~i·ox right .
OLD COINS WANTED
1way,. it you want to have a barrel of joy.
$2 to $500 EACH paid for Hundreds o!
ITere s the secret: It looks like an ordi·
Coins dated before 1895. Keep ALL old
nary re_d box of Turkish cigarettes. nut
l\Iouey. Yon may have Coins worth a
lt contmus a trigger, under wlllch you place
Large Premium. Send $10c. tor New
a pap~r cap. Oll:er your frlend a smoke
Illustrated Vo!n Value Book slxe -ixO.
rnd be raises the lid of the box. 'rhat exGet Posted at Once.
.
pl odcs th e cap, and it you are wise you wlll CLARKE COIN co .. Box 35, Le Roy, N. Y,
,;et out of sl:,;ht with the box before he gets
)Ver tllluklng he was shot. Price 15c, postA. PECK OF TROUBLE
paid.
•
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N, Y.
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TllE JOKE SPIKE.
FRIGIITFUL RA.T'.rLESNAKE!

'l'o all appearances 1t
Is a bannless piece ot
coiled paper "·Ith a
~ mouthpiece attachment,
but upon placing it to
L..'19'~.dV""'f~:\ one's mout!J, und blowIng In to the tu be, an
tm, tn tlon snake over
t ln length springs out of the roll like
of lightning, protluciug u whistling-.
g sound tbut would (righten a wild
. We guarantee our rattlesnake not to
ut would not au 1·lse you to p lay the
n timid women or delicate clliluren.
nake puckeu in a box. Price, 10c; ~
mnll~d. postpaid.
K SMITH,

ass

.

L~nox Ave., New York,

This joke spike ls an ordinary
iron spike or very large nail, the
same as Is found in any carpenter's
·
nail box. At the small end is a
small steel needle, ½ lnch In
length, firmly set ln spike. Take
your friend's bat or coat and hang
·
It on the wall by driving (wltll a
·
hammer) the spike tbrougb lt into
the wall; the needle in spike will
not inJ nre the bat or garment,
neither will it show o'n wall or wood where
it bas been driven. The deception is perfect , us tile spike appears to have been
driven half-way through the bat or coat,
which c,m be l eft hangini;; on the wall. Price,
10 cents, or 8 for 2;; cents; by mall, postpaid.
H. 1<'. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N, Y.
·

I

'l'HE

DIA:llON D 8(lUII<'.l' RINC. ,
A hnnusome Gilt ring

WAR

FOUNTAIN PEN.

A very handsome fountain pen case
to which ls attached a :,ocket holder
n~atly made of metal and highly
nic kel-plated·. Wnen your friend des i res the use of your pen and g ets It,
be is very much astonished when be
r<>moves tile cap by the sudden and
loud noise ot the explosion that occurs, snd yet a li~de paper cap do""
it all. Price 35c, by mall, postpaid.

s1•t wilh a brilliant, a
clos,• tmltatlon ot a diamond. Connected with
th,• ring ls a small rulllJer
l>ull
filled
with
watP r, which ls concealed In the palm of
.rou r lrnnd.
As your
friend Is admiring the H. J<'. LAJSG, 1815 Centre St., B 'k.lyo, N. Y.
ston,1 in your ring, a
~entlt'

pr<}SSure

on

the

hull will throw a small

str1>am of water into bis

fuc~.
'!'I.le uali can be
h· tll!Nl hy immersing it in water,
uu ure rt.'ady for your next victim.
11 ls rntlrel)' hlu,lPn lu the palm of
and, und uul,r Ill ~ riug ls seen.
~;, ,·cnls. IJ,· mall, postpaid.

.-\NG, 181~ Centre St., &'klyu, N. Y.
MONGOL PL.A.YING CARDS.

An exact Imitation of a park
of the llneat qu11llty playing
card1 In a Yery neat case.
You bnnd the package to
your Criend, requesting hltu
to shume the cn1·ds, and as
he attempts to do eo a coo
Inside explodes loud enou gll
to muke him see stars. l'rlco
25c, by mall, postpaid.

1

·-

One of the hardest puzzlea ever invented.
Mix hlock's well; then move aquarea with·
out remo.-ing the box, ao that e.-ery Un•
of
ures, up and down and across, and
the wo diagonals, will each add up 23.
The Blank space may be left in either ot
the tour corners.
Price 10 cts. each by mall, postpaid .
H. 1<'. LA.NG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. ~.
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FLIPPING OIGARETTE BOX.

GOOD LUCK BANKS.

Ornamental as well a, useful. Made of higlll7 nickeled
br.ass. It bolds just One Dollar. When filled it opens itself.
Herualus locked umil
refilled . Can ue nsca as a
wutcbcllarm. Money refunued ll not satisfied. Price, loc,
by ma.ii.
FltANK SMITH, ~83 Lenox Ave., N, l'..

~

.

FRANK Si\IlTH, 883 Lenox Ave., New York.
MAGIC LINK PUZZLE,

NEW SURPRISE NOVELTY.

Fox v Grand pa. Mr. Peewee and other comical faces artistically colored, to which ls
attached a long rubber tube. connected wltll
a rubbei· ball. which can be filled with water,
tbe rn b IJer ball being carried In the pocket,
a slight pressure on the bulb causes a long
stream, the result can easlly be seen. Price,
15c each, postpaid.
FRANK S~IITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N.

t:::::;::...__

It looks like a box ot
Between the Acts clg·
arettes
but when you
1
open it a spring send,
' the contents of the box
fl Ing up In the ai1·.
Rfore fnn than a clr~us.
Price lllc, by mall.
postpaid.
.

Y.

A number ot
Th"
scheme Is to llnk
t 11 e m together
just exactly the
suw~ way magicians link their hoops.
It
looks dead easy. But we defy anybodv to
do it unless they know the secret.
Price
100 by mall, postpaid.

CCOo

r l n gs.

H, 1<', LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N, Y,

YSTERY MAGAZINE'' '' Movine Picture Stories"
10 CENTS A COPY
me Colored Covers-48 Pages of Rea.ding-Great
Authol's-Famous Artists-Fine Presswork
ontains exciting and mysterious detective stories,
es, novelettes, serials and a large amount of other
ting matter. Order a cooy from this list.
LA.TEST IS:,UE.S-

' VOICE Ob' THE VALY, by Hobert Carlton
'!I'll.

SIGN 01!' TliE SEVEl\
HK::!, by Cbas. F.
slcr.
Eli A MASK, by Crltden Marriott.
4,4-ii.
A Detective
y by llladys Hall.
ER A Ml LLIO.N-A De..-e Story, by Police
Ulin Howard.
DOWJNG '.l.'HE BLUE
ANGLE, by Cltarles
n Oursler.
CASE OF' CAP'fAIN
'fESQUE, by Redfield

!Is.

.Ko.

18 TH El B IR D-H EADE D
SPHINX, by Edith Sessions
'!'upper.
19 A DOUBLE MYSTERY, by
Dr. Harry Enton.
20 THE li1AGICIAN DETEC·
'l"IVE, b1 Cllarlea Fallon
Oursler.
21 KING COBRA MYBTJC.R'!.
by George Gilbert.
22 T'IlE HAUNTED CORRIDORS, by WUJ..lam Hamilton
Osborne.

23 NO MAN'S MAN, by Maxwell Smith.
24 THE TREVOR
PUZZLE,
by T. C. Harbaugh.

TOUSEY, :PubU•her, 183 W. tad St., New York OU,-,

A Weekly Magazme Devoted to Photo plays and Players

PRICE

SIX

CENTS

PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading. Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday.
Each number contains Five Stories of
Scre.,ns-Blegant B111t-tone Scenes f~om
Articles .A.bout Prominent People In
Actdrs and Actresses In the Studios and
Lessons In Scenario Writing.

the Best li'llms on the
the Plays-Interesting
the li'llms-Doings oJ
While Picture-makinii-

THIS LITTLE 111.~GAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOB
MONEY THAN ANY OTHER Sll\llLAR PUBLICATION ON THE lllA.RKET !

YOUB

Its authors ,ue the very best that money can procure; lts pro·
fuse illustrations are excquisite. and Its special articles are by
the greatest experts lo t heir particular line.
·
Buy a copy Now from your newsdealer, or send us G cents In
money or posta11;e stamps, and we will mall you any number
you desire.

HARRY E. WOLF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., New York City.

BE WELL AND KEEP WELL

The ROCHE

Electl'ic Hygienic Machine
30 Day•• Trial. Don't B• a Dead On• at Fl/ty
Should be in
EveryHorne
It 11H:i HHI blu'>d

Th• Vl1orou• Man er
Won1an I• Leader

of All
You cannot realize the bcne·
fitsdcfrrcd from Uus machine

One tre.it-

~~~~~o~ill~~~;vi;~:u~rc~.01 1a

you arc a suffererol paralysis,

locom-,tor uaxia, vcrtiico,
headaches, neuralgia. nervousness, 2'CGc ral or sexual
weakness, apoplexy. neuritis,
rhcuruatis1u, aout . lumba.£0 or
hardeauul' arteries., he !iiure
to lu~cstlrate th iii mach ine.
Takes the place oi o'lterclse.

Give your muscles tirm elas-

ticity; be nclther lat nor thta..

NORMALIZI
YOUR WEICIHT
Do you

REDUCE WEIGHT EASILY
No more worry about your over-stoutness. Take Oil of
Korein, follow the simple, health- improving Korein system
and it is positively guaranteed you will lose 10 to 60 pounds
or even more-whatever amount of superfluous fat you need
to be rid of-or this self treatment will cost y 1Ju nothing. We
offer $100.00 Cash Guarantee l It is in every box.
Measure and weigh yourself now; watch the delightful
steady reduction. Become healthier, younger in appearance,
more active and attractive; gain real beauty.
This method is also guaranteed to be perfectly harmless. Oil
of Korein is not a laxative; contains no thyroid-but is a vegetalized oil containing genuine fucus vesiculosull, an ingredient
obtained from certain seaweeds. Those who follow Korein system
are astonished at the reduction - after all
else fails. Recommended by physicians.

tlrc11l•tlou,1tu11Qtb·

ens auJ ,.oo,hns th•
norns. 8rln41 •leap
lo the sleepless.

rxecpt you try It.

GET THIN

rcaHzc

what this machiue
means to one WATlt•

ine- iu vita.I Strenrth,

D

or sufferinir from
narvou• doblllly,

::::;;:~•J w.!::~;

ar.d 'lfnrlcoae vein•'

A prominent Philadelphian, George Reynolds, Watt•

~0

enue, lost 20 lbs. the first month and continuea usin
Korein, massaging himself daily, until he reduced
Mrs. J. B. Hansen, Plattsville, reduced 20 lbs. in les
months. Mrs. L. C. Patrick, Niland, wanted to reduc
and did so in two weeks. Miss Ray lost 69 lbs. An ••business man, F. G. Drew, lost 56 lbs. in 3 months.
say "fat seems to melt away," or "measurements d
like magic," etc. Legions of voluntary testimonials. 1
Don't carry the tedious burden of unhealthy fat .
slender and attractive by this superior easy method. •
•
yourself and friends. Increase your efficiency!
Oil of Korein comes in capsules, easy to take. Buy.,.
box at any busy pharmacy; or the druggist will get it~
Or, write us and we will mail you a box in plain vf'o
which you may pay for when it comes to you.
Begin reducing now ! Become thin and stay so!

Invented by
Pt-of, J. 9. Recho.

lr"'t'll~,.,-W"!!l!I_.,,,,...,._,..
fJP Lll{Jl fli {( {( §

RememNr thts Ma•
chine ls not a vibrator
or a hhrh frequ,ency ol'

:;::~n~~;~~~:';;~~,e ;~:'t,:ir!:n,~!n: ~~a~~t l11~l~~~J~!v~'~;
0

do is to thrnw on the switch. Be sure to write for FREll
BOOK. It i.t f•r men owtl W>nncu who want ta becon:ie
healthy, •iirorous and efficteat. This muns v•u I Address:

Rocho Electric Macbiu Co., SS, Graad Ra,ld1, fillc~.

New Book "Reduce Weil!'ht Happily" givee helpful information. Will be mailed free on request. Cut this advertisement
out and keep it. Show fat friends. Do not lose thie chance ef
a lifetime to improve yourself marvelously. Address:

NL-103, Sta. F., New York

WO-NDE-R-FUL PH-ON-OGR-APH OF;
Here is our New Style E. D. L. Phonograph-the latest improvement
-without the horn. The lightest, most durable and compact practical
phonograph ever produced. It is beautifully finished, tone arm black
Japanned, nickel winding crank, accurately constructed, smooth running
spring motor, which plays 2 to 3 records at one winding, speed regu·
lator, stop lever and felt-covered turn table. New improved sound box
with mica diaphragm, which make perfect reproductions of aU kinclsof
music-band pieces, talking pieces, instrumental, orchestra,. vocal, etc.
1

~

Plays Any Disc Record

Up to 7 inches, and plays them properly. This machine
is simply wonderful-not to be compared with any
other of this kind. Will give you more entertainment
than anything you ever owned. Strong and durable.
Small and compact with no parts to get out of order.

Every Machine Re~ulated and Tested
before it leaves the factory
an<I illaranteed in every way. A real phonograph, not a
toy, yet small and light enout,h to be carried to camps,
excursions, etc. Gives a clearness and volume o( tone
not surpassed by most high-priced instruments.

Free to You-Send No Money
If 100 can comb your hair, you can e~t It with 0111
• · wonder" lonir or short jost Uke any barber. Th(!
mane way to remove hair from under arms. face. n~
or limbs: Chemical• ruin. skin. Ladiea an cut t&t
children'• hair at home. Willehave the neck ortbe faoc
like any razor and I.eta a lifetime. Every time yoo cut
your hair and abave. you save its co,1t. SOc fl'eatpald ..

WONDER MFG. CO., OepL S6, WINSTON-SALEM,M.C.

JUSt your name and WC will send rou 24 Of OUr Art
l?ictures to dispose of on specia offer at 25c each.
Send ns the $6 you collect and for your trouble we
will •end this new improved E. D. L. Phonograph
and a selection of 6 records, free for your trouble.
You can dispose of pictures and earn this great
machine and the records in a few hours' time.

E. D. UFE, 337 W. Madiso1.S1., 9T46 Chica:o

1,!!.!~~!f~!.t EE M'.LITA~i~~
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ear1ac

f\1Hes a_ hJ1fsb

l~~te~ ti"
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an

over~dcwexua. Cl.

Pl(t~fi ti~"
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• and can be tt•e~

roateb1U1c,tcrbo:r1

:•t1or :'°J2 ,oeJr:ct:o°JbP~nfg fiit
ru~t:,~i!'l:!~j~=~l1
Return money &?'Id tbh, wnnJe~1 atrab,p tr, -,oora. Scind to<!:i,

Wo traat you . llo1a. lf-,oa wantrNI iar,ort•end fat thia Wrshl::,,

DINGO

co.,

Dl'a:PT.

asa

BINGHAMTON N. Y,

Gain laatln,: -.!iro•, calm ne, .. ,, bette, mem- la.
ory,clea.reyH, aupcrior mental atrengtb. B:t.nbb a
avoid c~ll::Lpae. If you chew, dip anufr or amok
ettee, eJ,rar9.t &et ftlJ iDlCteltlU(troe boot. Ju
been looking for. Prove~ wnrtb weight in gold to 0 ~
Ovcrcoml! nicotine habtt, 11ta.rt an•w and be genuln
nailed

!'rw,

WG 103,

EDWARD J .
Station I? 1 New I

.ldJreH:

ITTLE ADS

Scott & Scott, Inc., Adoertising Offices, 14'1 East 32nd Street, Nea, York City,
ast Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about adoertising i• this magazine.
AUTOMOBILES

TART EASY IN COLD WEATHER with
1919 carburetors : 84 mlles per; gallon. Uso
&9olinc or halt kerol-rini-. Increased 1>0wer.
any motor. Yery 1low on high. Attach it
J3lg profits to a;:tnts. Money-back ruarantee.

Folding DOUBLE X-RAY

h

With this Double
X•RAY J'OU can app,,
'·
arently a,.., thru clotb or wood, See boaes In the
body. makes the llesb look tran•parent. A optical
lllw,ion, By mall 10 cts. three for 25 cts. Pestpald
Ardee Co. Bo:& '.l.2.7 Stamford Coma.
o1

HELP WANTED-Continued

BRAKEMEN, BAGGAGEMEN, $140-$200
monthly. Colored Porters, by railroads enrywhere.
Experience u.a.necessary.
881 Ry. Bureau, E. St.
Lout,, Ill.
$5.00
A
DAY
GATHERING
EVERGREENS, roots and
trial. A.ir-Frlctton Carburetor Company, 172
berbs. Glnsenc, $14 lb .• Belladonna Seed, $04 lb., or
Dayton, Oblo.
grow it younelt.
Book and war price, free. Botanic&]. 66, New Hann, Conn.
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
UR RESPONSIBILITY. New developments.
MUSICAL
ctency count. Our wonder workin~ Sa.lea- WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We write muBlc
d i:mcl•ncy couno behlCd 25.000 last year
a.nd cuaranteo publtsher'a acceJ)ta.nce. Submit poems
their po3ltlon1.
It will help rou.
Write on war. love or any 1ut>Ject. Chester Music Company,
:1ox School or Salesmanshlp and Business 6S8 So. Dearborn St., Suite 249, Chtcaeo, IIUnoi1.
Englut-tr, Uldi'., Cleveland. 0.
PERSONAL
ECTIVE. Qpl)Ortunlt7 for men and women
t lnvoatlratlon. Write C. T. Ludwlf, 521 YOUII LIFE-STORY IN THE STARS. Send blrth
dMe and dime tor trial readinr. Ylu'll be dellahted.
Kamu City, Mo.
Address, Janus, 71 2 Fountain Place, Kansas City, Mo.
OKS AND PERIODICALS
GET MARRIED. Best matrimonial magazine published.
OGIST IS THE ONLY PUBLICATION In
Ma1led tre,. American Distributor, Bl!!.lnvlll,, l 'a.
devoted. to tho interest of those making col- MARftY:
Rich.
Part1cu1an for stana.p.
Mrs.
eras ot North American birds. It.a column& Morr19on.Man,y
3953 ,v. Holden. Seattle. Wash.
with advertlsementa from pa.rttes destrinc to
cb 1peclmtn1, also each J.asue contains 'many MARRY RICH. Runc\red1 anxloua; description list
fret. SaUstactlon rua,-nteed. Select Club, Dept.
artklH and notes on the bltd1 that the Boy
ln his tramps and camps in the woods. B. S. . Em1>0rla, .Kanaaa.
50 cts. Jl0r year. Sample copy tree. .A.dSTAMMERING
ist. Lat>on. Ill.
and stammering cured at homo.
OKS. lncludinr man., rare, curioua, fucl- ST-STU-T-T-TERING
Instructlvo booklet tree. ,\1 1.lter McDonnell_. 15 Potottons.
Secret aocleties, all details ex- mac
Bank Building, \Vuhinaton. D. C.
Jlnr FreemasoDT1, X. T.. I. 0. 0. J'.,
Graoce, El.ks; clair,oya.oey, hypnotism, sex,
WANTED TO BUY
•~t)ur11.ted cluaics, etc. Cat.lot, 10 eta. WANTED TO BUY typewriters, any make. Gln deBir Book EmDOrlum, 219 So. De.uboru
ecriptlon. IL M. Seide. 142 E. 32d St., Nrw York.
WANTED AT ALL TIMES. Red, Cross, Black fo:ree,
Coon; allo pelts of all kinds. I will pay 10 per
INESS OPPORTUNITIES
more than an., one. R • . L. Todd, Dept. S. S.,
IT. Get our ba.nk references. Inveatlcate cent.
all we ask. $1 fe,-. mentht aeta Warr,.nty MIiltown, N. B., Canada.
nd; intrre11t ln co-ov,eratho well; part1cl- WE BUY old &old, dlDJnond1, watches, pla.tluum, silver,
jewelry. Wa will pa:, up to $S5 per set for discarded
nttr1 subdl,b1on earninrs. May pay $200
0 th
onthly.
1
lfaps, reports, established fa.cts
1!!d ~ l~b~i°.~~n
~~~t eri>e~~~eugg;~;
Sourlako Texas Oil Co .. 817 De Menll,
is refused. CertlOcate 1ranted us from State ot Wl1o.
r cent. and other J)roft.ta bJ' small innat- conaln. .A.blolutejy responsible, llberal and rollable. j.dln at easy con,enience. Start on road to dress: Unlted States Smeltlnc Works, Inc.. 401 Goldnderful opportunitJ', Write for J)artlculan, omlth Bide.. Opp. P. 0., Mlllnukee. W!i.
and S~eep A-ssoclatlon, 216 So, LaB&llo
FIREMEN,

111,..

i~ J

Attention, Ambitious Boys!
Boys, you can make good money each
mon t h selling THE BOYS' MAGAZINE.
Write us to-day tor 5 copies. Send no mol!ey.
THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD 00.,
Dept, A.-1O1,
Smethpor.t. Pa.

.:ct ~:ltrne~~

MISCELLANEOUS

PIIES!DENTIAL PUZZLE. Most fasclnatlnr. InstructOINS AND ST AMPS
he and 1nterntlnr; complete ln neat box. 25 cents,
FF., Incl. Cuba, Peru, EcYJ>t. Greece; l)el'- llOStpald. 0. S. Michel. Box 293. Newlrk. N . J.
ce, a.lbum. Only 10 ct.I. Offer ahva11 pad. SELL 11 PERSH
ING IN FRANOE." Oreat war plcture.
• S-8022 JunlP<r St., Los A-nae! .. , C.,,l.
Rlr patrloUc hit. Make $10 dallY. Reru!Lr 25 c<ntA.
for coins. Send 15c. Book 1bowlnc price.
;~bfi!he;nJ~h;!l
~r::a~O'P~e~~ J_ow. Address :
1Ier. Eut Oran1e, N. J.
WHEN DO FISH BITE IIEST? The Old li'laherman's
ESPONDENCE TUITION
Calendar
tells
when.
Oo on the rlrht days. Send
RNALISM. 20 Complrte Lessons only $1.
25 eta. to-day to 0 . J'. Calendar, Bo:r 948 R, Sta.
!\. Write Er!kltncy LibrJ\rJ, Nrw Ecn>t, N. J.
Sprlngfleld. Mus.
& MAKE BIG MONEY! T.-vel and ' "
. \\Te in~trurt yeu at nominal cost. Either YOU CAN MAKE GOOD, durable paints and nrnllh
15 cent.a rallon. Write for details. Emmelmann
for tree booklrt. .A.merlcan School of CriminBros. Manutacturtnr Co .. Dept. J , TncH11na.T>Olts. Ind .
~. Detroit. )[!ch.
POWERINE 18 EQUAL TO GASOLINE AT 5 ct1. a
,rallon. Salesmen anti arents wanted. ExcluslYe terFOR THE HEALTH
EIGHT HAPPII.Y. If you are too tat, ritory arranted. Powerlne Is cuau.nteed to be harmleae.
interestlnr book telltnc the best way to to remo,e And J>Nnnt carbon, donbUng the lite ot all
~asoltne
moton, ,utnr repairs, addinr snap. spred arid
er, hH.lthler ancJ bu.uUful. Sent tn nlaln
orrln romr,any, NB-801, Stll. F. New York. power. An amount e,aual to 20 rallons of rasoltne wm
he eent to any addre111 in the tr. S., charges prepaid,
EA RT. U smokiQJ ii atfectlni' your heart
wu.kf'nh1g your tyes, eonquer tobacco habit tor SI. W. Porter Barnes, Dent. JO , 8anta. Roaa. Cal.
,old Nnly death or 1'Hndnrui1, a ta.to that DEN PICTUIIES. Real photos from ltfe. Fuclnatlnr
Art Models' poaes. Sample "Bathln~ Girl*' and catamany others.
Quit wtth,ut dru11 anU
h ,vonderfully. Macr..,vy•1 method Ii blrh17 lnr. 10 cent,. Simpson Co .. Wheelln,. W. Va.
<'tlnd you pa.:, ua only $1. Il not cured', ELECTRICAL 1'ATTOOINO MACHINES 11.50. Rand
t • rent. ·w rite for It to-day. Alltro
oulftts 50 cent,. Catalorue Frt-e. Prof. J. H. Temke,
01. Atatlon F. New York.
fi17 Central A•e. , Cincinnati. Ohtl').
AND LIQUOR habits 1uccesstully cured 100 BEAUTIFUL POSTCARDS nnd 1>l<turH !Oc. TayR,.nd 11 !\mp for booklf't of lnlormattoo.
lor Co.. 8820 Lincoln Ave .. Ea•t St. Louis. Ill.
s,nttulum, Mnrllqon. Oh.lo.
TWENTY PRETTY POSTCARDS and blg catalor 10c.
Durso. Dept. 39. 2~ Mulberry. N . Y. City.

N;:·.

WANTED

NM ENT wants help.

Meo. WO'lll"11. 18 or
reparadon1 comptl1tn1 thousands appoJntuontb, F..a~y clerlcal work. Short hourt.
pay. CnrD.mon NiuC'atlon sufflcfent. Wrtte
r 11st 11nd rtt:s<>rl!'tfon of posfttons. l'rank)ept. P•l0B. RooheateT, N. Y.
MEN-WOMEN, 18 or Ofer, want,d ,Im. S. Oonrnment war J)OtJttlons, $100
clerical work. Write trnmedt&tely for
ttlon1 open. Franklln Institute. Dept.
ter, N. Y.
AKEMEN. BAGGAGEMEN, $U0-$200,
, by r,.tlroadl everywhere. l:xperlence
881 Ry, Bureau, Ea1t St. Lou!a, 111.

INITLES

MYSTERIOUS P'ENCIL.

Writes messa~e; ,m~wers your

I>?fTllte Questions. Bring!! har,ntnl!'!!.
Sample free.
Dr. Martin. 411 WMI Ferry. BolTalo. N. Y.
BIG MAIL. Want to recel•e lt! Send only 6 cL,
etamp~. Astonishtnsr. A. A. Uenry. Louetta. •rex

B~~t~

a~u~~att~~ru

~

~re::,\8~

p~&

8

tou~~

S,n,I onarter !or J)lans. .Aerocar Co.. Racine, Wh1.
FUR TANNING. How to do It. Free Information.
Mr, W. W. Wea•er, Readtnr. Mich.
,
BEST DEVELOP'INO, printing In country. Send Sc
for clrMJlars or 20c and roll for sample develoJ)ln1
and printing-. Bare barcains tn used cameras. Miles
K. Greenwood, Melrose, Mua.

If this should meet thti eye of any woman who
is troubled with wrinkles and who would like
to efface them, leaving her skin smooth, firm
e-textured, I shall be pleased to send her a recipe free of charge. My
is: ~lizabcth King, RB-103, Station F, New York City. This recipe
a delightful emolient for worry lines, crows feet, and is held in high
by society ladies, actresses and others who use it.
/
.\..

Get a aw:tll box of Oil of KoreiB capaule1 at the uruir ate re; follow
dlre<:tJOll.l. It YO& wlall a ama.11. baad110me ebia ud attract!Te flpre.

BOYS and GIRLS EARN XMAS MONEY

Send for 25 packages of our famous patriotic.
Xmas seals, cards, tags. etc. Sell tor 10c
package, when sold send us $1.50 and keep
$1.00. We trust you; don't delay; write to-day.
A. D. NEUBECKER, 961 E. 23dSt., Brooklyn, N.Y.

CANCERS

!.°oteluT•::t1min1':l:"~~uJiii:e::fth
Herald Free. Pay after the treatment. Address Dr. El. 0. Boynton, Fitchburg, Mass.

OUR IRRESISTIBLE. C:HA.KJIIINS

t'LADY LOVE" PREPARATIONS

.,.f$,,,.

Wonderful Victory
Over Baldness
HAIR GROWN ON MR. BRITTAIN'S BALD 'HEAD
BY INDI'ANS' MYSTERIOUS OINTMENT
Now

Has .Prolific Hair and Will Give True Recipe Free
It 1s Scientifically Verified

My head at the top and back was ahso-1 excessive d r r·
lutely bald. '£he scalp was shiny. An ex- ness or o t h e r
pert said tbat he thought tbe hair roots disorders. I at11
were extinct, and there was no hope of c611viuced, and
my ever having a new hair growth.
nm sure many
':i:et uow, at the age of 66, I bave a luxuri· 1 scientists w 11 I
ant growth of soft, strong lu strous hair! agree, that tbe
No trace of baldness.
hair roots be•
,
'S
t
f
H
,
G
th
come lmbedded
ll
1ans
ecre
O
au· row
within the scalp,
I d
At a time when I had IJecome discouraged covered by hard
1~·y80 ~bra!
at tryln!( various hair lotious, tonics,
specialists' treatments, etc., I came across,
k e bulbs
tn my trarnls . a Cherokee Indian "medicine 11
or seeds in
man'' who bnd an elixir that he guaran- a b tt I e
teed would grow my bair. Although I had whichO will
no faith, I gave it a trial. 'l'o my amaze· grow when
ment a light fuzz soon appeared. It devel- fer ti II zed.
01>ed, day uy day, into a regular healthy !:lhampoos
growth and ere long my hair was as P.ro- "'hlch con llflc as in my youthful da~·s.
'l'hat I was amaze<1 •nd happy ls express- taln a I k a·
·...
ing my state of mind mildly.
I
Io~~~~
Plenty
of Hair Now.
Hair Grew Luxuriantly
wlJ!ch conta,n a I coObviously, the hair roots bad not been hot are enemies to the hair_ a s th ey dry it,
deacl, IJut were dormant in tbe scalp await- making it brittle.
Jng the fertilizing potency of the mysteri·
oua pomade.
The Secret Now Revealed
It uecame my sudden determination to
possess the recipe or secret if I cou ld . HavRecently I was induced, while on a busiing used my most persuasive arguments ness trip to London, to introduce kotalko,
which convinced the aged savant of my sin- the Indian hair elixir. It met with an imcerity anli that he had only fairness to ex- mediate demand and has since ueen introp~ct from me, I succeeded In gaining the se' duced throughout England and France,
cret 1·ecipe' by giving him a valuable r itle where, despite tile war, it is having a great
in e:i:cbange.
sale. Its popularity comes chiefly from the
voluntary endorsements of users. Many persons-men. women and children-are repo!'t·
I Put the Secret Away
:ll y regular business toPk all my time, ing new bair growth . Some caRes • were
however, aud I was compelleil to forego my really more extraordinary tban my own.
in stance, a Indy reported that kotallrn
plans to introduce For
grew a beautiful supply of ulond hair (h~r
the wonderful ko·
shade) after her head had been comtal-ko (l\'hich I natural
pletely bald since a !ever nine years preYl·
cull for short ko- ou
sfy and she bad worn a wig ever since.
talko) and I put
A mllltary officer had a bald spot wlllch
the sec ret aside had
been growing larger for some time.
for some years.
Within
a few weeks it was completely cov'l'bat my own er ed.
hair growth was
I
could
mention num erou s exan1ples. Now,
per rn an e n t has having made
arrangements here, I intend to
been
amply supply k otalko
according to the genuine
proved .
Indians'
formula
to whomsoever wishes to
My honest obtain it.
belief is tlia t
hair roots
Recipe Given Free
r are I y die
even when
The recipe I shall be pleased to mall, free.
the h a i r Address : John Hart Brittain, BG-103, Stafalls out tion F, New York, N. Y. When you have
th rough elan- grow n new ha~r please send me a letter givWhen I was Bald.
d ru IT,
fever, 'in::: the fact for my files.

I

~t

~!ii!

Send for my book

Strong Arms and
Military Shoulders
for 25c., co!n or stamps.
I llustrated ?.·lth tmmty full-pago
halftone cuts. ahowlne el:orclsea
that will Quickly det'elop, beautUy and gain grea.t strength ln

1our shoulders, anns and hands
without nny apparatus.
[quai
to Any Mau Course on Strength.

MUSCLE BUILDER
A steel svrlng exerciser and ch~st
expande: with a complete cour~e
ot twt'nty-four selected e:nrclses
for developlne all the muscTeis of
the body.
It ls equal to any
$3.00 exerciser. My price for 1
short time only $ 1.00.

PROF, ANTHONY BARKER
1781 Barker Building
.127 W, 42d St.; New York

!t1:5..

;f,C;.~~~ltry~~··

Dogs, Rabbits und Pets of

g~!~d,n°;~~-~~~~ssc!~lsr

abbits, beat published. 26c.
us. We pay 40c. pour,d, Eve weig

Boiea Pet Stock Farm, Box 240, M
8ccome

51

attract.I•• · Btl

f'ht'terfµI ~. lil',

i~?J t.,~~~~n''''"t':,~;~~y~' N·:~"itOi~f'~t~~·~,-:,

finds cum For Rhtl
After Suffcnng 50
Now 83 Years Old
-Regains Strength
and laughs at
"URIC ACID"
Goes Fishing;
Back to Ilu'Sin es s,
Feels
Fine!
How
Others May
Do It!

_

11

1

am

dgilL.)'-luJ.et:

yeurs v10 ,

tored tor rheumatism ever si nce
ot the army over ti!ty years ago.
others, I spent money freely t~
'cures,' and I have rt'ad about Tri
tll I could almost taste lt. I cou
nlgllts or "alk without pain; my
so sore and ~tilt I coulcl not bold
now I am again In active huslne
walk with ease or write all day
fort. Friends are surprised at tl
HOW IT HAPPENED

Mr. Ashelrnan ls only one of

who sn ffered for year;-;, uwing to

belief in the old. t11 lse theory
Acid" causes rlicnmatism . 'rht
belief lncluce<l him aw,L leglous ,
nate rncn and women to takt w
ruents. You might just as well
put out a fire with oil as to try,
of your rheumatism, neuritis nn
plaints, by taking tl't·ntment ,,
drive Uric Acid out of your blood
Many physichms and scientists
that Uric Acid nevl'r did. nen
never will cause rheumatism: ti
natural and necessary constitu,
blood: that It Is found in ever
babe. and that without it we cou
HOW OTilEH )IAY BE'."
FROl\I A GENEitOUS G

INVISIBLE

These statements may seem
some folks, because nearly all Slli
along heen !<•d to bt•lieve In lb
- ~ - . - . . -......._..,.GENUINE Photo's of women Acid" humbu)l:. lt took Mr. Asj
years to tlnd out tlli~ truth. He
.A~ in different poses. When receiv- to get r!•l ot the true cause of
\' eel through the mail they seem
dlsord,•rs and
pieces of li:lank Paper but in tism, othe r
strenf!th trom "The Inner Mysti
a few seconds and at no coat to
you, they can be tumed into real marka hle book that Is now i,efng
Photographs. Boys! T hey are tree by at! authority who di
classy Pictu,eo. We send you twenty :,cars to the Rclentlfic st
ff Any ret
3 for 10 cd b:, mail.10 for25ct particular tr011ble.
No 2 alike. Crown Nov. Co. "Tousey ""eekly J\fa1rnzin~s" wls
of
this
book
that
re,eal~
startlln
J)pnt. S St,nnfor<l Conn.
looked t,y doctors auli sci~ntl
tur1es paRt, simply sen,! a post·ci
to H. P . Clearwater, ,,.14-B Water
\Jrlst Watcb
Jowell, MHlne, and it wm be 1
co "1111'lk1 "1111'\lb ddl1hl
•
turn mall without any chari:1
onr tlal• llttl• bracel•t. Pat«inl leatbn
Send now. You may neYer get
•trap. Good bucll:le. Simulation watch.
tunlty again. If not a sulie
A.II (No poat paid for HIIIDI" ""lY I
Jewe?ry nonl tle.. al lOc ear..h,
hand thla ,mod news to some
JeaH nr,. Co., Df'pi, 127 J.Ult•bon, •ass.
may be nfflfcted.

l,.~I O

PHOTOGRAPHS

an

3

~.~::'~.':.!:! FREE

I

-830 Youn
. ,dt &Jld the "Gold Ring"; or, The Flashy Fl"e
-LATEST ISSUESot li'nr_·
h
815 Young Wild
vt and "llfontaDa .Mose";
831
Ymm,r
Wlhl
-i'Vest's
Douhle Rescue; or, ..A.detta's Raee 11rlth
Senger of Death.
.
Dl'llth.
816 Young Wild Wes t at Grizzly Guieb; or, The Shot That Saved
832
Young
Wild
'\fest
and
the Texas Rangers; or, Crooked Work
the Camp.
On thP Rio Grande.
817 Young Wild West On the Warpath; or, Arletta Among the
833 Young Wild West's Branding Bee; or, Ariettn and the Cow
Arapahoes.
Punchers.
818 Young Wild West and "Nebraska Nick"; or: The Cattle
834 Young Wild West and His Partner's Plle, and Bow .Arletta
Thieves of the Platte.
Saved lt.
8).9 Young Wild West and the Magic Mine; or, How Arietta
835 Young ~lld West at Diamond Dip; or, Arletta's Secret Foe.
Solved a Mystery.
820 Yonng Wlld West as a Cavalry Scout; or, Saving the Settlers.
836 Younj?''Wlld West's Buckhorn Bowle, and How It Saved Bis
821 Young Wild West Beating the Bandits; or, Arletta's Best
PnrtnPrs.
Shot.
837 Young WUd West In the Haunted Hllls; or, .Arlet and thP
822 Young Wlld West and "C~zy Hawk"; or, The Redskin's
Aztec Arrow.
Last Raid.
838 Younir Wlld West's Cowboy Dnnce; or, .Arietta
823 Young Wild West Chasing the Cowboys; or, Arietta the
Admirer.
Lariat Queen.
·
839 Young Wlld West's Double Shot; or, Cbeyeone Charlie's Lite
824 Young Wild West and the Treacherous Trapper; or, Lost In
Line.
the Great North Woods.
840 Youn"" Wlld West at Gold Gorge; or, Arletta nnd the 1)top
825 Young Wild West's Dash to Deadwood; or, Arletta and the
of
Death.
Kidnapers.
826 Young Wild West's Silver Scoop; or, Cleaning Up a Hundred
Thousand.
827 Young Wild West and the Oregon Outlaws; or, Arletta as a
.. J"udge••.
828 Young Wild West and "Mexican Matt"; or, Routing the
• RawhldP Rnngers.
829 roung Wild West and the Comanche Queen; or, .Arletta .As An
Archer.
ll'ar RftlP by all newRdP11lers. or wtll lH! eent to any addreH on ~cell)t of pric,,. 8 cents, per ecpy In money or poRtagp llt,auipB,

IJARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

.

166 West 23d St., New York.
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.

•f these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. rite out
and fill in your Order and aend it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weekliPs will be sent to you by retunt
maf1. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

:No 1.

OUR

TEN-CENT
now

HAND

NAPOLJDON'8 OBA()ULUH AND

No. 1'.
TO MAK.II: CANDY.- A complete hand - book for maklD,: all tlncla of
of human destiny; also tlle- u.-m~,w,!l(ho! cand1, lce-cre111n, syrup•, enences. etc .. etc.
almost an:v kind of dreema, ~ r n
i :,,. UI. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL,
charllUI, cer,emoniea, and cuNO\ul Plllell ot --One or n ::: brlgbteet and most -.aluablo
di:
little boob enr glnn to the world. Enr1 c a r ~ - HOW TO DO TBICI8,:'..-'Tbe great bbdy wlsbes to kDow how to beNme beauUb * • m....,1c .and ca"1 tricks, cohtainlag. fol, both male and female. The Hem la
full
uction on all the leading ~ · t r k
,-jimple, and almo•t costless.
of 1
day, at•o the IDOa\ popular taa&"lcal
:No. zo. now TO ltNTERT.U·N AX :l!'f:I!·
Uluslonr.--&s ~orme4 b7 Mr l¥dUllr maci- :WUIG P.ARTY.- A ('0mplete compendium of
• ··ws~e_er1 1>0.,- ahould obtain a C!OP1 ot ,-mes, •ports, card diTerslons. comic recltaUil~
•
UoDI, ete., suitable for parlor or drawiDCNo 3. HOW TO F,Lllr4'.-The arts and room entertainment. It contlllns m.oro tor
Wiles· oti!irtation a r e ~ explained bj'
the money than any book pullli•hNl .
llttle bobJt. Besldes tlie various methods of
No. 11. HOW TO HUNT AND FI!!H.- Tbe
l,andk~-rchie!, fan, gloTe, parasol. window most complete b\'mtln,: aDd ftahlna- guide
and btl.~ tli.rtatlon , it contains a toll 11st of ever published. It contal'-'• tulJ lnatructlona
u,,,,. laD&'Uage and sentiment of 11owers.
about : nus, hllntlna- doa-a, trapa, trapphlc
No. 4 ,q now TO DANCE 111 the title of and. llsbina-, together wltb deurlption et
tbl• little t,ook. It contains full Instructions game and tlsb.
1D the al't of dancing, etiquette In the ball No. U. HO\f" TO DO !!ECO:XD IIIGHT.room and at parties, now to dreu, and toll Heller's seeond alcbt explained by bis fordirections tor- calling oil: in all popular mer a•sistant, Fred Hunt, J"r. Exu)alnlac
aquare dances.
bow the secret dlalo1ruea .were carried on M·
No. z;, HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A com- tween the magician and the bo1 on tbe
plete guide to Jove, courtship and marriage, •tage; nlao giTlng all the codes and aignala.
giving seoslult> advice, rules and etiquette to
No. z 3. JIOW TO EXPLAIN DREAM!!.1 llt~ledbook
~e observed, with many c urious and interest\te exp:a:•flok to a~
big things not generally J{nown.
;Ju~k~ da~:ams, ".ce er w t
uc 1 aD
No. 6. JIOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE. 0 N 0
H. o·w T~ W IT L
-O!Tlng full Instru ction tor the use of
• %4.
"'
B E ETTEB!! TO
dumbbells, lndlan clubs, parallel ban, borl- GENTLEMEN.-Contalnlnc tun lnstructiou
sontal bars and vnrlous other methods of for writing to gentlem"n on all aubjects.
h
h
tai
No. 25. now TO DECOIUC .A. GYMNAl!IT.
cl1tveloplng a g ood , e alt Y muse 1e; con n- -ContalnlDK full lnatruction• for all kinds
IDS over sixty illustration-s.
of Jtymnastlc •port• and athletic •xerdses.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand- Embracing tblrty-llTe lllnatratlolia. BJ Proaomely illustrated and containing full In - tessor w. Macclonald.
~ctions for lhe manage ment and tralnlni:
No, 26.
HOW TO ROW, 'S AIL AND
e .-anary, mocklngbll'd, bobolink, black- DUILD A BOAT.-Fully uiustrated. Full
liHd,, paroqu~t . parrot, etc.
instruction, are glT"n In this little book, to-·
Jl'e. D. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILO- getber with lnstru,eUona on awl.mmill,r and
flVIST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every lntelll · rldlna-, companion sports to boatlna-.
i;eut boy reading tbls book of lnS t ru ctlons
No. %7. HOW TO RECITE AJ<'D BOOK
ean master the art, and create any amount OF RECITATIONS .-Contalnin,r tbe most
of tun for blmsel! and fri ends. It ls the popular selections In use, comprising Dutch
sr~atest b ook ever published.
dialect. French dlalect. Yanke. and Irish dlaNo IO. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self- lect pieces, together with many standard
deft-nse mad<> easy. Containing over thirty readings.
1llustratlons of guards, blows, and the di!l'erNo. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.ent" p osition ot a good boxer. Eve-ry boy Everyone ls dealroua of knowing what hi•
should obtain ooe of these useful and in· future llte will brina- forth, whether 1,appls t ructlve b ook~. as It will teach you bow to nf'St! or misery, wealtlt or po-.erty. You can
box without a n instructor.
tell by a .gJ:,.nce at thla little book. Bu1 one
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET- and be convinced.
TERS.-A most complete little book, contain No, 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVE?i·
ing tun directions tor wrltin&' loTe-letters, TOR.-ETery boy •hoold know how !nTenand when to use them . giving specimen let- tlons originated. This book explains them
ters for young and old.
aJI, glTlng examples ln electricity, hydraulics,
No. IZ. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism, optics, pneumatics, JDM.aanlcs,
LADil!:S.-Glvlng complete instructions for etc.
·
writing letters to ladles on all subjects ; also
No. so. HOW TO COOK.-One of ,.,e most
letters of Introduction, notes and requests.
lnstructlve books on cooking ever published.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF It ~ontalns recipes tor cooking meats, /lab.
ETIQUlliTTE.-It ts a great lite secret, and game, and oyHters; also nies, juddlngs,
one that eTery yountr man dHlres to know cakes and all kinds of putry, an a grand
all &bout. There'• bapplneH In It.
collec~n ot recipes,
For sale by all newsdeaJera, or wlll ~ aent to any aildna• on rece tpt ot price, lOI:. per cop,,

J)BEAH DOOll.-Contalll~ ,t~ gl't!llt oracle

t.11'-'
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FRANK TOUSEY. Publiaber,

•

BOOKS

No. Sl. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Contalolng fourteen Illustration,, glT•
Ing the dltrereut positions requisite to be<'Ome a good spe.~ker, reader and eloctUloolat.
Also containing gems from all i . 1IOl>Dlar
authora ot prose and poetrJ.
·
No. 1%. HOW TO RIDE A
Containing' lnstructlou tor bea-ln
of a machine, hlnta 00 tralnln
et ,
•
bo
tfo'::~.lete
ok. Full ot praeti
111

BIOf'¢s

No. SI. HOW TO PLAT GAMEi.-"'~·
pJete and useful little l,ook, containtng therul"s and r,.a-ulatlons or bllllard1, baptelle.
bacli:a-11mmon, cro<.1uet, dowlnoea, etc.
No, 38 _ HOW TO SOLV"E CQSUllfVIIU]IIS
-Containing nil the leading N>ftCIBilt1uns o(
the day , amusinll' rld'11H, ~urloua cutehes
d
an w1tt1 saylnga.
_
No. SI. HOW TO BECOJl{B
DOCTOR.-.\ wonderful b
tatidn,r
uoetul aod practical lnfe"ftla
tftlltment of ordinary dls.,aseP\ ani4'1111aillitt common to enr1 family. Ahonnc\ llf 1D .o•efnl
and ell'.ect!Te recipes for general colilpl!\!!lta.
No. SO. HOW TO ltAISl'l: 1!,089', POULTUY, PIGEONS AND JtAB.,nTa- 11,etul
and lnatructln book. 1IaDd~el1 lill~rat.ed.
Ne. ,o.
HOW TO MAKJC AXD SET
TRAPS.- Includintr hint. on how tc cat, 1,
moles, weasels, ottu, rats. 'll'l•~ls and
hlrcls. Also how to cure skuii;; f?11piously
illustrated.
~

T:ii OW!C'

W

No. 41. TJTE BOYS OF N
ENn
MEN'S .JOKE UOOK.- Contali:llng a ·gn•at
vo.rlety of the lat.,st jok"' u~ed hy the ltlMt
famous end men. No auu.tPur min•trels Is
complete without this wond~rt1ll llftnl-~
No. o. THE BOYS O
OW' YO
STUMP SPEAKER. -Contalnllll' a var!f!d H.ortruent of stump speeches, Necro Dutc.-b
and Iri•h. .Also end men's Jokl'L Juat the
thing tor borne amusement and uaateur
•howa.
No. 48. HOW TO BECOU!l! A MAGICIAN.
- Contalnlng the grandest assortment of
magical illusions ever placed before .i>e
public. Also tricks with carda. lnca.ntatlo1is,
etc.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.-.A gnrnd collection of .Album Verses
sultable for any tlmp nnil occasion. embracing Linea of Love, .Atrectlon, Sentiment, Humor, Respect. aod Condolen~e. also Veraes
Suitable tor Valentines and Weddings.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORI MIN.
STRKL GUIDE AND JOKE DOOK.--Something new and very lostructlve. Every boy
should obtain this book, o.s It contains full
Instructions for organlzl11g an amnteur minatrel troune.
or a tor 25c., In money or postage st,/lmps, bJ'

168 Wea& 23d St.. New York

